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Scientific Achievement Highlights, 2015
Research Achievements
◆          Record module efficiency of 19.2% for a 60-cell

（156×156 mm2）P-type polycrystalline Si module

◆  Record cell efficiency of 21.25% for a 156×156 mm2 

P-type polycrystalline Si solar cell

◆  Record cell efficiency of 22.13% for a 156×156 mm2 

P-type monocrystalline Si solar cell

◆                   Cell efficiency of 23.5% for a 156×156 mm2 IBC solar 

cell in pilot production

◆   Cell efficiency of 22.28% for a 125×125 mm2 N-PERT cell

◆   Cell efficiency of 22.20% for a  156×156 mm2 N-PERT cell

Awards
◆     2015 APVIA (Asian PV industry Award) -　Technology 

Achievement Award (Enterprise)

◆ Osaka Sangyo University's Solar Car, ＂OSU-Model-S＂, 

equipped with Trina's advanced IBC solar cells and modules 

won the 2015 FIA ALTERNATIVE ENERGIES CUP Solar Car 

Race

◆         Invention patent  (Patent No. 201210141633.5) -　9th Jiangsu 

Patent Gold Award for the fabrication method for IBC solar 

cells

Scientific Papers &Patents & Standards
◆     Scientific Papers: 32 papers published in scientific journals and key international PV conferences

◆    Patents: 81 patents approved including 38 invention patents

◆    Published Standards: International PV standard of ultra-thin PV glass (SEMI PV63-0215)，National

     PV standard of  vinyl acetate (VA) content test method for ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) applied in 

photovoltaic modules ‒TGA  (GB/T 31984-2015)
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◆ Reduce cost by improving efficiency & 
     develop through technical innovation.
◆ Bring solar energy to every household.

◆ Benefit mankind with solar energy!

VISION

MISSION



The year of 2015 has again demonstrated that 
photovoltaic solar energy is unstoppable and that the 
State Key Laboratory of PV Science and Technology (SKL 
PVST) at Trina Solar is at the forefront of crystalline 
silicon PV technology. 

The concerted effort to continuously reduce the 
levelised cost of solar electricity (LCOE) through improved 
efficiency, the standardization of silicon PV manufacturing, 
and economy of scale in the supply chain, manufacturing 
and deployment of PV systems has enabled the LCOE to 
reach "grid parity" in over 30 countries, at least on the 
customer side of the electricity meter. Even on the 
generation side of the meter: Bloomberg New Energy 
Finance (BNEF) recently announced findings that the LCOE 
for wind and solar is now cheaper than coal and gas in 
Europe. It is no wonder that the continued PV installation 
growth in 2015 has resulted in a cumulative capacity of at 
least 200GW, sufficient to provide about 1 percent of the 
world's electricity demands1. PV is well-positioned to be the 
main technology for additional generation capacity in the 
future, even in the face of a low oil price2 . With PV and wind 
increasing their penetration in the electricity generation 
market, we now have the evidence that it is possible to 
keep the power system working and decarbonise the 
electricity system. PV has become the "people's choice" 
source of energy. The work of our dedicated researchers at 
the SKL PVST greatly contributes to realising this future, a 
future that was once only dreamed of by many before us. 
We are working with only one mission in mind: To develop 
cheaper photovoltaic solar energy to benefit mankind.

This year, we are very happy and honored to welcome 
Dr Pietro Altermatt to the team at the State Key Laboratory. 
Dr Pietro Altermatt has a long career in PV research, and is 
recognized worldwide for his work in solar cell modelling 
and simulation. He will strengthen our know-how and 
capabilities to design high efficiency silicon solar cells.

In 2015, Trina Solar maintained its position of the 
largest global PV module manufacturer, reached in 2014. 
This result has been achieved because every department, 
including the Technology Department and the SKL PVST, 
focused on the company's core development strategy of 
"innovation, top brand and globalisation". In alignment 

with the company's core strategy, the SKL PVST worked to 
develop innovative products that are highly efficient and 
reliable, yet low in production cost ‒ all of our world record 
PV cells and modules this year were manufactured with 
low-cost, and transferrable industrial processes.  

2015 has been a great year for the SKL PVST with 
several new world records in solar cell efficiency that have 
strengthened our leadership, not only among PV 
manufacturing companies but also among PV research 
laboratories. Our proudest achievement was obtaining 
21.25% total area efficiency on a large area (i.e. 
156x156mm2) multi-crystalline silicon PERC (Passivated 
Emitter Rear Contact) solar cell which was fabricated with 
only low-cost industrial processes. To the best of our 
knowledge, this was the first time that a multi-crystalline 
silicon based solar cell has reached an efficiency over 21%, 
an efficiency  that was once unthinkable for multi-Si cells 
and that is usually reserved for more complex and 
sophisticated solar cells such as IBC (Interdigitated Back 
Contact) and heterojunction solar cells. The record 
efficiency of 21.25% was independently certified by 
Fraunhofer Institute ISE on November 3, 2015. It took the PV 
scientific community　about 35 years to go from an 
efficiency of about 12% to 21%, i.e. an average efficiency 
increase of 0.25% per year. This is why an increment of 
0.49% since our previous record of 20.76% established just 
one year ago is particularly remarkable. On December 16th, 
the SKL PVST announced a new world record for industrial 
high-efficiency p-type mono-crystalline silicon solar cells. 
The large area (156×156 mm2) solar cell reached a 
total-area efficiency of 22.13%. This result has been 
independently confirmed by the Fraunhofer ISE CalLab in 
Germany. This efficiency record breaks the previous 
record of 21.40% for the same type of solar cell that was 
also established by the SKL PVST in 2014, demonstrating 
an impressive efficiency improvement of 0.73%absolute 
within just one year. This was the result of our State Key 
Laboratory's continued commitment to integrate 
innovative technological developments to improve the 
efficiency and lower the cost of Trina Solar's PV products.

In addition to these two very important milestones, 
another example of our world class level PV research 

and development work is a 19.14% half-cell multi-Si 
PERC PV module which set a new world record for 
multi-Si module efficiency. We should certainly not 
forget the excellent work from our Silicon Crystallization 
research team which developed a high-performance 
p-type multi-crystalline wafer with a carrier lifetime of as high 
as 600μs. The production of high quality multi-crystalline 
wafers is critical for the manufacturing of high-efficiency 
mc-Si solar cells and is in great part responsible for our 
recent achievements. The SKL of PVST also produced 
high-efficiency Interdigitated Back Contact (IBC) solar 
cells (efficiency > 22.5%) on its new pilot line and 
assembled modules for the solar race car designed and 
built by Osaka Sangyo University (OSU) which won the 
prestigious "2015 FIA ALTERNATIVE ENERGIES CUP Solar 
Car Race" held at the Suzuki International Racing Circuit. 
In a race lasting 5 hours, the OSU car overwhelmingly 
outperformed competing cars and demonstrated how 
effective solar powered transportation can be when 
combined with smart engineering design. For Trina 
Solar, for the first time competing in such an event, it 
birthed a vision of incorporating high-efficiency PV 
products into commercial cars, a welcome initiative as 
we endeavor to broaden our existing application portfolio. 

In the area of module engineering, the SKL PVST 
has been very active in developing lighter modules but 
still with very strict specifications regarding mechanical 
loads. With our double-glass module technology, we 
continue to focus our development toward more 
reliable PV systems. We have the vision that future PV 
modules will at some point be 100% smart PV modules, 
i.e. they will incorporate electronic circuits for driving many 
functions for smart management of the electric energy, 
including monitoring, safety functions, communication, 
localisation, anti-theft functions, active by-pass, 
maximum power point tracking, power management 

orewordF and DC-to-AC conversion. Our Smart PV team is actively 
working on developing those products that will 
revolutionize the way we experience PV products.

In 2015, SKL of PVST has successfully completed 
two National High Technology Research and Development 
Program of China (863 Plan), integrated key techniques 
and demonstration production line for industrialization 
of IBC crystalline silicon solar cells with an average cell 
efficiency of above 21%, and key techniques for 
industrialization of MW-level thin film silicon/crystalline 
silicon heterojunciton solar cells. 

We also obtained funding for several new National 
key projects, two National 863 Plan (Key techniques for 
industrialization & product testing of high efficiency 
anti-PID P-type crystalline silicon solar cells and modules, 
Research and development of test equipment for 
accelerated aging testing of PV modules), one Jiangsu 
Province Science and Technology Supporting project 
(Key techniques of novel perovskite structured solar 
cells), and five Jiangsu Natural Science Fund Projects. 

Research collaborations with international institutions 
such as the Australian National University (ANU), 
University of New South Wales (UNSW), NREL and SERIS 
on the high efficiency and novel PV devices have continued 
on this year. Through academic exchange programs, key 
researchers from the SKL PVST visited for an extended period 
of time Fraunhofer Institute CSP, University of Hannover, 
UNSW and ANU. Researchers from these institutions also 
visited the SKL PVST. They had an opportunity to learn from 
each other’s knowledge and generate new ideas. 32 papers 
were published in peer-reviewed scientific journals or 
presented this year at several key international PV 
conferences. 76 patents have been filed, adding to the 
1191 patents that the SKL PVST already holds.  

2015 has been a year of many achievements and 
outstanding breakthroughs for the SKL PVST, thanks to 
the hard-working teams in all parts of the laboratory and 
to the support of our stakeholders. With passion for 
innovation and dedication to further the advancement of 
PV science and technology, we look forward to the 
coming year's great achievements where both individual 
and corporate goals and dreams are realised.

       Dr. Pierre Verlinden 
Changzhou Trina Solar Energy Co., Ltd.    

Chief Scientist and Technology Vice President 
State Key Laboratory of Photovoltaic Science & 

Technology Director
December 31, 2015

       

1 Michael Munsell ( 22nd January, 2016). "GTM Research: Global Solar PV Installations Grew 34% in 2015". Greentech Media.
2 Vishal Shah; Jerimiah Booream-Phelps (27 February, 2015). "Solar Grid Parity in a Low Oil Price Era". Deutsche Bank Markets Research.
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In January 2010, the State Key Laboratory for Photovoltaics Science and Technology's (SKL PVST) establishment was approved by 

the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST). In  November 2013, SKL PVST successfully received the accreditation from the MOST, 

becoming one of the only two State Key Laboratories set up within a PV company in China.  

The SKL PVST is responsible for establishing fundamental research platforms for the PV technologies and applications, attracting 

and cultivating PV talents, promoting industry collaborations and exchanges, and successful technology transfer to mass production.  

There are 146 researchers and scientists including 16 with PhD in five key research centers, the golden line & pilot base, the testing 

center, and the office. The bulk of the research work is dedicated to the crystalline silicon solar cell and the golden line and the pilot base  

optimize laboratory technologies for the mass production line.

The SKL PVST, supported by Changzhou Trinasolar Energy Co. Ltd., is managed by an academic committee which provides 

guidance for current and future research directions, and supervises five research departments; a pilot line which optimizes manufacturing 

processes before a product gets transferred to a mass production line; one testing laboratory which we have invested heavily over the 

years to ensure the product quality and reliability; and an administrative office that facilitates the smooth running of all departments. 

Five research departments are: 1) Crystalline Silicon Solar Cell Material Research Center, 2) Crystalline Silicon Solar Cell Research 

Center, 3) PV Module & New Product Research Center, 4) PV System Research Center, and 5) Equipment Research Center. Further 

descriptions of our R&D departments are in the following pages.

Research Centers

Crystalline silicon solar cell material research center 

Crystalline silicon solar cell research center

PV module & new product research center

PV system research center

Equipment research center

Pierre Verlinden
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学术委员会Organizational Structure

State Key Laboratory for Photovoltaics Science and Technology Senior Management

1.1 Senior Management

Chief Scientist of Trinasolar, 

Academic Deputy Director of Laboratories 

Pietro Altermatt

Principle Scientist of Trinasolar, Academic Member

Yingbin Zhang

General Manager of Trina's Solar Cell Manufacturing 

Department, Deputy Director of Laboratories 

Zhiqiang Feng

Director of Laboratories, Academic Member

Zhen Zhang

PV Modules and System Group Leader of Trinasolar, 

Academic Member

Jianmei Xu

Chief Engineer of PV Module Product Center

Feilin Ping

Golden Line & Pilot Base Group Leader, 

Associate Director of Trinasolar

Xinmin Xiao

Director of Trinasolar, Deputy Director of Laboratories



Academic Committee provides guidance for the annual R&D directions and sets targets of the SKL PVST.

Hui Shen

◆Professor of Physics and Engineering College of Sun 

    Yat-Sen University

◆Director of Solar Energy Institute of Sun Yat-Sen University

◆Director of  Key Laboratory of PV Technology in Guangdong  

    Province

Pierre Verlinden

◆ Vice President & Chief Scientist at Trina Solar

◆ Distinguished specialist of National 

    ‘The One Thousand Plan’

◆ Member of IEEE PVSC Committee

 Deputy Director of Academic Board

Director of Academic Board

Members of Academic Board1.2 Academic Committee

Junhao Chu

◆ Academician at CAS

◆ Professor at Shanghai Institute 

       of Technical Physics of  CAS

Thomas Rheindl

◆ Deputy CEO at Solar Energy 

    Research Institute of Singapore

Deren Yang

◆ Professor at Zhejiang University 
◆ Director of Semi-conductor     
     Materials Research Institute of  
     Zhejiang University
◆ Director of SKL of Silicon Materials

Andreas  W. Bett

◆ Deputy Director at Fraunhofer ISE

Liangjun Ji

◆ Researcher at UL in the USA

Pietro  Altermatt

◆ Principle Scientist at Trinasolar

Zhen Zhang

◆ Professor at Hohai University

◆ Group leader of PV modules &   

     system at Trina Solar

Zhengxin Liu

◆ Researcher at Institute of 

    Shanghai Microsystem and 

      Information Technology of CAS

Charlie Gay

◆ Co-Founder of Greenstar Foundation
◆ Former Director of U.S. National 
       Renewable Energy Laboratory
◆ Former president of Applied solar at  
     Applied Materials
◆ Former President of Siemens Solar Group

Zhiqiang Feng

◆ Director of PVST

◆ Vice President at Trina Solar
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1.3 Research and Development Groups

High-efficiency and cost-effective 

cell research center launches 

technological researches on ultimate 

industrialized crystalline silicon solar 

cell structures, including theoretical 

simulations and  characterization analysis 

of high-efficiency solar cell structures, 

key solar cell technical processes such as 

light-trapping structure, multi-layer 

passivation and metallization, as well as 

solar cell reliability and degradation 

mechanisms. Recently, significant 

technical achievements have been 

achieved on IBC, HIT and PERC solar cells that won several world records. This group is also responsible for the technical guidance of 

manufacturing line, promoting the transfer of technical achievements to the production line.

Crystalline Silicon Solar Cell Research Center

Smart PV module and building 

integrated PV system research center 

focuses on developing smart PV modules 

& systems, heat-dissipating PV modules, 

PV energy storage and BIPV systems. The 

team works in conjunction with the 

commercial department and provides 

technical support for distributed and 

centralized PV systems.

PV System Research Center

This group focuses mainly on 

developing a casting methodology that 

yields high-quality yet low in 

production cost multi-crystalline silicon 

ingot. This involves reducing the defect 

density by better impurity controls, 

optimizing the hot-zone and the 

nucleation, and reducing the bulk 

recombination under light exposure. 

Another research focus of this group is 

to develop novel and cost-effective 

characterization technologies.

Crystalline Silicon Solar Cell Material Research Center

High-efficiency & high-reliability 

module research center focuses on the 

structural design of high-efficiency & 

high-reliability PV modules, new material 

development and feasibility assessment, 

as well as industrialization transfer of 

R&D achievements. This group also 

focuses on the design and assessment of 

different PV module  system installation 

structures, the latest PV module 

technologies, continuous optimization 

of PV module manufacturing processes, 

as well as in-depth study on PV modules' 

reliability and degradation mechanisms.

PV Module & New Product Research Center
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Golden Line & Pilot Base

Equipment research center focuses 

on new equipment development in 

conjunction with local machine 

manufacturers, and system integration. 

This group is responsible for the 

equipment management and regular 

maintenance of pilot lines, solar cell 

laboratories and the testing center. 

The golden line and the pilot line are 

responsible for transferring laboratory 

technologies of the high efficiency solar 

cell and module research centers to the 

production line, and developing reliable 

processing schemes suitable for the 

mass production. The golden line is a 

bridge between the pilot line and the 

production line that has been set up to 

ensure the quality and the reliability of 

all products manufactured at Trinasolar. 

Equipment Research Center

The testing center consists of the 

reliability testing center, the material 

testing center, and the chemical and 

thermal analysis center. This center is 

open to both internal and external 

clients who want PV testing services and 

technical support. The center is capable 

of conducting a total of 149 testing items. 

The administrative office consists of 

three management groups that look 

after projects, training & PR, and patents 

& standards. This team is responsible for 

the management of research 

collaborations with local and 

international R&D institutions, the local 

government's science and technology 

projects and the intellectual property. 

The team also provides administrative 

supports to all research groups within 

the SKL PVST.

Testing Center

Administrative Office

09 08
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Float Zone (FZ) silicon is generally regarded as a perfect 

crystal with almost zero defects. Its lifetime can be as high as 

10ms [1] and that is why PV scientists use FZ wafers to fabricate 

champion solar cells. For example, the world record cell 

efficiency of 25% for a mono solar cell made out of FZ wafers 

has been held by Dr. Zhao Jianghua for over 16 years [2, 3]. 

However, due to its high cost, the application is limited to a 

laboratory environment. CZ mono crystal is a mature material 

that has been used in the semiconductor industry for many 

years and is a preferred material for solar application due to its 

relatively low cost. However CZ mono crystals usually have 

higher oxygen and carbon contents diffused from the crucible 

and the graphite parts in the furnace. Cast mono silicon, also 

called quasi mono, is produced from a mono silicon seed. 

Unlike conventional multi-crystalline (mc) ingots, crystal grown 

by this technique has fewer grain boundaries. Despite its 

mono-like appearance, issues relating to its relatively high  cost, 

dislocation and diffused metal concentration need to be 

resolved. In addition, solar cells made from such wafers have an 

irregular appearance which is not acceptable by customers. The 

conventional mc wafers have all kinds of defects, such as 

dislocation clusters, metal impurities, grain boundaries and 

non-metal impurities. However its simple process and low cost 

poses an attractive option for the PV manufacturers. 

Since around 2009 as the deployment of large scale photovoltaic applications around the globe accelerated, the demand for solar cells 

of higher efficiency and lower cost increased proportionally. As a result, the casting method for multi-crystalline silicon ingot took over 

the CZ mono crystal method and predominantly occupied the mainstream mass production of silicon solar cells, thanks to its simple 

process and low cost. In the early 2010, the cast mono method thrived shortly before being substituted by the high performance 

multi-crystalline (mc) method which still remains to be the industry's most preferred method for silicon ingot growth. As the industry 

experienced unprecedented rate of growth, the production capacity of the silicon ingot growth also soared. However, a little has been  

done to ensure the quality.  Unlike solar cells and modules which can be characterized with high precision, there is a lack of precise 

characterization methods for multi-crystalline silicon ingots. The State Key Laboratory's (SKL) characterization team studied all silicon 

crystal growth methods mentioned above and investigated the relationship between the crystal growth and the microstructure.

1. Comparative study of silicon crystals

Fabrication and Characterization of the Silicon Crystal
Zhen Xiong, Shaoyong Fu, Li Huang

Novel High Efficiency PV Modules/45

Anti-Reflective Coating Glass for PV Modules/48

Study of Accelerated Aging for PV Modules/51

Potential Induced Degradation of Crystalline Silicon PV 

Modules/53

2.4 PV System Research Center/ 55
PV System Design Optimization and Performance Analysis/55

Smart PV Module Technologies and Applications/60

2.5 Equipment Research Center/ 64
Manufacturing Equipment for High Efficiency c-Si PV/64

Industrial Equipment for High Efficiency c-Si Solar Cells and 

Modules/66

PTP Technology for the Finger Printing/70

2.6 Golden Line & Pilot Line/ 74
Industrialization of Crystalline Silicon Solar Cell Technologies/74

2.1 Crystalline Silicon Solar Cell Material Research Center2.1 Crystalline Silicon Solar Cell Material   
        Research Center/ 13
Fabrication and Characterization of the Silicon Crystal/13

Comparison of Mono- and Multi-crystalline Silicon/19 

2.2 Crystalline Silicon Solar Cell 
        Research Center / 25 
Development and Industrialization of P-type PERC Solar Cells/25

Interdigitated Back-Contact Solar Cells/28

High Efficiency Heterojunction Solar Cells/32

New Metallization Process - Plating Technology/35

Industrialization of N-type PERT Solar Cells/37

Perovskite Solar Cells/40

2.3  PV Module & New Product 
        Research Center/ 43
Mounting Structures for a Double Glass Module, DUOMAX/43
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Subsequently, it has maintained a 30 GW capacity over a long 

period. In 2012, cast mono wafers were found to be unsuitable 

for alkali texturing process and have high short-circuit current 

due to the existence of non <100> grain and Uoc was limited by 

dislocation clusters. These issues were not resolved until High 

Performance (HP) mc technique emerged. Strictly speaking, 

both cast mono and HP mc methods belong to the same cast mc 

technique. 

Main defects of ingots grown by three different methods 

are compared in Figure 1. The ingot grown by conventional mc 

method has various grain sizes caused by the irregular 

nucleation in the beginning. The nucleation occurs close to the 

surface of Si3N4 coating which is a poor wetting material for 

molten silicon, and causes sporadic nucleation.  That is why the 

ingot has grains of different sizes. The cast mono ingot is 

induced by a large mono crystal bulk paved at the bottom of the 

crucible. The thickness of the <100> bulk is about 15-30 mm. At 

the lower part, the cast mono ingot keeps mono-like structure. 

However when the ingot grows higher, nucleation formed on the 

crucible side will fuse with the induced crystal and some 

multi-crystal structure appears. The HP mc ingot is induced by 

intentionally introduced high density nucleation centers. All 

grains grow at the same rate, and the grain size does not vary 

much.
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Solar cell and module performance can be precisely 

characterized. For a bare wafer, people in the PV industry tend 

to use lifetime measurement to judge the wafer quality. 

Lifetime is a widely accepted concept transferred from 

semiconductor physics. Since theoretically PV is just an 

semiconductor physics application, lifetime should be a good 

reference for estimating the wafer quality. However PV 

applications have some conditions that make the lifetime 

measurement on bare wafer inaccurate.

(1) Unlike  the  fine  polished  semiconductor  wafers,  the

3. Characterization techniques for mc crystal

2. High Performance (HP) mc method

Subsequently, it has maintained a 30 GW capacity over a long 

period. In 2012, cast mono wafers were found to be unsuitable 

for alkali texturing process and have high short-circuit current 

due to the existence of non <100> grain and Uoc was limited by 

dislocation clusters. These issues were not resolved until High 

Performance (HP) mc technique emerged. Strictly speaking, 

both cast mono and HP mc methods belong to the same cast mc 
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Main defects of ingots grown by three different methods 

are compared in Figure 1. The ingot grown by conventional mc 

method has various grain sizes caused by the irregular 

nucleation in the beginning. The nucleation occurs close to the 

surface of Si3N4 coating which is a poor wetting material for 

molten silicon, and causes sporadic nucleation.  That is why the 

ingot has grains of different sizes. The cast mono ingot is 

induced by a large mono crystal bulk paved at the bottom of the 

crucible. The thickness of the <100> bulk is about 15-30 mm. At 

the lower part, the cast mono ingot keeps mono-like structure. 

However when the ingot grows higher, nucleation formed on the 

crucible side will fuse with the induced crystal and some 

multi-crystal structure appears. The HP mc ingot is induced by 
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Figure 2

Wafers made from cast mono and HP mc ingots

Prior to 2011, due to the lack of knowledge in mc crystal, 

people in the industry tended to grow larger grain sized ingots. 

Cast mono is an example. The mc silicon solar cell with SP 

Al-BSF process was approximately 16.8% to 17.1% in China prior 

to 2014. Post 2014, the efficiency rose to 17.8% to 18.1%. We 

owe this 1% progress to 3 aspects. 

(1)   Optimization of the solar cell processing, especially 

front and back J0 minimization.

(2) Paste improvement resulting in thinner but higher 

fingers and better contact.

(3)  Mass production of the HP ingots increase the bulk 

lifetime of the solar cells.

        The HP process has the opposite concept compared to the 

cast mono process. The key to cast mono is avoiding grain 

boundaries. However, the dislocation increases rapidly without 

the boundary structure. People started to grow small grains 

intentionally. Surprisingly, high density of grain boundaries 

leads to low dislocation density. Take G5 as an example, 

assuming the seed size is 15.6 cm by 15.6 cm, the total length of 

the grain boundary would be 780 cm. Assuming an average 

grain size of HP ingot is 0.5 cm by 0.5 cm, then the total length of 

the grain boundaries would be 24336 cm, 30 times that of the 

cast mono. The grain boundaries are supposed to relax the 

stress within the grains and thus suppress the propagation of 

the dislocation. The length and the stress absorptivity of the 

grain boundary are proportional to each other. For example, a 

grain boundary that is approximately 30 times longer would be 

able to absorb 30 times more stress. In Figure 2, PL images of 

wafers made from the top and bottom parts of the cast mono 

and HP ingots are presented.  The images indicate that, grain 

boundary density and homogeneity have a strong impact on 

the dislocation density.

There are two ways for the HP mc growth method. One is 

called seed inducing (half melting) method, which uses mc 

silicon granules, wafer chips or small mono seed as an inducing 

material. The other is called crucible inducing method (full 

melting) which uses a high melting point and a fine wetting 

material  as the seed. Big names in the industry like GCL and LDK 

usually utilize the crucible inducing method. GCL S2 has 

dominated the wafer market for a long time. The LDK M3 also 

has a good reputation. Full melting produces ingots of 

long-length that are inconsistent in quality. The growth method 

for HP mc ingots is selected based on the customer's 

requirement. 

In 2014, HP mc wafers produced by Trinasolar recorded a 

lifetime of over 400 μs [4]. Integrated with PERC solar cell 

technology, 20.8% solar cell efficiency was obtained [5]. It broke 

the world record 20.4% kept by Fraunhofer ISE for 10 years [6].

Table 1. Comparison of dislocation, metal, grain boundary, oxygen and carbon density

<5E16

<5E17

<5E17

<5E17

Grain boundary density
（cm/cm2）

CZ mono

Casting multi

Casting mono

HPMC

NA

1.5~2.5

NA

4~7

<103

<106

<106

104~105

<10

<100

<100

<100

<1E18

<5E17

<5E17

<5E17

Dislocation density
（pc/cm2）

Metallic impurity
（Fe）（ppbw）

Oxygen impurity
(atom/cm3)

Carbon impurity
(atom/cm3)

(a) Casting multi-crystalline

Figure 1

 Defects in conventional mc, cast mono mc and HP mc ingots.The vertical dash line is slicing plane, the gray solid line is grain boundaries, the 

red solid line is dislocation clusters, the blue dots are particles and the dark blue areas close to crucible are metal impurities.

(b) Casting mono-crystalline (c) High performance multi-crystalline

Cross section of an ingot PL images of wafers from the top and bottom sections

The major difference caused by the induction is dislocation 

densities. The conventional mc wafers have the highest dislocation 

density. Like grain boundaries, the dislocation distribution is 

not even and it usually aggregates as clusters. The cast mono 

ingot has very low dislocation density in 1/3 of the lower part. 

However, the dislocation density becomes more pronounced in 

the upper part. At the top of an ingot, the dislocation clusters 

appear almost everywhere, and cause very low solar cell 

efficiency. The HP ingot has lowest dislocation density that is 

distributed equally within the small grains. The defect and 

impurity densities are compared in Table 1. Defects include grain 

boundaries and dislocations. Impurities include metal, oxygen 

and carbon. Among all the mc ingots, the HP mc ingot has the 

lowest dislocation density and higher grain boundary density.

wire-saw made wafers for PV industry have very high surface 

recombination.

(2) The wafer thickness for PV industry is less than 200 μm, 

far less than wafers for semiconductor application. That makes 

the surface recombination more pronounced.

(3) After PECVD and gettering process in solar cell 

fabrication, the actual lifetime would be much higher than on a 

bare wafer.

With some simplification, effective lifetime on a bare wafer 

is composed of surface recombination and bulk lifetime as 

shown in formula 1:

                                                                                                      

τeff, τbulk, S and W stand for effective lifetime, bulk lifetime, 

surface recombination and wafer thickness respectively. For a 

slurry wire saw cut wafer, S could be as high as 106 cm/s. 

Suppose the wafer thickness is 180 μm. Figure 3 is a simulation 

of the bulk lifetime impact on the effective lifetime on a bare 

wafer. As indicated, when the bulk lifetime increased from 25 μ

s to 200 μs, the effective lifetime increases only approximately  

10%. In other words, bulk lifetime is not sensitive to lifetime 

measurement on a bare wafer due to surface recombination. To 

get the true bulk lifetime, the standard pretreatment in the 

laboratory is, removal of the damaged layer followed by 

diffusion, polishing and passivation on both sides [7]. After this 

process, bulk lifetime is believed to be obtained. However this 

process is destructive and too complicated, thus not fit for 

industrial application.

1
τeff

1
τbulk

2S
W+= (1)
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Figure 5

Orientation map of a 10 by 10 cm wafer based on reflectance pattern method

Trinasolar developed an orientation mapping tool based 

on reflectance pattern [15]. Compared to the conventional 

techniques, the sample preparation is simple, the sample size 

can be full scale, and the measurement is fast (a few minutes). 

All the random orientations are grouped into 7 categories based 

on the angles and labeled in different colors as shown in Figure 

5. In this way, the grain orientations are quantitatively 

presented.

4. Summary

3.1 PL imaging analysis of a bare wafer

Photoluminescence is a widely used technology in the 

semiconductor laboratory to measure the band gap and the 

defects. Dr. Thorston Trupke’s team from the New South Wales 

University has been working on PL technology for many years 

[9-11]. They started a company, BTImaging to provide PL 

imaging equipment. PL imaging system uses a CCD camera to 

capture luminescence photons  from  a  semiconductor.  In  a  PL

3.2 Crystal orientation mapping on wafers

Mono wafer has a single orientation of <100>. However mc 

wafers have random orientation for every single grain. Research 

on the correlation between orientation and defects during the 

solidification has been ongoing for a long time. Fujiwara and 

Nakajima [13] used to control the microstructure of the mc 

Table 2. A comparison of orientation measurement techniques

NA 2~4 hours

~10 mins

NA

NA

—

—

—

—

耗 时

X-Ray Diffraction（XRD）

Back Scattering
Diffraction（EBSD）

Selected Area Electron
Diffraction（SAED）

Neutron Diffraction（ND）

Laue method（XRD）

Trina Solar method
（reflectance pattern）

Detecting Patterns

Yes, area of 15.6×15.6 cm2

Yes, area of 15.6×15.6 cm2

No, can only test limited grains and subject to system extinction

No, can only test several square centimeters area

No, can only test limited grains and subject to system extinction

No, can only test partial area and subject to system extinction

Whether can do surface scanning

Dip in Alkaline
 solution

Mechanically 
polishing

Sampling 
to sheet

Sample 
pretreatment Time-consuming

Lifetime and PL index are measured on 200 bare wafers 

before they are fabricated into solar cells. Figure 4 indicates that 

PL index has a better correlation with cell efficiency than 

lifetime.

Figure 4

Correlation of solar cell efficiency with lifetime and PL index respectively
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晶体硅光伏技术研究成果

image, defects of  different  recombination would have different 

intensity. The high resolution will provide contrast of different 

defects. The defects are recognized by an imaging processing 

algorithm. PL imaging technique is fast and contactless, and 

provides other important information for ingot research. The 

dilemma in 2011 of cast mono could have been avoided if the 

defects were fully understood via PL imaging technique. 

However PL images provide rather qualitative information, and 

evaluating the wafer quality quantitatively remains to be 

solved. In this paper, defects are given a certain weight given 

their impacts on solar cell fabrication. The total index to 

evaluate wafer quality should be a simple summation of all the 

impacts [12] as shown in formula 2.

       

In the formula, Xi stands for a certain type of defects. Ci 

stands for the defect amount. Ri is the weighting we mentioned 

before. The defect index is a hypothetical parameter without 

dimension. The index in the formula should be determined 

empirically to make sure the defect index is related to solar cell 

performance (i.e. Uoc).

crystal successfully via inducing with <112> and <110> seeds. 

However due to the current absence of convenient technique 

for measuring orientation in PV industry, a systematic approach 

cannot yet be established. In Table 2, all the available orientation 

measurement techniques are listed. XRD, ND, SEAD detect only 

a single point, and are not fit for wafer mapping. EBSD is able to 

map a sample of a few cm2, but the sample preparation is difficult. 

Frauhofer THM and IISB developed a full scale mapping tool 

based on Laue XRD [14]. It is a breakthrough for the orientation 

mapping. However the measurement is slow (2-4 hours). 

After many years of research, various solar cell 

technologies have come up. New techniques such as Perovskite, 

CIGS, AsGa, and amorphous Si thin film are expected to be 

applied in specific circumstances due to their high efficiency or 

flexibility. However they can't beat silicon based solar cells in a 

long time because of the cost.

Among silicon based technologies, the trend is difficult to 

predict. 4 years ago, no one expected the disappearance of cast 

mono and the emergence of HP technique was also a surprise. 

Technology trend is influenced by complicated parameters like 

equipment, cost, market and politics. Which is the future? 

Mono, mc or cast mono? Will N type wafers dominate? We think 

it all depends on how they work with the solar cell technologies 

like PERC, IBC or HIT. More power and lower cost are always the 

key objectives.

In the short term, two things are for sure: 

(1) HP mc wafers have lower dislocation density than cast 

mono and conventional mc wafers. It will dominate the market 

in near future. And the efficiency will go up with continuous 

optimization.

(2) Inline PL technology technique for mc wafers will 

benefit for solar cell and module fabrication. Attention should 

be paid on it.
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1. Feedstock

       The mono crystal growth requires at least the class 1 solar 

grade feedstock, that is to say, the Total Metal Impurities (TMI) 

should be less than 50 ppbw. If the feedstock is not pure 

enough, the CZ process may fail. On the other hand, the multi 

crystal growth is more tolerant - granular particles from 

fluidized bed, broken chips and other low purity feedstock still 

work. Typically, a mono crystal furnace can load 100 kg 

feedstock in one batch. If secondary loading technique is 

applied, the capacity can be as much as 200-300 kg. On the 

contrary, the mc furnace can load much more feedstock at one 

time. The G6 furnace capacity is 800 kg, and the G7 is more than 

1000 kg.

2. Crucible

The crucible for a mc crystal is made from a low purity level 

of  quartz (99.9%) by slip casting or gel casting. The crucible for 

a mono crystal is purer. The purity of the base should be higher 

than 99.99% and the inner layer of quarts glass close to the 

silicon melt should be purer than 99.999%. Table 1 presents the 

typical crucible contents of both kinds.

Crucible is the worst impurity source during the ingot 

growth for both kinds. Most metal and oxygen impurities in the 

crystal come from the crucible. According to Martin C. Schubert 

from Fraunhofer ISE in 2014 [2, 3], if the crucible for a multi 

crystalline silicon is made of quartz glass, the iron 

concentration would be decreased and a cell efficiency gain of 

0.6% could be expected. Nowadays, there is a purer quartz layer 

(4N) inside the crucible. This move can reduce the low lifetime 

region of mc ingots formed close to the crucible. However the 

binding performance of the layer is still a challenge for now.   
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Table 1. Comparison of crucible contents for mono and multi crystal (typical data)

SiO2  (%)Crucible type K  (ppmw)

Multi crystalline

mono crystalline

>0.999 19.0

0.4>0.9999

22.0

0.4

6.0

1.0

263.0

11.6

24.0

0.3

Na  (ppmw)

12.0

0.5

Mg  (ppmw) Ti  (ppmw) Fe  (ppmw)Al  (ppmw)

32.0

0.5

Ca (ppmw)

high, 75-95 mm/h at the beginning, 50-75 mm/h in the middle 

and 30-50 mm/h in the end. The speed variance helps segregate 

metal impurities. To get better convection, the ingot and the 

crucible spin in the opposite direction. A large amount of oxygen 

dissolves into the silicon melt. A small portion volatilizes into 

atmosphere and the rest remains in the silicon. As a result, CZ 

crystal has oxygen concentration higher than 20 ppma.
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Figure 1 

Schematic diagram of furnaces for mono and multi crystalline silicon growth

4. Slicing

The mono crystal is easier to slice. The widely used 

diamond wire saw for the mono crystal has many advantages: 

thinner wafers, less damages, higher yields and 

environmentally friendly [6, 7]. Thus, most of mono ingots are 

sliced using the diamond wire saw; big names like Longji slices 

its ingots with nothing but the diamond wire saw. Conventional 

slurry slicing technique requires  110 μm wire saw and 1500# SiC 

powder. A thinner wire will cause process instability. However, a 

80 μm diamond wire saw has been widely used in Japan, and a 

70 μm one is also being tested in many workshops. For a slurry 

wire saw, the thinnest wafer obtained is 150 μm, but for the 

diamond wire saw, it could be 130 μm or less. The cost of wafer 

slicing can be reduced by 0.4 RMB/pc if the diamond wire saw is 

applied.

For mc wafer slicing, the conventional slurry wire saw is 

still an acceptable option because the acid etching process 

cannot be applied to the mc wafer cut with the diamond wire 

saw due to the damage layer being too thin  and  subsequently,

One big problem of diamond wire saw slicing for a mc ingot 

has been that the acid texturing process failed on such wafers 

because the damage layer was too thin. Some solutions have 

been developed in recent times and Figure 4 shows the wafer 

surface morphology of a recently developed acid textured mc 

wafer [19] and a RIE wafer [20].

Mono wafer has higher bulk lifetime, but the high oxygen 

concentration (<20 ppma) leads to higher LID. For a full Al-BSF 

solar cell, LID is 3% typically, and for high efficiency PERC cells, it 

can be as high as 4-5% [21]. LID of mc solar cells is relatively low 

due to lower oxygen concentration (<10 ppma). A solution to LID 

recently has been proposed [22] - the boron-oxygen can be 

passivated permanently by illumination accompanied by 

heating. This technique is ready for mass production.

Figure 4 

SEM morphology of textured multi crystalline silicon wafer cut by a diamond wire 

saw via (a) Dry texturization; (b) Wet texturization

6. PV System

As the PV industry's development progresses, Levelized 

Cost of Electricity (LCOE) has become the key decision making 

criteria for PV plants and applications. To maximize the benefit, 

all the research and commercial activities of the PV application 

focus on how to reduce the LCOE. The LCOE determines the 

total investment and benefit of a PV plant in its lifetime. Key 

parameters that affect LCOE include:

(1)         Parts and installation cost, interest rate, operational and 

maintenance expenses etc;

(2) Power output efficiency, PR (Performance Ratio);

(3)    Annual degradation rate and the product lifetime, etc.

The issues that stakeholders are most concerned with are 

the module and system cost, degradation rate, kWh/kW power 

generation capacity and power station yield rate.

Figure 3 

Reflectivity of mono- and multi- crystalline cells

5. Solar cell fabrication

In the laboratory environment, mono silicon solar cells are 

always leading the efficiency game. They are inherently a better 

material for a solar cell. The Uoc of a mono solar cell is 10mV 

higher than that of a mc solar cell due to the bulk lifetime 

difference. Jsc of a mono wafer is 0.6mA/cm2 higher than that of 

a mc solar cell due to reflectance of the textured surface. In the 

late 1990s, the efficiency of mono silicon solar cells reached 25% 

[8] using FZ bases. However, FZ technique is not transferrable to 

a large scale application due to its high cost. CZ wafers are more 

suited for industry related applications. Take the PERC 

technique on a p-type CZ wafer for an example, the efficiency 

was 19.2% in 2010 held by Centrotherm. The efficiency 

increased to 21.0% by Schott Solar in 2012 and further 0.2%abs 

improvement was achieved by ISFH in July, 2014. Trina Solar 

broke the record 3 months later with 21.4% [10]. Soon Solar 

World announced 21.7% in July, 2015, only to be broken by 

Trinasolar again with 22.1% in December, 2015 [11, 12]. The 

efficiency of a mc solar cell has not been updated as frequently. 

The first reported PERC record on a mc wafer is 17.8% in 1990 

[13]. It did not get updated for another 7 years until Zhao 

Jianhua's team reported 18.2% with a PERL structure [14]. And 

the team obtained 19.8% a year later with an open circuit 

voltage of 654 mV [15]. In 2004, Schultz O. achieved 20.4% with 

a honey comb like texturing and laser firing techniques [16]. 

Another 10 years passed before Trinasolar reached 20.8% with a 

normal PERC structure on a 156 cm mc wafer [17]; the record 

was updated to 21.2% by Trinasolar again in 2015 [18]. Figure 2 

is the summary of the 4 world records accomplished by 

Trinasolar between 2014 and 2015.

Figure 2 

SEM morphology of multi crystalline silicon wafer after acid texturization

(a) Cut by mortar; (b) Cut by diamond wire

The mc crystal growth is a fully automatic process that 

includes 5 steps of heating, melting, growing, annealing and 

cooling. The whole process runs automatically except the 

melting and growing. The growing step of mc ingot is a 

directional solidification process and the speed is relatively low, 

25-35 mm/h at the beginning, 15-25 mm/h in the middle and 

10-15 mm/h in the end. The convection of silicon melt is weak, 

so the oxygen impurity absorbed in the melt is low. Usually the 

total oxygen concentration in a mc ingot is lower than 10ppma. 

The mc ingot grows from multiple nucleation centers, and the 

grain orientation is uncontrollable. The extra stress can't be 

relaxed and causes high density dislocations (105-106 pc/cm2). 

The High Performance mc technique [4, 5] minimizes the grain 

size and forms a large amount of grain boundaries which are 

capable to store stress which can decrease the dislocation 

density.

Type
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39.78

40.44

79.97

80.41
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Multi(2015)

Mono(2015)

39.03

39.65

20.76

21.40

21.25

22.10

Jsc 
(mA/cm2)

80.26

80.31

FF
  (%)

Eta 
(%)

reflectance on such wafers would be high. Figure 2 shows SEM 

images of mc wafer surfaces etched with acid. The etch pits are 

too shallow for a diamond wire saw wafer, thus, a new etching 

technique should be developed for this case.

In mass production, the gap in the cell efficiency between 

the mono and the mc solar cell is always about 1% for two 

reasons:

(1) Mono wafers commonly have <100> orientations, which 

is perfect for alkali texturing process. Additionally, the alkali 

texturing process works on both diamond and slurry cut mono 

wafers. The pyramidal surface morphology enables the alkali 

textured mono wafer to have a lower reflectance than the acid 

textured mc wafer. Figure 3 is the reflectance comparison of the 

two wafers after PECVD. Between the spectrum range of 

300-1200 nm, the mc wafer loses a larger number of photons.

(2) The bulk lifetime is about 400-500μs for a mono wafer, 

and about 100-200 μs for a mc wafer. 

Table 2. Trinasolar currently holds the world record for industrial grade, large-sized 
mono- and multi- crystalline silicon solar cells. The electrical characteristics of the 
latest world records solar cells are:
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7. Conclusion

A mono module is of better quality, but the cost is limited 

by feedstock, crucible and capacity. A mc module is of lower 

quality but has cost advantages. Temperature coefficient of 

mono and mc module is about the same. LID of mc module 

seems better due to lower oxygen concentration. No big 

difference is observed in PR, but mono solution has advantages 

for applications with limited space. 

The fierce competition between mono and mc encourages 

both sides to input more resources for innovation. We expect 

great progress in 2016 for cost and quality improvement for 

both mono and mc production.

6.1 Module and system cost

         The price of the mc module at the time of writing is about 

3.95 RMB/Wp, and the most common output power is 265 Wp. 

Mono module price is 0.1 RMB/Wp higher, and the common 

output power is 285 Wp. For conventional PV plants, the system 

cost is close to each other. Figure 5 shows the correlation 

between the system cost and the module output power for both 

mono and mc modules.

6.2 Degradation rate

Al-BSF modules of both mono- and mc-crystalline types 

have been selected for a long term degradation rate study and 

the findings are presented. As shown in Figure 6, the 

degradation rate of mc modules is far less than that of mono 

modules. The degradation rate for mc modules is less than 1%.

6.3 PR ratio (kWh/kW)

The PR ratio or the kWh/kW is usually regarded as a 

performance indicator when evaluating a PV module and a PV 

plant. PR is limited by system level losses which differ greatly 

depending on the climate and the location. Key potential 

influences are:

(1) Difference in the temperature coefficient 

(2) Difference in the spectrum response at varied angle

Mono and mc PERC solar cells were selected for an 

experiment to determine their temperature coefficient 

difference - the results are shown in Table 3. Uoc of mono cells is 

higher than that of mc solar cells. The temperature coefficient of 

Uoc and Vmpp of a mono cell is lower, but the temperature 

coefficient of efficiency is almost the same. The temperature 

coefficient on a module is usually higher than that of a cell. 

According to Dr. Yang Yang of Trinasolar [23], the Pmax 

temperature coefficient of a module has an uncertainty of 

±0.04%/℃ due to the inhomogeneity of temperature in a 

module, the uncertainty of temperature measurement and the 

inhomogeneity of the spectrum. In conclusion, a lower 

temperature coefficient and a higher Uoc of a mono module do 

not guarantee a higher PR.

6.4 Yield rate of a PV plant

 To determine the yield rate of a PV plant, the income and 

the investment should also be taken into consideration. The 

actual input values employed vary in precision and 

assumptions. Subsequently, it is arbitrary and unfair to compare 

the absolute values of the estimated output without considering 

the original parameters which are often heavily dependent on 

the location and the climate conditions used in the evaluation. 

Total cost of a system is affected by many parameters. For 

locations with a high cost of land/rooftop spaces and 

installation labour like US, EU and Japan, mono module is 

commonly a better solution. For areas with cheap land and human

Alkaline and acid textured wafers may have different 

spectral responses at a certain incident angle. To find out the 

difference, spectral responses (300-1200 nm) at different angles 

of incidence (0°, 30°, 45° and 55°) were measured on mono solar 

cells, mc solar cells and the lamintaed cells of both types. 

Currents were calculated accordingly to evaluate the angle 

performance. As shown in Figure 7, currents of both mono and 

mc wafers are inversely correlated with an incident angle. 

However with laminated cells of both types, the current output 

was consistent across all the tested incident angles.

It is concluded that while the low illumination  

performance, temperature coefficient, working temperature 

and degradation rate may cause different PRs for mono and mc 

modules, the variance was not observed in our experiment. 

Although the short-term degradation rate of a mono module is 

higher than that of a mc module, the actual kWh/kWp measured 

for both types of modules are about the same.

Figure 6 

The comparison chart for LID of mono- and multi- crystalline modules, the 

scattered dots represent the testing fluctuation or other interference factors
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Figure 7 

The spectral response of integrated current density of mono and multi 

crystalline cells and encapsulated modules at different incident angles

-3.54 -0.360Mono_ave

-3.63 

-3.73

-0.364 

-0.361 

-0.355 

-0.360

-3.83 

-3.73 

-3.50 

-0.362 

-0.357 

-0.361 

-3.76 

-3.36 

TC-Vmpp [%] TC-Eff [%]

Table 3. Temperature coefficients of experimental mono and multi crystalline PERC cells

Type

Multi-1

Multi-2

Multi-3

Mono-1

-2.91

TC-Voc [%]

-3.03 

-2.95 

-2.96 

-2.98

-2.94 

-2.89 

-2.90 

Mono-2

Mono-3

Multi_ave

0.063

0.067 

0.065

0.064 

0.065 

TC-Jsc [%]

0.065 

0.061 

0.062 
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Figure 5

 Relationship between the module output power and

 the system cost for mono- and multi- crystalline modules

resource like northwest China, mc might be a better choice. 

Deciding on whether to use mono or mc modules for a PV plant 

is never a simple question and should be carefully considered 

taking into account of all the relevant parameters.
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Figure 1 

The recombination loss analysis for a p-type BSF solar cell simulated by Quokka[1] 

The mass production of BSF solar cells has lasted for over 

20 years and still is the dominant solar cell type in the market. 

The cell efficiency has improved during this period, and some 

advanced technologies such as selective emitter, high sheet 

resistance emitter, and double printing technology have been 

introduced. Although these technologies have increased the 

BSF cell efficiency, the main inherent recombination loss for the 

BSF solar cell from the rear side has capped the cell efficiency 

and Voc (Figure 1 ).

Industrialization of PERC（Passivated Emitter and Rear Cell）solar cells has become the focus of our team's R&D efforts to promote solar 

cells of higher cell efficiency and lower production cost than the conventional BSF (Back Surface Field) silicon solar cell. The passivated 

rear side promotes lower recombination velocity and higher Voc that lead to an absolute cell efficiency gain of 1% and 0.8% for mono- 

and multi-crystalline silicon substrates respectively. The ease of an upgrade from the existing conventional BSF solar cell production 

line ‒ additional equipment for passivation and laser ablation are all that is required ‒ is another advantage of the PERC technology.

2.2 Crystalline Silicon Solar Cell Research Center

Development and Industrialization of P-type PERC Solar Cells
Weiwei Deng, Daming Chen, Feng Ye, Wanwu Guo, Ruimin Liu, Jianwen Dong

The answer to further increasing the cell efficiency of a 

p-type silicon solar cell is the PERC technology. The key 

difference between BSF and PERC is the passivation technology 

on the rear side of the cell. Rear side recombination velocity can 

be reduced by introducing a rear passivation layer rather than a 

BSF layer. This will increase the cell efficiency by approximately 

0.8% to 1% depending on the bulk material. In early 1988, A. W. 

Blakers [2] first developed PERC technology. The cell efficiency 

was 22.8% on a 2x2 cm2 substrate with Voc of 700mV. The cell 

structure is illustrated below (Figure 2(a)).

(a) 
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Figure 5

Future solar cell technology trend

2. Status of industrial PERC solar cells

The technology transfer of the PERC solar cell to the mass 

production started around 2013 and the capacity was expanded 

around 2014. Trinasolar, Sunrise and Gentech were the first to 

mass produce PERC solar cells. The cell efficiencies are 

approximately 20.6% and 19% for mono- and multi-crystalline 

PERC solar cells respectively, and the corresponding 60-cell 

module powers are approximately 290 W and 275 W. As an 

increasing number of PV manufacturers join the mass 

production of PERC solar cells, it is expected that PERC 

technology will dominate the PV market by 2022, overtaking the 

market share of BSF solar cells (Figure 5).

a. Reliability challenge 

For any new PV product, a good reliability to withstand 25 

years of warranted lifetime is very important. For a PERC solar 

cell, the light induced degradation for a mono PERC solar cell 

remains a challenge - a longer term research is required to solve 

the degradation caused by impurities in the bulk. Mechanical 

loading on the cell induced, once installed,  is another reliability 

issue that would need to be carefully attended to. 

b. Mass production equipment for AlOx film deposition

For successful transfer of PERC technology to the mass 

production, suitable industrial equipment for AlOx deposition is 

the key. PECVD and ALD are the two main equipment choices for 

AlOx film deposition and PECVD remains the most widely used 

equipment in the mass production. According to ITRPV, a 

passivated stack film of PECVD deposited AlOx and SiNx would 

be a predominant trend for foreseeable future (Figure 6). 

667.8

(±2.3）

39.78

(±0.76）

79.97

(±0.52）

Voc(mV)   Jsc(mA/cm2) FF(%)

21.25

(±0.43）

242.74

(±0.24）

η(%) area(cm2)

Figure 4

 IV curve and corresponding electrical parameters for a) a mono-crystalline

 silicon PERC solar cell b) a multi-crystalline silicon PERC solar cell

（b）

1. Research and development of industrial PERC solar cells

Many PV companies have put much effort into developing 

an industrial PERC solar cell due to its high efficiency and low 

production cost. For the majority of companies involved, PERC 

cell efficiency sits at approximately 20.6% for mono-crystalline 

silicon and 19% for multi-crystalline silicon. According to ITRPV, 

the PERC solar cell efficiency is expected to reach 22% and 20% 

for mono-crystalline and multi-crystalline in 10 years' time. 

State Key Laboratory (SKL) of Trinasolar has taken great 

effort for the development of industrial PERC solar cell. The 

power loss analysis was conducted for future R&D directives. In 

2014, our team achieved 20.76% and 21.4% for a multi- and a 

mono-crystalline silicon PERC cell respectively. In 2015, these 

records were updated to 21.25% and 22.13% (Figure 4). These 

are, as far as we are aware, the latest world records in respective 

solar cell segments. Other companies that have reported 

industrial PERC solar cell records are Solarworld with 21.7% [5], 

and Jinko with 20.13% for a multi PERC solar cell on their pilot 

line [6]. With much effort from the industry, it is expected that 

much improvement in efficiency and cost reduction would be 

made in near future. 
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Figure 6

Forecast for the industrialised rear passivation film type [8]

Figure 3

Recombination analysis for PERC solar cells
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Further optimization of PERC led to the development of 

PERL (Passivated Emitter Rear Locally diffused) and PERT 

(Passivated Emitter and Rear Totally diffused) cell technologies. 

While both are similar in structure and technology to PERC cell, 

as the names infer, the diffusion on the local contact areas of the 

rear side reduces the recombination and resistive losses for 

these cells significantly and the cell efficiency on a p-type FZ 

wafer reached 25% using these technologies [4]. However, there 

was a very long period before the PERC technology could get 

transferred to the mass production because of the lack of 

appropriate industrial equipment for the rear side passivation. 

In the early days, a thermally grown SiO2 layer which requires a 

process temperature above 1000℃ and a high level of 

cleanliness was employed as the rear passivation film. SiO2 is 

very sensitive to the contamination and it has restricted the 

mass production of this technology. SiNx[4] film was another 

candidate for the rear surface passivation. SiNx film is suitable 

for passivating a n-type surface due to its high density of positive 

charges, however, a parasitic shunt is introduced on a p-type 

surface. Subsequently, both a thermally grown SiO2 and a SiNx 

film were not suitable for the mass production of PERC solar 

cell. In 2006, AlOx has emerged as a good passivation candidate. 

It has good passivation quality on a p-type surface which 

lowered the rear surface recombination velocity below 10 cm/s. 

As a result, PECVD AlOx is the most used technology for the mass 

production of PERC technology.
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IBC

Average

  Eta (%)

22.25

23.54Best

41.39

42.18

79.7

80.67

Isc (mA/cm2)

674.1

691.7

Voc (mV) FF (%)

Table 2. IBC cell efficiency in pilot line

Figure 3

 IV curve of 23.54% IBC cell

At SKL, our team has developed IBC modules of two types - 

one with a conventional backsheet and one with a rear glass 

which is usually referred as a double glass module. The average 

power of a 60-cell module is about 310 Wp. The double glass IBC 

module has advantages of higher power, enhanced reliability 

and an extensive range of applications. IBC module fully meets 

the reliability requirements set in the international  

IEC61215:2005 standard (Figure 4). A 50 kW PV plant with IBC 

double glass modules (Figure 5) has been completed as a 

demonstration project in 2014. The power degradation was only 

0.41% in the first 6 months, far better than the industry 

standard. On July 30, 2015, SKL has successfully completed 863 

Plan project, approved by Ministry of Science and Technology.

Figure 4

 IBC module reliability 

Bosch 6"

6"

6"

6"

IBC

IBC

Screen printing, 
tube diffusion

Screen printing, 
tube diffusion

Samsung

Trina solar

Trina solar

IBC

IBC

22.1%

22.4%

22.9%

23.4%

Ion implantation

Ion implantation

2013

2012

2014

2015

SKL started IBC cell research in 2011, and has since 

collaborated with Solar Energy Research Institute of Singapore 

(SERIS) and Australian National University (ANU) to develop an 

industrial IBC solar cells at low cost. SKL has undertaken a 

national 863 Plan “Integrated Key Techniques and 

Demonstration Production Line for Industrialization of IBC 

Crystalline Silicon Solar Cells with Average Cell Efficiency of 

Above 21%” in 2012. In 2014, a small-area IBC cell efficiency 

reached 24.4% in collaboration with ANU [7] which was a new 

world record cell efficiency for IBC at the time. In the same year, 

Trinasolar’s 6-inch large-area IBC cell efficiency reached 22.9%, 

confirmed by Japan Electrical Safety & Environment Technology 

laboratories [8]. It is the highest conversion efficiency of a 6-inch 

IBC cell to date. In 2015, Trinasolar built an IBC cell pilot 

production line. The average efficiency and the highest efficiency 

from the pilot line were over 22% and 23.54% respectively 

(Table 2). Figure 2 and Figure 3 are the electrical parameters of a 

6-inch silicon IBC cell with the highest cell efficiency.

Figure 2

IBC cell efficiency distribution in pilot line

    In PV industry, SunPower leads the IBC cell technology 

development, and is the only company that is capable of mass 

manufacturing IBC cells. So far, SunPower has developed three 

generations of IBC cells. Efficiency of its latest Maxeon Gen3 IBC 

cell on a 145 μm thick n-type CZ silicon substrate reached 25%, 

and its corresponding module efficiency was over 21%. 

Company/Institute Wafer size

SunPower 5"

5" or 4cm2

5" or 4cm2

4cm2

HIBC

IBC

Plating

Lithography

Sharp

Panasonic

ANU

IBC

HIBC

25.0%

25.1% 

25.6%

24.4%

Cell Type

Plating

Screen printing

Fraunhofer ISE 4cm2

5"

4cm2

6"

IBC

IBC

Evaporation metal

Screen printing

ISFH

imec

Konstanz ISC

IBC

IBC

23.0%

23.1%

23.3%

21.3%

2014

2014

2014

2014

2013

2013

2013

2012

Evaporation metal 

Evaporation metal

Key Technology Efficiency Reported Year

Company/Institute Wafer size Cell Type Key Technology Efficiency Reported Year

Table 1. Research progress of IBC cell

Research progress in other institutions (Table 1) include: 23% 

from  the  Fraunhofer  Institute  for  Solar  Energy  Systems 

(Fraunhofer ISE)[4], 23.1% from Hamelin Solar Energy Research 

Institute ( ISFH)[5], 23.3% from Belgium Microelectronics Center 

(IMEC) [6] and 23.4% from Trinasolar on a 156mmx156mm 

wafer.

Interdigitated Back-Contact Solar Cells
Xueling Zhang, Yang Yang, Wei Liu, Yan Chen, Zhonglan Li, Guanchao Xu, 

Xin Shu, Haijun Jiao, Shu Zhang, Yifeng Chen, Pierre J. Verlinden

The Interdigitated Back-Contact (IBC) solar cell first proposed by Lammert and Schwartz [1,2] in 1975 is a solar cell with no electrodes 

on the "sunny side", but with electrodes of both polarity distributed in an interdigitated manner on the rear side of a solar cell. After 

about 40 years of development, IBC cell’s efficiency at one sun has reached 25% [3], the structure of which is shown in Figure 1. Reasons 

for its higher conversion efficiency can be summarized as, (a) no shading on the front side maximizing the utilization of the light and (b) 

PN junction and the electrodes are at the back of a cell which allow a wider metal electrode pattern to reduce the series resistance loss. 

Compared to conventional solar cells, IBC cells require a higher quality wafer and a longer manufacturing process, and for these 

reasons, they have not yet been successfully adapted to a large-scale application. This paper describes the progress that our team has 

made on the IBC pilot line at the State Key Laboratory (SKL) of Trinasolar and a detailed reliability study of an IBC module that can fully 

meet the requirement of IEC standards. In addition to conventional rooftops and PV plants, new application areas suitable for IBC cells 

such as solar racing cars, and hybrid cars equipped with solar power are also described.

Figure 1

Cross section of IBC cells
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SKL is actively developing the product application market 

for IBC cells by introducing them to common terrestrial PV 

power stations and rooftop systems as well as high-end 

applications such as solar-powered aircraft and solar racing 

cars. The "Solar Impulse 2" aircraft was powered by 17,248 IBC 

cells and charged by 400 kg lithium rechargeable batteries - the 

aircraft had enough power to complete the night flight. The 

solar racing car is another application. On 1st August, 2015, the 

solar racing car constructed by Osaka Sangyo University (OSU) 

won the championship in the IFA Suzuka Solar Car Race held in 

Japan. The “OSU-Model-S”car was 100% powered by 565 pieces 

of Trinasolar IBC cells (Figure 6) with an average cell efficiency of 

22.6% (23.1% max). Additionally, special light-weight package 

techniques were utilized to obtain a weight of only 1.3 kg per 

square meter which is equivalent to 1/10 of a conventional PV 

module. In another application area, global car manufacturers 

such as Audi and Honda have proposed the production plan of 

cars with a solar rooftop. Within the next five years, 20 million 

solar cars are expected to be introduced to the market that will 

greatly reduce the carbon emission.   

Figure 5

 Rooftop demonstration project of IBC PV system

Figure 6

Application examples of IBC cell in “OSU-Module-S” solar car

An IBC cell combined with a HJT structure (Figure 7) is 

posed to be the next IBC development choice - an intrinsic 

amphorae silicon is utilized to passivate the surface of Si wafer 

while n-type and p-type a-Si layers are employed on the rear to 

form heterojunction. Combining excellent surface passivation 

properties of a-Si layer and the structural advantages of 

metal-free electrode shading of an IBC structure, the cell 

efficiency should improve. Sharp [9] and Panasonic [10] have 

achieved a cell efficiency of 25.1% and 25.6% respectively with 

such structure. 

A relatively high manufacturing cost of IBC cells remains to 

be a hindrance to the advancement of IBC products. We expect 

that the continuous development of new processes and 

materials for IBC cells will soon result in high efficiency IBC cells 

at low cost which would spearhead the adoption of IBC cells in 

commercialized applications.
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1. Background 

The HJT solar cell is an industrial high efficiency silicon 

solar cell first formulated by Panasonic (ex-Sanyo). In addition 

to n-type substrates' inherently favorable qualities such as no 

LID and excellent anti-PID, the HJT solar cell has unique 

interface band structure between the amorphous silicon and 

the crystalline silicon, and a very high open circuit voltage (Voc) 

due to a low surface recombination, which in turn, produces a 

lower temperature coefficient (-0.29%/℃) than a conventional 

silicon solar cell (usually -0.45%/℃). This lower temperature 

coefficient is particularly noticeable in hot climate conditions, 

resulting in a power output that is approximately 10% higher 

than that of conventional silicon solar cells. Even higher power 

output is achievable if incorporated into a dual glass bifacial 

module. 

Since its inception in the 90s, the conversion efficiency of 

HJT solar cell has improved rapidly. The maximum efficiency 

reached by Panasonic is 24.7% with an outstanding Voc value of 

750 mV [1]; MB in cooperation with EPFL achieved 23.14% [3]; 

using copper plating technology, Kaneka obtained 23.5% while 

Solar City in the USA attained 23.12% [4]. 

At present, only Panasonic has successfully mass manufactured 

HJT solar cells with an average efficiency of 22.5%. The 

production capacity has been held at 900 MW, where 300 MW is 

produced in Malaysia, and the rest in Japan. Further 150 MW 

expansion at the Japanese production site is scheduled with 

JPY 9.5 billion investment, and the total production capacity is 

expected to reach 1GW by 2016 [5]. The latest Panasonic HJT 

module efficiency is 22.5% as of July 23th, 2015 [6]. On 17th June, 

2014, Solar City announced its acquisition of HJT cell and module 

manufacturer, Silevo, with a plan to establish a 1 GW level 

fabrication facility in New York within the following two years. It has 

been reported that the first stage of 300 MW addition is ongoing.

Despite HJT solar cell’s apparent advantages over 

conventional silicon solar cells, its relatively high fabrication 

cost has been a main barrier to a successful market entry. In 

particular, the low temperature treatment of silver paste 

accounts for a large proportion of the total cell fabrication cost. 

Either the amount of silver consumption needs to be reduced or 

alternatives for the cell metallization would need to be found. 

Silevo has successfully developed a special method of low 

temperature copper plating technology which completely 

replaces the silver paste. However, the production yield and 

module reliability issues remain to be further improved. MB has 

created a Smart Wire technology [7] to replace the screen 

printing process that would not only significantly reduce the 

silver consumption but also reduce the CTM loss while 

improving the module power output. 

The SKL PVST began collaborating with Shanghai Institute 

of Micro-system and Information Technology [SIMIT] in 2011 to 

develop high efficiency a-Si/c-Si HJT solar cells. The 

collaboration produced a cell efficiency of 22% and 21.3% on 

n-type 125 x 125 mm2 and 156 x 156 mm2 substrates respectively. 

A module power output of 237.7Wp with 72 pieces of 125 x 125 

mm2 cells and 295.2 Wp with 60 pieces of 156 x 156 mm2 cells 

have also been reached. Compared to a conventional p-type 

mono-crystalline silicon module output, a further power gain of 

over 6.15% could be attained with a double glass module 

structure. 

High Efficiency Heterojunction Solar Cells
Jian Bao, Wanwu Guo, Dongliang Wang, Bin Luo, Xin Shu, Chenguang Sun

Heterojunction (HJT) solar cells have excellent electrical and optical properties. The highest efficiency recorded is 24.7% and if 

combined with a back contact structure, the cell conversion efficiency can be as high as 25.6%. HJT technology also has relatively 

simple and low-cost processing steps. So far, the highest efficiency the State Key Laboratory for Photovoltaic Science and Technology 

(SKL PVST) has achieved on n-type 125 x 125 mm2 and 156 x 156 mm2 substrates are 22% and 21.3% respectively. The cells were applied 

with unique wet chemical surface treatment, had a high quality transparent conductive oxide and an optimized amorphous silicon 

layer. A 60-cell module made with 156 x 156 mm2 cells output 295.2Wp. 

Our R&D works on HJT solar cells have been a part of the national 863 Plan project, “ Key techniques for industrialization of MW-level 

thin film silicon/crystalline silicon heterojunction solar cells”, and the Jiangsu Achievement project, “R&D on MW-class square 

crystalline silicon heterojunction solar cells and its industrialization”. Both projects have been successfully completed. 
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2. Wet chemical process optimization

High quality wafers and wet chemistry treatment are the 

key for a successful HJT cell fabrication. In order to improve the 

3. a-Si:H film deposition and passivation

The total hydrogen content, CH and C1 in Si‒H, and C2 in 

Si‒H2 was calculated. The results are shown in Figure 1 as a 

function of substrate temperature, Ts. CH and C2 are inversely 

correlated to Ts. C1 in Si-H remains almost constant as Ts 

changes. Thus, a decrease in CH with increasing Ts is 

predominately due to the reduction of C2. However, H atoms in 

SiH2 usually form a micro-void in the network, and the 

micro-void density surrounded by Si‒H2 or coupled to Si‒H2 

decreases as C2 decreases, resulting in increase in the a-Si:H film 

density.

In order to characterize the passivation performance of 

a-Si:H, we investigated the relationship between the surface 

recombination (Seff) and CH as shown in Figure 2. The a-Si:H film 

can reduce the carrier recombination effectively and improve 

the implied Voc when CH lies at 7~9%.

4.  Investigation of Transparent Conductive Oxide film

For a typical ITO film, properties of uniformity, squared 

resistance (Stdev<3%) and transmittance can be improved by 

tuning the process parameters such as temperature, gas flow 

rate, and pressure etc. 

After a series of process optimization, the average 

transmittance rate can reach 93%. The transmittance at the 

short wavelength end of spectrum  (350-500 nm) and the long 

wavelength end of spectrum (900-1150 nm) can reach 92% and 

95% respectively.

The maximum optical band gap of ITO is close to 3.9 eV with 

a hall mobility value of 40 cm2/V·s. And the mobility can be further 

improved to above 50 cm2/V·s by post annealing treatment at  

200℃  with  minority  carrier  concentration  of  4-10 x 1020 cm-3. 

The resistivity  is  well  below 2 x 10-4 Ω·cm.

5.  HJT cell and module performance 

We have attained a conversion efficiency of 22% on a 

125 x 125 mm2 c-Si substrate (3rd party certification from JET) 

and the detailed electrical parameters are listed in Table 1. High 

cell Voc of 732 mV demonstrates outstanding surface 

passivation quality of the deposited a-Si:H film. In addition, the 

cell efficiency of 21.3% has also been achieved on a larger c-Si 

substrate, 156×156 mm2 (3rd party certification from JET).

One of the most challenging questions for the HJT module 

technology is controlling the welding temperature and strength. 

Solutions our team have developed are a targeted low 

temperature soldering strip and a welding technology to minimize 

all potential thermal damages. The module power certified by 

TUV Rheinland are 237.7W for a 125x125mm2 cell (72-cell) and 

295.2W for a 156x156mm2  cell (60-cell).  

Figure 1 

 H content in i-a-Si:H at different Ts

Table 1 HJT cell electrical parameters with 125 x 125 mm2 wafer substrate

Figure 2

 Surface recombination and implied Voc vs. H content

quality of an a-Si:H layer, an ultrathin layer (approximately 

1-2 nm) is formed on the textured c-Si surface. This pre-treatment

effectively prevents the epitaxial growth of the a-Si:H layer on a 

c-Si wafer, and broadens the process window of a-Si:H layer 

deposition as well. Compared to an untreated silicon surface, 

the effective lifetime increased from 2 ms to 2.45 ms and 2.53 ms 

using de-ionized water and HCl solution respectively because of 

reduction in defect densities at the interface between the a-Si:H 

layer and the c-Si wafer.
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6. Electrical performance of HJT modules

A bifacial module with a 156×156mm2 (60-cell) high 

efficiency HJT solar cells was used to investigate the power 

generation capacity of the module.  The output of HJT module 

was measured against that of standard mono-silicon module 

under typical northern hemisphere weather conditions from 

September to November. It can be seen from Figure 5 that a 

power gain of over 6.15% can be achieved with HJT modules. 

Furthermore, more than 6.55% power can be generated if the 

shielding factor at the back of HJY module is removed. The 

maximum power generation occured between 11:00-13:00 

which implies that HJT modules may be more suitable for the 

hot and dry climate.

Figure 3

I-V curve of HJT module (72pcs, 125x125mm2)

Figure 4

I-V curve of module (60pcs, 156x156mm2)
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7. Outlook

The initial capital investment for the industrialization of 

HJT solar cell is relatively high, especially when the processing 

equipment for main processing steps such as PECVD and PVD 

are not so compatible with equipment required for more 

favored high efficiency c-Si cell processing. The cost per W for a 

HJT cell is approximately 40% higher than that of a 

conventional c-Si cell due to the high cost associated with high 

quality N-type wafer, TCO target as well as low temperature 

annealing of silver paste. Much work still lies ahead of us 

particularly in the areas of cost reduction and efficiency 

improvement. Up to date, we have worked together with 

Shanghai institute of Micro-system and information technology 

to design and create a series of flexible HJT modules, and these 

modules have been used in various applications such as e-bus 

and micro-drone in China. 

Figure 5

 Power generation comparison between a HJT module

 and a conventional mono-silicon module
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The most promising substitution for silver paste screen 

printing is plating. There have already been some successful 

applications of plating on high efficiency solar cells. Sunpower, 

whose highest published IBC cell and module efficiencies are 

25% and 22.4% respectively [1], uses plating for its IBC cells. 

SolarCity who claims to have module efficiency higher than 22% 

[2] uses plating for its HIT cells. 

Plating had not been successful for large-scale applications 

on conventional p-type solar cells. Yet, many companies and 

institutes have not given up on the development of plating for 

conventional solar cells in prospect of low cost and higher cell 

efficiency. Fraunhofer ISE reported that the highest efficiency 

for its plated PERC cells was 21.4% in 2012 [3]. IMEC published 

this year that its highest efficiency for plated n-PERT cells was 

22.5% [4]. Rena had also reported that its highest efficiency for 

plated PERC cells was 20.8% [5]. 

To plate conventional p-type solar cells, nickel and copper 

are applied as a contact layer and a conducting layer 

respectively, and a thin layer of silver is applied for soldering 

and to prevent copper from being oxidized. The thickness of 

silver is less than 5% of the total thickness of the metal stack and 

more than 95% of silver can be saved. In addition to less silver 

consumption, plating has other advantages. Plating enables 

lower contact resistivity, lower line resistance and narrower 

finger width (as shown in Figure. 1), resulting in higher efficiency. 

Plating R&D at Trinasolar is engaged with both p-type cells 

and n-PERT cells. This year, some significant progresses have 

been made for p-type cells. An average cell efficiency of 19.3% 

was obtained for a p-type mono-crystalline cell with full Al-BSF. 

The adhesion of a busbar after soldering is comparable to that 

of screen printed cells. Modules with p-type mono-crystalline 

plated cells were fabricated and passed TC200, TC50 + HF10, 

and DH1000 + mechanical loading tests. Preparation for plating 

in a pilot line has been completed. 

Plating for p-type PERC cells resulted in an average cell 

efficiency of 20.1%. When combined with a screen printed 

floating busbar, the average cell efficiency reached 20.5% while 

the highest efficiency recorded was 20.8%. 

The main achievement for n-PERT cell plating this year has 

been attaining the highest cell efficiency of 22.2%, an increase 

from 21.3% obtained a year earlier, when combined with other 

optimized processes.

New Metallization Process - Plating Technology
Shengzhao Yuan, Jian Sheng, Yun Sheng, Wenhao Cai

Currently, silver paste accounts for about 1/3 of total non-silicon costs. Copper based plating technology could substitute silver paste 

screen printing because of its low cost. Reliability test of modules made up of plated p-type solar cells was completed this year. Plating 

for n-PERT solar cells was also developed and the highest solar cell efficiency obtained for a plated N-PERT cell was 22.2%.

Figure 1 

Cross-section of plated fingers

Figure 2

Adhesion of a plated busbar is comparable with that of

a screen printed busbar
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Degradation after TC50 + HF10

Degradation after TC200 

Degradation after DH1000 + mechanical loading

Module 1

Module 2

Module 1

Module 2

Module 1

Module 2

0.64%

0.90%

-1.73%

-2.13%

Pmax 

-2.42%

-2.26%

-0.13%

0.26%

-0.52%

-0.91%

-1.57%

-1.31%

FF

-0.19%

-0.59%

0.87%

0.77%

0.43%

0.21%

Voc

-0.96%

-0.66%

-0.06%

-0.10%

-1.33%

-1.24%

Isc  (A)

Table 1. Reliability test result for plated modules

Supply and demand for silver have stayed relatively in 

equilibrium this year as the decreased demand from silver coins 

and photography industry offset the increased demand from 

other industries like photovoltaics [6]. However, a little increase 

in the total supply this year has resulted in a declining price for 

silver and as of December 2015, the silver price is lower than the 

cost from some of the high-cost mines. Consequently, reduction 

in silver production is likely to follow and increase the price of 

silver in near future which would be favourable for the plating 

technology. Semiconductor Equipment and Materials 

International (SEMI) predicts that there will be a substantial 

technical breakthrough of plating in 2018 and that plating will 

account for 30% of the market by 2020 [7]. 

Figure 3

 Silver consumption per cell (g/cell) according to the latest International

Technology Roadmap for Photovoltaics (ITRPV) published by SEMI [7]
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In 2015, the State Key Laboratory for Photovoltaic Science and Technology (SKL PVST) started R&D programs to develop industrialized 

processes for N-type PERT（Passivated Emitter and Rear Totally diffused） solar cells, one of the most promising future solar cell developments. 

The laboratory achieved cell efficiencies of 22.28% and 21.49% on 5- and 6-inch n-type silicon substrates respectively by  optimizing the front 

and rear surface passivation, PVD and plating. Both cell efficiencies were independently certified by Franunhofer ISE CalLab. The latest cell 

efficiency of a 6-inch n-type PERT is 22.20%, certified by Fraunhofer CalLab.  

Industrialization of N-type PERT Solar Cells
Jian Sheng, Wenhao Cai, Wei Wang, Yun Sheng, Shengzhao Yuan, Yang Yang, Yifeng Chen
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Figure 1

ECV curve before and after boron doping optimization (Left); 

J0 before and after boron doping optimization (Right).
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(a）

(b）

Figure 2

ECV curve before and after phosphorus doping optimization (Left); 

J0 before and post phosphorus doping optimization (Right)
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Other optimization techniques were also utilized, including 

total diffusion of the rear n+ layer to form BSF and the contact 

layer, best phosphorus doping profile via controlling diffusion 

depth and surface concentration, and SiNx passivation to 

effectively control the rear passivation (Figure 2).

The n-type silicon solar cell is one of the most significant 

high-efficiency solar cells that are currently in development. In 

2009, Fraunhofer lab reported a cell efficiency of 23.4% for a 

PERL solar cell on a small substrate area of 4 cm2 [1]. In 2014, the 

same laboratory achieved a cell efficiency of 22.7% for a PERT 

solar cell on the same size wafer [2]. In 2015, a cell efficiency of 

25.1% was achieved on a 4cm2 sized n-type solar cell with a 

front PN junction and Tunnel Oxide Passivated Contacts 

(TOPCon) on the rear side [3]. In the large-area solar cell 

segment, Interuniversity Microelectronics Centre (IMEC) 

delivered a presentation on the latest progress made on n-type 

large area bifacial solar cells with a rear junction at 2015 EU 

PVSEC - a conversion efficiency of 22.5% was reported which 

had a PERT structure on a 6-inch substrate with a resistivity of 

5 Ωcm achieved via Ni/Cu plating on the front [4]. Georgia 

Institute of Technology reported n-type PERT solar cell 

efficiency of 20.7% with a front junction on a 6-inch substrate 

[5]. 

In recent years, the SKL PVST has successfully developed 

an industrialized process which is suitable for n-type PERT solar 

cells. Some of the technologies developed include emitter 

fabrication, BSF fabrication by tube furnace diffusion, local 

contact fabrication on the rear by laser doping and PVD, and 

dielectric coating deposition on the front and rear by PECVD. 

Utilizing the techniques above, the laboratory focused on 

improving the cell efficiency, simplifying the fabrication process 

and reducing processing cost in order to realize mass 

production of n-type PERT solar cells in near future.

1. Diffusion optimization

The front junction diffusion is the most significant 

processing step for n-type PERT solar cells. Through simulation 

and empirical studies, a diffusion curve, J0, and contact 

resistivity, Ωcm2, were computed. Diffusion step was optimized 

to find the best equilibrium point in order to obtain lower J0e in 

the emitter and lower J0metal in the metal contact while ensuring

Research Updates

that the  loss  caused  by  contact  resistivity  remained relatively 

small. The optimized boron doping profile and J0 measurement 

are shown in Figure 1.
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2. Optimizing optics

Reflectance on the surface was reduced mainly via 

anti-reflective dielectric stack layers on the front and rear, the 

main purpose of which was to promote the absorption of 

incident light in the solar cells and increase the optical path 

length in the bulk. Optimized dielectric stack layers 

significantly improved optical parameters and resulted in Jsc of 

over 40 mA/cm2 (Figure 3).

3. Optimizing metallization

    To reduce the consumption of silver and the shading loss in 

fingers and busbars, SKL PVST developed front laser ablation 

and Ni/Cu/Ag plating technology for the front electrode. The 

total series resistance (Rs) was lower than 0.5 Ωcm2 and the 

shading loss was less than 3%. Figure 4 shows a distribution of 

Rs components after optimizing the metallization process for 

n-PERT solar cells.

Figure 4 

Distribution of series resistance components (Ωcm2）

after metallization process optimization
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      The n-type PERT solar cell is a promising solar cell due to its 

high conversion efficiency, high reliability and low light induced 

degradation and SKL PVST has independently developed 

successful n-type PERT solar cell technologies suitable for mass 

production. As overall processing cost further optimizes and 

reduces, n-PERT solar cell is expected to be introduced to the 

mass market in the coming days. 

Figure 5 

IV curve for the best n-type PERT solar cellFigure 3 

Optical loss analysis after the optical optimization 

for n-type PERT solar cells.
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Figure 6 

IQE, EQE and reflectance curves for the best n-type PERT solar cell

Incorporating all the above optimization, SKL PVST 

successfully achieved cell efficiencies of 22.28% on a 5-inch 

n-PERT solar cell and 21.49% on a 6-inch n-PERT solar cell. 

Results have been certified by Fraunhofer ISE CalLab (Figure 5 

and Figure 6).
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Figure 1

The evolution of PSCs’ efficiency

4140

Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have attracted great 

attention from both academia and industry, due to a 

tremendous efficiency increase over a relatively short period 

of time. In 2009, organometal halide perovskites with the 

ABX3 crystal structure were first adopted as the sensitizer in 

dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs). Though the fabricated 

cells only gained 3.8% in efficiency, along with the instability 

problems from the electrolyte solution, this innovation 

opened the new era of perovskite solar cells.  In 2011, the 

efficiency of PSCs improved to 6.5% by Park et.el in 

Sungkyunkwan University, Korea. One year later, 

collaborating with Gratzel, known as “the father of DSSCs” in 

EPFL, this group realized the all-solid-state PSCs with 9.7% in 

efficiency. In 2013, the Snaith group[4] of Oxford University 

applied vapor deposition method to prepare the novel PSCs 

with the planar heterojunction structure, distinguished from 

the conventional mesoporous based structures. The 

efficiency further improved beyond 15%. This new cell 

technique matched well with the first and the second 

generation of solar cells, representing the promising 

application in multi-junction cells and large-area 

industrialization. In the same year, PSCs were rated among 

the top-ten research progresses edited by Science Magazine. 

Subsequently, the efficiency continued to grow and the 

efficiencies of 19.3% [5] and 20.1% [6] were successively 

achieved by Yang Yang group of California University and 

Seok group of Sungkyunkwan University, Korea, 

respectively. The main PV test agencies, NREL in US and AIST 

in Japan, released the certified efficiencies of 17.9% [7] and 

15.0% [8] (1cm2 in device area) respectively. The latter was 

recorded in the "Solar cell efficiency table"[9] compiled by 

Marin Green at New South Wales University.

The Organometal halide perovskites with the ABX3 crystal 

structure are efficient photoelectric conversion materials, 

thanks to the tunable band gaps and light absorption properties 

by engineering the A, B, X elements and components. In 2015, 

Seok group [6] reported on a method to deposit high-quality 

formamidinium lead iodide (FAPbI3), involving FAPbI3 

crystallization by the direct intramolecular exchange of 

dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) molecules intercalated in PbI2 with 

formamidinium iodide (FAI). The FAPbI3 perovskite showed the 

broader absorption of the solar spectrum than the conventional 

methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3). Owing to its dense and 

uniform film and less PbI2 residual, this technique resulted in 

the record efficiency of 20.1%.

Several methods can be applied to prepare the perovskite 

films, such as one-step solution process, two-step solution 

process, and vapor deposition, et al. The disordered crystals 

normally occur in the polycrystalline perovskite film and limit 

the minor carrier transportation. In 2015, the Science magazine 

reported several works on the large-crystal perovskites. The

Perovskite solar cells have attracted great attention due to the excellent optical and electrical characteristics of the ABX3 perovskite 

material, facile fabrication processes, diverse device structures and rapid efficiency growth. To commercialize this new solar cell 

technology, several issues have to be solved, such as synthesis of a high-quality perovskite material, fabrication of a large-area cell, 

stability, standardization of tests, and lead-free etc. The State Key Laboratory of Photovoltaic Science and Technology (SKL PVST) will 

cooperate with universities and academic institutes to engage in the research of perovskite solar cells, focusing on the applications and 

the testing technologies and standardization.

Perovskite Solar Cells
Yun Sheng, Lei Wang, Yifeng Chen, Li Yin, Taoyun Xiao

Figure 2 

Typical device structures of PSCs: the mesoporous based structure (left) 

and the plane film structure (right)

 processes of antisolvent vapor-assisted crystallization [10] and 

solution-based hot-casting [1] were used to grow the perovskite 

film with crystal grains up to a millimeter scale. The long-range 

crystal order was improved, while the bulk defect density 

decreased. Minor carrier diffusion length up to 10μm was gained 

which benefited the cell efficiency and the efficiency 

distribution.

In the area of PSC device structures, various structures, 

such as mesoporous based structure, p-i-n heterojunction thin 

film structure, and hole-transport-layer free structure, are 

developed. Different materials are applied for the electron and 

hole transport layer and the electrode conduction to construct 

various perovskite solar cells.

The efficiency boost of perovskite solar cells presents 

potential applications. However, recent research reports that 

current hysteresis occurs in current-voltage (IV) measurement of 

perovskite solar cells. The measuring conditions, such as 

voltage sweep direction, rate and dwell time, influence the 

measured performance, as respectively studied by Snaith's  

group in Oxford University and McGehee in Stanford University 

[12, 13]. The hysteresis possibly is related to the bipolarity, 

iodide or methylammonium ion immigration and interfacial 

states. Further studies yet are necessary to make the 

mechanism clear. Hence, it is meaningful to do studies on 

electrical measurement, frame common measurement 

standards and pave a regular way for the development and 

application of perovskite solar cells.

Although the present efficiency is comparable to c-Si solar 

cells, the perovskite solar cells fabricated in laboratory are 

usually small (<0.1 cm2). The small device area cannot satisfy 

the practical application, yet induces measurement errors in

efficiency. So scaling up is requisite. Chen Wei in HUST has 

reported that 15% efficiency is obtained on a 1 cm2 perovskite 

solar cell which is the obligatory minimum area for certified 

power conversion efficiencies (PCEs). The hysteresis in the IV 

characteristics is eliminated by using doped electron and hole 

transport layers. This efficiency is recorded in the standard 

“Solar Cell Efficiency Tables” edited by public test centers. In 

addition to research institutes, some commercial companies 

are exploring industrial applications of perovskite solar cells. 

Oxford PV has started designing the prototype of a large-area 

perovskite PV module. Weihua Solar applies roll-to-roll 

technology to continually fabricate the pervoskite films.

Attributed to the 1.55 eV bandgap and the tunable A, B, X 

components, there is an opportunity to construct perovskite/Si 

tandem solar cells. EPFL was the first institute to study 

four-terminal connected and two-terminal monolithic 

perovskite/c-Si solar cells by both simulative and experimental 

methods [14, 15]. Standford University and MIT collaboratively 

fabricated two-terminal monolithic perovskite/c-Si tandem 

solar cell, of which the open circuit voltage reached 1.65 V. Also 

the collaboration among the European research institutes 

resulted in a tandem solar cell with 18% efficiency [17]. The 

optimization of interfacial contacts and optics are proposed to 

realize >25% efficiency in a two-terminal monolithic 

perovskite/c-Si tandem solar cell.

Several key issues must be resolved to commercialize 

perovskite solar cells ‒ issues relating to (1) stability and 

reliability by optimizing synthesis processes and applying 

encapsulation, (2) large-area industrial fabrication, (3) 

perovskite/c-Si tandem solar cell technology, (4) measurement 

and evaluation standards. Furthermore, it is necessary to 

elucidate the device mechanisms, develop lead-free perovskite 

materials, develop inexpensive and effective hole transport 

materials. In the future, the wide collaboration either among the 

research institutes or among the institutes and the companies 

would be beneficial to the promotion of the perovskite solar cell 

technology application.

SKL implements the research in the field of perovskite solar 

cell technology, cooperating with the university and academic 

institutes. We concentrate on the study about the application, 

testing technologies and standardization. This year, the 

fabrication and measurement systems for perovskite solar cells 

have been set up. The manuscript has been drafted on the test 

method for IV performance test for the perovskite solar cell.
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Mounting Structures for a Double Glass Module, DUOMAX
Yunhua Shu, Jing Mao, Baogang Wang, Xiaokang Xue, Chunyan Zhang, Jianmei Xu

Double glass (DG) module is a highly reliable new product. It has no metal frames unlike the conventional PV panels currently sold in 

the market and has a toughened glass on the back as well as on the front. It is mechanically more robust than the conventional framed 

PV panel and highly corrosion-resistant, making it an ideal option for an installation near coastal areas and on boats, and has class A 

fire-rating. Consequently, the DG module is a highly popular product in the market. However, DG module requires different mounting 

components and structures, and the lack of appropriately priced and mechanically robust installation options for frameless PV panels 

have been the bottleneck for a large deployment . Our team at the State Key Laboratory (SKL) has developed several mounting options 

this year to improve the efficiency and reliability of DG installation. Our mounting options utilize the large space available on the back 

glass, the area which is not available on the conventional PV module. The back rail hook and G-I back rail are already in mass 

production while other options are still in development stage.

1. Back rail hook 

The back rail hook is made of anti-corrosive aluminum and 

comes in a pre-assembled package in the Trina workshop to 

assist with efficient and smooth installation process on the site. 

After a thorough ageing study, silicon was selected to attach the 

back rail hook to the rear glass. From the preliminary ageing 

test, it was found that silicon is the most susceptible to tensility 

under the damp-heat condition (Figure 1). However, more 

extensive damp-heat test showed that, albeit silicon weakens 

rather rapidly in the initial phase, tensility stayed at a stable, 

non-alarming level as the number of test cycles increased 

(Figure 2). It can be inferred that silicon weakening under the 

damp heat condition is within acceptable level in terms of 

reliability.

It was found in the preliminary test that the damp-heat 

condition fosters the aging of silicon the most. An extended DH 

test of 3000H was conducted and the result showed degradation 

of silicon stabilizing over longer exposure.   

2. G-I back rail

 With only 4 installation steps, G-I back rail is an easy and 

convenient installation option (Figure 3). This design has 

successfully completed reliability tests and certification, and is 

now in mass production.

2.3 PV Module & New Product Research Center

Figure 1

Preliminary ageing test of silicon

Figure 2

Extensive damp-heat test vs. tesility
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4. Other mounting structures in development 

Our team is also developing application specific mounting 

structures such as a car port and floating PV system. These 

structures will provide water-proof and fast installation options 

to customers.

1. The world record multicrystalline silicon module with the    

     highest aperture efficiency

Honey Plus is the Gen 2 product in the Honey series 

developed at the State Key Laboratory of Photovoltaic Science 

and Technology (SKL PVST). At the cell level, PERC technology 

and advanced metallization technology were applied. In May 

2015, the SKL PVST attained a new world record for a 60-cell 

industrial p-type multi-crystalline silicon Honey Plus module 

with an aperture efficiency of 19.2% (Figure 1). This result has 

been independently confirmed by Fraunhofer ISE CalLab and 

High efficiency is the key to improve the LCOE of a PV system. Cell efficiencies of both industrial mono- and multi-crystalline silicon 

solar cells have increased 0.2%abs and 0.3%abs respectively each year. Advanced cell technologies such as the PERC technology have 

been successfully transferred to mass production. At the module level, the key effort is on maintaining reliable module performance 

and achieving a higher CTM (Cell to Module factor). This article discusses ways to improve CTM.

Novel High Efficiency PV Modules
Shu Zhang, Caiping Fang, Hongwei Huang, Haijun Jiao, Jianmei Xu, Pierre J. Verlinden

Figure 1

 The front view of 19.2% aperture efficiency champion module

Table 1 'Champion' module  under the global AM1.5 spectrum (1000 W/m2) at 25°C (IEC 60904-3: 2008, ASTM G-173-03)

Classification
(%)

Effic. Area Voc Isc FF Test centre
Description

Poly-c Si 19.2±0.4 15126.5 (ap.) 77.9

(cm2)

4.726 78.93 120-piece 156mm*78mm cells

(V) (A) (%) (Date)

FhG-ISE(6/15)

Figure 2 

 I-V Characteristics and power curve of the champion module

3. G-II back rail 

G-II back rail is a more robust and lower cost installation 

option than the G-I back rail. This option uses silicon adhesive of 

higher strength and has 4 supporting points to distribute the 

mechanical stress, leading to lower strain and stress 

concentration at the point of attachment (Figure 5 and Figure 6).

2. Optical optimization

A typical optical environment of a conventional solar 

module is shown in Figure 3. I to V mark an optical loss due to

published in the solar cell record efficiency table curated by Dr. 

Martin A. Green [1]. The measurement from the Faunhofer ISE 

CalLab is shown in Table 1 and Figure 2. This result has broken 

the previous world record of 18.5% aperture efficiency held by 

Q-Cells for 4 years. The CTM of our champion module is as high 

as 102%. The main part of the laboratory's  effort is now on the 

technology transfer to the mass production.
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Figure 3

Installation manual for G-I back rail

Figure 6

Mechanical stress analysis  for double glass modules with DG clamp and

 DG G-II back rail

Figure 4

Installation images of G-II back rail

Figure 5

Mechanical strength test of mounting options for DG

 modules currently in the market

reflection at an interface while VII and VIII represent an optical 

loss due to absorption.
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In addition to improving the anti-reflective coated glass, 

our team is focusing on decreasing reflectance between the 

metal and EVA as the majority of incident light on a 

conventional flat ribbon gets reflected out of the module. When 

Light Capturing Ribbon (LCR) is used in place of a conventional 

flat ribbon, due to a total internal reflection effect and the 

regular grooves on the front of LCR, approximately 60% to 80% 

incident light bounces back into a module and increases the 

probability of light conversion into useful energy (Figure 4). The 

resultant power gain approximates to 0.7% to 2%. A turn-key 

solution for large scale LCR manufacturing has been developed. 

LCR is suitable for both soldering and bonding to an advanced 

conductive film at low temperature. 5 invention patents have 

been applied, of which 2 have been granted.

In the real-world, light shines on a module from a broad 

range of incident angles. To simulate the actual energy generation 

of modules with LCR, outdoor field test was conducted to evaluate 

IAM (Incident Angle Modifier) at PV Evolution Labs (PVEL). As 

shown in Figure 5, the IAM of a module at majority of incidence 

angles is comparable to IAM of a module with conventional flat 

ribbons. It indicates that the modules with LCR have the same 

energy generation capability as the conventional modules. 

Table 2 shows that the half cell technology increases 

module power by 2%. Based on the half cell technology, a 300 

Wp Fuji module (Figure 7) with high efficiency p-type 

mono-crystalline silicon PERC solar cells was developed. All 

cells used were current-sorted and the uniform distribution of 

cell current minimized mismatch risk. Another advantage of half 

cell technology was, albeit non-electrical, higher mechanical 

performance on 5400 Pa loading test (Figure 8).

3. Electrical optimization

Since the module power loss equates to Im squared 

multiplied by Rs, reducing either Im or Rs will reduce the 

module power loss. Firstly, our team used half cells to reduce Im 

(Figure 6).

Table 2. The relative gain from full cell module to half cell module

Group Pmax

Gain from 
Full Cell
to Half 

Cell
+2% 1.8% -0.5%

FFab

-0.1% -16%

Voc Isc Rs

Figure 3  

Schematic diagram of the internal optical environment

 of a conventional module

Figure 5

 IAM between a standard module and a module containing LCR

Figure 6

  The diagram of half cell technology

Figure 4

Movement of incident light on a conventional flat ribbon (top) and a LCR (bottom)

Figure 7

Front view of high efficiency Fuji module

Figure 8

 Mechanical loading performance Comparison
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In the abrasion testing, both open pore and closed pore 

ARC glasses' transmittance level decreased rapidly after only 

500 cycles of abrasion testing (Figure  4). Densely populated 

pore ARC glass performed the best which was in fact 

comparable to an uncoated glass. This may be due to a 

cross-linked polymer chain and the strong Si-O-Si covalent 

bond to the glass. It infers that the densely populated pore glass 

is the most suitable for desert area.

Figure 2

IAM value of modules with different types of ARC glasses

Figure 3

The transmittance loss and change in apperance after various reliability tests

3. Reliability of the ARC glass

ARC glasses need to be durable in addition to having 

excellent optical performance. Any newly introduced PV module 

materials including the ARC glass must meet not only the 

reliability requirements for PV modules set out in IEC61215, but 

also pass additional reliability tests such as resistance to 

abrasion and chemicals, salt water spray, seawater immersion, 

and damp-heat and humidity freeze. 

 Results in Figure 3 infer that the denser the porosity of an 

ARC glass, the higher the resistance. It can also be inferred that 

the hydrophobic surface of the closed pore ARC glass prevents 

the water vapor and salt from entering the coating layer which 

suggests that the closed pore ARC glass might be suitable for 

coastal and tropical areas or regions with large temperature 

fluctuations.

Figure 4

Relative change in transmittance (%) for all types of ARC glasses under i

nvestigation after 5000 cycles of abrasion testing

2. IAM value of modules 

IAM refers to a fraction of photons falling on a module at a 

given angle of incidence that contributes to the module power 

generation. IAM of a module depends on the ARC type, the 

surface structure of the glass and ribbon, cell, and backsheet. All 

IAM values for the coated and uncoated glasses were measured 

by PVEL in the USA. It shows that the higher the incidence angle, 

the larger the IAM for all types of ARC glasses (Figure 2). This 

phenomenon is the most prominent with the closed pore ARC 

glass and it is thought to be due to its smooth surface and lower 

reflective index. All tested modules had the same construction 

materials except the ARC glass.

4. Anti-soiling property

Anti-soiling property is dependent on the surface structure 

of the glass and affects the energy generation the most. In 

certain regions, approximately 25% to 50% of total energy 

generation is lost due to soiling each year. So far, a short-term 

3-month test has been conducted in Changzhou which shows 

that the type of glass, whether it is hydrophilic or hydrophobic, 

has a negligent impact on the total energy generation. To verify, 

a longer term test is being conducted at various cities and 

heavy-dust environments. 

The purpose of this work is to investigate the influence of ARC glasses with different coating structures on the energy generation of PV 

modules. ARC glass with varying degrees of porosity is examined through a detailed comparative analysis. Findings of this study would 

be followed by a proposal of suitable applications for each type of ARC glasses. 

Anti-Reflective Coating Glass for PV Modules
Shu Zhang, Jianmei Xu, Yeyi Jin, Pierre J. Verlinden

1. Initial transmittance 

Compared to an uncoated tempered glass, the optical gain 

for a closed pore ARC glass is the highest at 2.8%~3.0%, higher 

than that of dense (1.5%~2.0%) and open pore ARC glasses

(2.0~2.5%) (Figure 1). The gain in current and peak power is in 

proportion to the optical gain.

Figure 1

The initial transmittance of PV glass with different porosity levels of ARC

Several domestic and international companies have been 

conducting a research on anti-reflective coating (ARC) glasses 

over the years. One experiment conducted by John 

Wohlgemuth et. al. at BP Solar concluded that inclusion of an 

ARC glass led to an increase of the module output by 2.4% to 3% 

[1]. ARC reduces incident light reflection on the module surface 

and allows more light into the module that can convert to 

electricity generation [2]. According to the study done by 

Hongliang Liu from 3M, these modules' power gain compared to 

an uncoated glass module in outdoor test field and indoor 

laboratory were 1.3% and 4% respectively. The higher output of 

ARC modules in an outdoor laboratory is attributed to the better 

initial transmittance, higher incidence angle modifier and 

better anti-soiling property of the AR coating [3]. The study of 

different types of ARC modules by Zengming Zhang  from CSI 

concluded that the more compact the coating, the more reliable 

the ARC glass [4].

There are 3 main types of ARC structures  that are currently 

used ‒ a traditional open-pore structure, a closed-pore 

structure and a dense structure as shown in Table 1 [5]. There 

are four parameters of ARC that influences the module power 

generation: 

(1) Initial transmittance 

(2) Incident Angle Modifier (IAM) value

(3) Reliability of the ARC glass

(4) Anti-soiling property

Figure 5

 Heavy  soiling on PV modules in an outdoor testing laboratory

Table 1. SEM images of cross section and the top view of various ARC glasses
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4. Anti-soiling property

Anti-soiling property is dependent on the surface structure 

of the glass and affects the energy generation the most. In 

certain regions, approximately 25% to 50% of total energy 

generation is lost due to soiling each year. So far, a short-term 

3-month test has been conducted in Changzhou which shows 

that the type of glass, whether it is hydrophilic or hydrophobic, 

has a negligent impact on the total energy generation. To verify, 

a longer term test is being conducted at various cities and 

heavy-dust environments. 
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5. Conclusion

There is a strong relationship between the type of the ARC 

glass and its impact on reliability and energy generation of PV 

modules. Short-term field testing data shows that the IAM value 

and the initial transmittance have a significant impact on the 

energy generation - the degree of its impact was the highest 

with the closed pore ARC glass while the densely populated 

pore ARC glass had the least impact. The performance gap 

between the open pore ARC glass and the densely populated 

pore ARC glass narrowed over time and the reliability and 

anti-soiling property of the ARC glass became the main 

influencing factors on the energy generation. A series of 

experiments are planned to test and verify this observation.

In the late 1970s, the United States Department of Energy 

assigned the task of designing PV modules' durability tests to 

the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) via the National Renewable 

Energy Laboratory (NREL). The introduction of these tests 

reduced the failure rate of modules from 45%abs to 0.1%abs [1]. 

The testing sequence was subsequently modified several times 

by various organizations around the world. The International 

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) officially released the 

IEC61215 test standard for crystalline silicon PV modules in 1993 

which is still widely used.

In 2014, the International Energy Agency Photovoltaic 

Power Systems Programme (IEA PVPS) project team was given a 

It has recently surfaced that modules, even after they had initially passed all certification tests, would still fail after a long-term field 

exposure and that the main failure modes were dependent on environmental factors. Our team has designed and developed 

accelerated aging tests for different climate conditions to investigate this phenomenon. These tests would aid improving the testing 

standards, and reducing the number of failure cases. In the long term, durable and reliable modules would reduce costs for both 

manufacturers and customers.

Study of Accelerated Aging for PV Modules
Hui Shen, Qiangzhong Zhu, Jianmei Xu, Zhichao Ji, Jingyu Shen, Jing Mao

Figure 1

Typical failure modes of c-Si PV modules at 3 different stages

Figure 2 

Different failure modes of c-Si PV modules (a) Discoloration; (b) Solder bond failure; (c) Delamination in the mid region

PV module failure summary report [2] which described typical 

crystalline PV modules' failure modes at three different periods 

in their lifecycle. Based on the analysis of data collected from 

the modules installed in the past 20 years, it was concluded that 

the tests in the IEC standard are useful for reducing the failure 

rate in the first 15 or so years of modules' lifetime. However, 

some failure modes could not be simulated by the IEC standard 

test. For example, the UV intensity of 15 kWh/m2 is too low to 

adequately test PV materials leading to discoloration in an 

infant stage of a module (Figure 2a); TC 200 is inadequate to test 

for a crack in the solder (Figure 2b); DH test can simulate the edge 

delamination, but not the mid region delamination (Figure 2c).

(b) Solder bond failure (c) Delamination in the mid region(a) Discoloration
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4. Anti-soiling property

Anti-soiling property is dependent on the surface structure 

of the glass and affects the energy generation the most. In 

certain regions, approximately 25% to 50% of total energy 

generation is lost due to soiling each year. So far, a short-term 

3-month test has been conducted in Changzhou which shows 

that the type of glass, whether it is hydrophilic or hydrophobic, 

has a negligent impact on the total energy generation. To verify, 

a longer term test is being conducted at various cities and 

heavy-dust environments. 

In 2012, our laboratory and China Electric Apparatus 

Research Institute Co., Ltd. (CEI) initiated the “Sunflower” 

project together to examine the field performance of modules 

with a different material combination in various climate 

conditions. Findings would help understand the mechanisms 

behind the material and module degradation, and/or failure 

which would be used to develop a suitable accelerating test. In 

2015, the laboratory participated in the 863 project, “Research 

on the accelerated aging testing technology and equipment for 

PV module” proposed by China General Certification Center 

(CGC). This project’s main objective was to find effective 

accelerated aging test, and develop test equipment where 

irradiation, dampness and temperature can be tested together. 

Utilizing the findings from these projects, climate 

classification and accelerated aging test in different climates for 

materials and modules are being established at our laboratory. 
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(b)

Figure 1 PID failure mechanism

(a) Accumulation of Na+ ions leads to an inversion of the emitter region N+ (b)

 Na+ ions are distributed in the stacked defect and causes the emitter to shunt

         Potential Induced Degradation (PID) is currently one of the 

most common PV module failures.  The common phenomena 

are significant power output reduction in a relatively short 

period of time and dark cells viewable on EL pictures. Research 

has shown that the PID of a p-type crystalline silicon module is 

related to the migration of Na+ ions from the glass to an electric 

field in the solar cell underneath. But there has not been clear 

explanation as to how Na+ ions induce shunting of the PN 

junction [1-6]. There are several possible explanations: (1) field 

effect model where the positive charge layer generated by the 

accumulation of Na+ ions in the silicon nitride film induces the 

negative charge accumulation on the silicon surface, which 

leads to the inversion of the emitter region N+; (2) Na+ ions are 

distributed in the stacked defect, turning the stacked defect into 

a thin layer of metal and cause an ohmic type of leakage; (3) Na+ 

ions migrate into silicon and occupy the interstitial position, 

forming donor states in the band gap. Na+ forms a continuum of 

electronic states around the Fermi level (Figure 1). 

Potential Induced Degradation of Crystalline Silicon PV Modules
Zigang Wang, Weiyuan Duan, Yanfeng Cui, Yifeng Chen

An anti-PID module that has passed the stringent TUV 600h PID test (85%RH, 85, glass covered with copper foil, 1000 V) has been 

developed at State Key Laboratory of Photovoltaic Science and Technology (SKL PVST). To determine the extent of PID during the 

module's expected lifetime of 25 years, a series of aging tests was also performed, and the module was found to be highly resistant to 

PID. This work was in collaboration with SERIS and NREL whereby the empirical data was collected from various climatic regions. 

Generally, to determine the PID, the following IEC standard 

test is conducted. The module is applied with -1000V at 60℃ 

with a relative humidity of 85% for a duration of 96 hours. To 

pass the test, the power loss must be less than 5% of the initial 

power. At present, commercially available solutions to minimize 

PID of modules are: (1) optimize the cell technology by 

depositing a nano-SiO2 layer on the surface of a cell, (2) improve 

the materials of modules, for example, use the EVA or other 

encapsulating materials which has a high resistivity. With an 

increasing rate of PID occurrence on the field, more stringent 

test criteria is demanded by the stakeholders. In response, the 

test temperature has been increased to 85℃, however other 

criteria have remained unchanged and whether the temperature

From the analysis of failed modules on the field, there 

seems to be two issues that current IEC standard tests do not 

address. Firstly, the standard does not factor in the “real-world” 

environmental impacts on modules. Analysis from modules 

installed for over 20 years in 2 different locations, Dunhuang and 

Shenzhen, showed that different climate conditions induce 

different types of stress on the module that lead to power 

degradation (Figure 3). Dunhuang is a dry location often 

exposed to sandstorms and the temperature fluctuates much 

throughout the day. Modules in this location have shown to 

experience cell-cracks and glass abrasion which reduce Isc. 

Shenzhen is a seaside location that is often hot and damp. 

Modules in this region often have moisture penetration which 

causes metal corrosion and increases Rs. Moreover, A. Suleske 

et al. [3] found from a study of 1865 modules that various 

degradation signs such as discoloration, delamination, cell 

cracks, and hot spots could reach upto 89.4%, 3.4%, 2.8% and 

2.4% respectively　due to the high irradiance and high 

temperature in the deserts. O.S. Sastry et al. [4] found that 

moisture penetration tended to cause the metal corrosion in the 

hot and damp regions (Figure 4). Secondly, as the technology 

develops under the pressure of low cost manufacturing, more 

complex and diverse failure modes such as PID and black-line 

have emerged. While it is challenging and difficult, our team 

continues to work on ensuring 25 years of module warranty by 

enhancing reliability not only at the module level but also at the 

module component level.

Figure 4

Solder corrosion caused by moisture penetration in damp-heat regions

(a)

(a) 

Figure 3 

PV modules after 20 years of operation: (a) in Dunhuang; (b) in Shenzhen

(b) 
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4. Anti-soiling property

Anti-soiling property is dependent on the surface structure 

of the glass and affects the energy generation the most. In 

certain regions, approximately 25% to 50% of total energy 

generation is lost due to soiling each year. So far, a short-term 

3-month test has been conducted in Changzhou which shows 

that the type of glass, whether it is hydrophilic or hydrophobic, 

has a negligent impact on the total energy generation. To verify, 

a longer term test is being conducted at various cities and 

heavy-dust environments. 

266.9

254.9

-4.50%

265.1

253.9

-4.22%

Pmax (W)

76.4

74.6

-2.36%

76.0

74.4

-2.11%

FF (%)

Figure 2 

TUV certificate of anti-PID modules with a test condition of 600h,

 85% RH, 85, ±1000V, and glass covered copper foil

Voc (V)

38.13

38.08

-0.13%

37.99

37.93

-0.16%

PID 0h

PID 600h

△

△

PID 0h

PID 600h

-2.11%

9.186

9.162

8.969

Isc (A)

8.998

-2.05%

-0.29%

30.94

31.05

30.96

30.55 

-1.26%

Vmp (V)

8.595

8.236

-4.18%

8.569

8.312

-3.00%

Imp (A)

Table 1. Electrical characteristics of modules post PID test

      PID test (192h, 85% RH, 85, -1000V, and glass covered with 

copper foil) was performed on the encapsulating materials after 

various aging tests in order to verify the perception that as 

encapsulating materials age, they become more susceptible to 

PID. Test results showed the contrary to be true. After various 

aging tests that included 60 kWh/m2 UV and DH1000, power loss 

was nearly the same as that of modules that have not gone 

through aging tests (Figure 3). The field test component of this 

study for the actual power loss is an on-going collaboration with 

SERIS and NREL. Trinasolar has provided different types of 

anti-PID modules to Denver, Singapore and Changzhou where 

these modules will be monitored for 3 years. The power loss test 

will be conducted at regular intervals, and will be compared to 

the indoor accelerated aging test results. The collected data will 

be pivotal for establishing the PID test for aged modules which in 

turn would be useful for updating the existing IEC PID standards.
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Figure 3 

Power loss variance between the aged modules and the baseline 

(i.e. non-aged module)

1. Background

PV installation capacity has been growing around the 

world and it will continue to grow. PV modules are installed at 

different locations with various climate zones, such as hot & dry 

desert, hot & wet sea coast, cold & humid and cold & sunny. 

Ensuring reliable outdoor performance of a PV system in 

extreme climate conditions is becoming increasingly more 

important.

The nominal power of a PV module is measured at a set 

condition referred as Standard Test Conditions (STC), however, 

real outdoor conditions constantly vary in temperature, 

humidity and irradiance etc. Discrepant performance results are 

observed at sundry installation locations with modules of the 

same nominal power. Additionally, module reliability tests in 

internationally recognized standards such as IEC 61215, IEC 

61730, and UL 1703, also reflect a set condition that is 

insufficient to verify module’s durability, not to mention the 25 

years’ of module warranty, in the “real-world” conditions. 

To combat these barriers, Trinasolar has been planning 

and developing test sites of “typical climates”. The sites in 

Changzhou and Turpan have been completed, and the sites in 

Yunnan, Hainan, Tibet and Thailand are in development. PV 

modules which are suitable for different climates have been 

developed and tested by the State Key Laboratory of PV Science 

and Technology (SKL PVST), and the 3rd party laboratory. 

Laboratories for electrical inspection, system engineering and 

energy performance have been built.

PV module and system components’ performance and 

reliability are measured and evaluated in indoor and outdoor 

settings. Same power measurement and accelerated aging test 

are conducted in both laboratories; however the results from 

the outdoor laboratory are analysed with environmental factors 

As the global PV market expands rapidly, the cumulative shipment at Trinasolar surpassed 15 GW to date. As the industry matures, the 

levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) becomes the most determinant index of performance and revenue. Any system component design 

will aim at minimizing LCOE to maximize the return of investment (ROI). LCOE is calculated from the total capital spent divided by the 

total energy generated throughout the system lifetime. It is affected by many factors such as degradation, performance and energy 

generation prediction model, and these factors are discussed in this article.

PV System Design Optimization and Performance Analysis
Peng Quan, Jun Yu, Shengcheng Zhang, Dengfu Xia, Yongshuai Wang, Shifeng Deng, Ying Zhang, Zhen Zhang

2.4 PV System Research Center

2. System design and optimization

Many factors have to be considered in system design.

(1) Policy, standard and regulation 

(2) Climate and soil condition including wind and/or snow load 

(3) Grid condition 

(4) Tilt & azimuth, and system layout

(5) Quality, price, and delivery time of panels and BOS

The work flow is shown below.

Figure 1

 Typical system design workflow

 This is a guideline only, and site- or system-specific 

requirements need to be considered in each system design. 

 change alone is sufficient to ensure the quality and reliability of 

modules for over 25 years in different climate regions is not 

certain. Thus, an accelerated PID aging test needs to be 

established. In the absence of such test in the current market, it 

is paramount that high quality anti-PID modules are supplied to 

harsh climate regions to ensure the module's warranted lifetime 

of 25 years.

At SKL PVST, in order to ensure the lifetime of 25 years, cell 

and module technologies have been enhanced to prevent PID 

occurrence in modules. As of 2015, our anti-PID PV modules 

have passed 600h TUV PID test (Figure 2) with a test condition of 

85% RH, 85℃, ±1000V, and glass covered copper foil. The 

module power degradation was less than 5% as shown in Table 

1 below.

Module 1

Module 2
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.)
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taken into consideration. A systematic model is built with the 

findings to better understand the mechanisms of a PV system 

under the “real-world” conditions; information that would be 

beneficial for all levels of PV system stakeholders.

Basic information
location, climate, solar resource, environment

Location condition
building layout, orientation, tilt, pitch

System design
grid condition, load profile, operation mode, building integration

Component selection
Module, inverter, combiner box, distribution box, SPD, monitoring

Drawing set
Electrical, structural, grid tie, HVAC, cleaning, water drainage

Research Updates

These days, professional tools like PVsyst and SAM are 

recommended for a comprehensive system design.
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4. Anti-soiling property

Anti-soiling property is dependent on the surface structure 

of the glass and affects the energy generation the most. In 

certain regions, approximately 25% to 50% of total energy 

generation is lost due to soiling each year. So far, a short-term 

3-month test has been conducted in Changzhou which shows 

that the type of glass, whether it is hydrophilic or hydrophobic, 

has a negligent impact on the total energy generation. To verify, 

a longer term test is being conducted at various cities and 

heavy-dust environments. 

 This is a guideline only, and site- or system-specific 

requirements need to be considered in each system design. 

2.4 Others

The orientation of the modules can affect the overall 

system energy yield since there is a significant performance 

difference between the long- and short-edge shading of the PV 

modules (Figure 5a and 5b). System designers need to 

contemplate carefully the trade-off between the cost and the 

energy yield from the given size of the land. The mechanism 

behind the power loss due to the edge shading is well explained 

topic and it will not be covered in this paper.

Other factors such as BOS components, system layout, and 

the wire management that affect the overall cost and the energy 

generation need to be inspected. It is worthy to note that while 

Figure 4

(a): GCR definition; (b): GCR of Trinapeak and traditional module

(a)

(b)

(a)

2.2 Maximum serial number

A maximum number of modules allowed in one series 

string is determined by the open-circuit voltage (Voc) and the 

temperature coefficient of a module, and the local climate 

2.3 Optimal tilt and pitch

Maximum energy generation on a given cost of land is 

expected when the modules are installed at optimal tilt and 

pitch angles. The relationship of an energy cost, y, as a function 

of tilt angle, α is expressed as,

Where,

m: Land cost

a, b: Length and width of a roof

k, t: Length and width of a PV module 

n: Cost of single PV array

Qmax: Annual energy output of PV system at optimal tilt 

angle without shading

α: Tilt angle

x: Ratio of shading caused by front row

s: A number of series strings in a PV system

Such calculation can be done in PVsyst by estimating the 

relationship between the annual energy output and the ground 

coverage ratio (Figure 4).

y =

m+ t
b

cosα
k （1-x)

x nx 

x ηa 

a

t
b

cosα
k （1-x)

x Qmaxx a

2.1   DC/AC Ratio

DC/AC ratio is the ratio of array DC nominal power to 

inverter AC nominal output. DC nominal power is measured 

under STC (1000 W/m2 irradiance, 25°C cell temperature, AM 1.5) 

which rarely is attained in real conditions. As shown in Figure 2, 

irradiance distribution at Shanghai, Lhasa and Haikou are 

present. Irradiance range of Shanghai is mainly at 300~600 

W/m2, inverter loss due to power threshold is only 0.1% when 

DC/AC ratio was 1.24.

Local climate conditions and other situational factors need 

to be considered when determining the DC/AC ratio. Since too 

many numbers included for climate data, design tools are used 

to help making the decision. But in general, it is in the range of 1 ~ 1.3.

Figure 3

 DC/AC ratio analysis

Figure 2

 Irradiance level distribution
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Figure 5

(a): Losses of long- and short-edge shading; (b): Shading movement

(b)

condition. The open-circuit voltage of a string shall be lower 

than the maximum system voltage and be within the operating 

voltage window of an inverter. All electrical calculation should 

take into account of extreme ambient temperatures. 

U=N x (Voc+ （(Tlocation － 25) x α x Voc))

Where,

U: Maximum system voltage

N: Maximum number of modules in one series string

Tlocation: The lowest ambient temperature

α: Temperature coefficient of Voc of the module

Voc: Open-circuit voltage of the module at STC

The relationship between the module temperature and the 

ambient temperature is expressed as,

Tmodule= Tamb + 0.03 x Iraa

Where,

Tmodule: Module temperature

Tamb: Ambient temperature

Iirr: Irradiance

And the open-circuit voltage decreases as the irradiance 

decreases. The maximum string voltage would be:

 U= N x (Vadjusted+((Tmodule－Tamb) x α x Vadjusted))

Where Vadjusted is the irradiance adjusted open-circuit 

voltage.

Research Updates

These days, professional tools like PVsyst and SAM are 

recommended for a comprehensive system design.

the maximum energy yield is a priority during the system design 

stage, the cost effectiveness of the decision must also be 

carefully considered.
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4. Long-term degradation of PV modules

According to the empirical study over a long period of 

observation, the degradation rate is normally within 1% in the 

first year and averages around 0.5% for the following years 

(Figure 7). According to the NREL's report, a continuous 

monitoring of more than 40 PV modules from 10 PV module 

manufacturers was conducted, an average degradation rate of 

approximately 0.5% for polycrystalline silicon PV module. 

According to the report from Shunde Academy of Sun Yat-sen 

University, 177 PV modules after 23 years' operation presented 

an average annual degradation of only 0.27%. 

The power degradation of PV modules could be caused by 

many factors. When the module is exposed to the light for the 

first time, Light Induced Degradation (LID) is the main cause of 

degradation due to the B/O or B/Fe recombination. To address 

this phenomenon, the boron or the oxygen concentration would 

need to be reduced. 

The encapsulation is another cause of degradation in the 

first few years of operation. Potential Induced Degradation (PID) 

is increasingly being observed in hot and humid environment. 

The main causes of the degradation after the first year are:

(1) The stress release of welding and lamination, cell crack, 

and the oxidation of metal electrodes leads to an increased Rs 

(2) The moisture can cause corrosion or degradation of 

surface passivation

(3) Unstable or contaminated coating layer of the 

anti-reflective coating glass 

(4) Drop in the EVA light transmittance 

(5) Yellowing of the backsheet

Figure 7

(a) Power degradation and warranty; (b) the actual annual 

degradation and the warranted annual degradation for PV modules

3.Simulation of a PV system and modeling of a PV module

Stakeholders increasingly scrutinize the preliminary 

evaluation of PV systems and often the result of the initial 

evaluation becomes the bedrock for the contract negotiation. 

There are various simulation software in the market such as 

PVsyst, PV*SOL, and SAM. PVsyst is the most quoted software in 

the industry for designing and evaluating the performance of a 

PV system. Electrical parameters of all components including PV 

modules and BOS components are based on the third party test 

data for objectivity and impartiality.

(a)

(b)

5. Outdoor  performance  analysis  under  typical  climatic

     conditions

Over the past two years, quality issues during the 

construction of a PV power station have surfaced. In the past, 

the main concerns for investors and developers were the total 

cost and the total number of plants being completed. With more 

than 30 GW PV power stations built in China in various climatic 

regions, stakeholders are more concerned with the actual 

performance. To assist with the real-world performance 

estimation, Trinasolar has built an outdoor test station in 

Changzhou and additional test sites in different climatic 

conditions are also being planned and constructed - details are 

found in Table 1. The result of the data collection and analysis 

will feedback to the system design team in order to develop 

high quality power stations.

6. Analysis for yield and loss factor

At the system testing laboratory, DC and AC data are 

obtained to monitor, evaluate and analyze the PV system. The 

indoor electrical testing laboratory is able to test and analyze 

safety, reliability and efficiency of electrical equipment under 

different operation conditions. Correction model is integrated 

to investigate further the performance of equipment and 

system, including system efficiency, current and voltage 

movement etc. Findings support the system design and testing 

teams at Trinasolar to design better performing PV power 

stations with higher ROI. Following data are collected and 

analyzed.

◆  Meteorological data including global radiation, direct 

radiation, diffuse radiation, reflecting radiation, ambient 

temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, wind direction

◆   Module yield analysis in low radiation, high and low 

temperature, and various tilt angles 

◆ PID, LID and long-term aging degradation analysis

◆ Shading test analysis

◆ Monthly/annual soiling losses

◆ Inverter analysis

◆ DC/AC ratio

◆ System efficiency analysis

7. Summary

Lowering LCOE has become the key decision factor in 

selecting the winning PV power station project. Key to lowering 

LCOE is to improve the quality of PV system design and 

construction which would improve the system performance 

yield. PV system components’ operation varies greatly under 

different climatic and operating conditions. Thus an in-depth 

analysis and understanding of PV system components and 

mechanisms that our teams provide play an important part in 

making well-informed decisions. 

At Trinasolar, our teams focus on improving system 

efficiency and developing innovative products to improve the 

energy generation at lower cost. The 1500V module, residential 

PV system kits and smart products are some of the examples of 

our commitment and effort in this area. Tracking systems, 

high-efficiency modules and climate specific PV products are 

also in development. 

Changzhou

Turpan

Site

200

360

50

50

Tropical 
rain forest

Plateau

Damp and hot, 
intense UV

Intense UV, 
large temperature variance

Yunnan

Subtropical 
monsoon

Temperate 
continental

climate
Capacity

(kW)

Gentle

Tibet

Hainan/ 
Thailand

50
Tropical 

monsoons
Damp and hot, 

intense UV, salt spray

Characteristics Tests

Table 1: Test site planning under various climatic conditions

◆   Outdoor reliability(degradation, PID, hot spot, wet leakage, 

insulation, materials aging, UV resistance, snail trail, etc)

◆   Energy generation and performance comparison on smart modules, 

double glass modules, IBC, PERC, bifacial and other new products. 

Comparative study of various technologies such as thin film, tracking, 

self-cleaning and of new materials such as EVA, back-sheet etc.

◆       NOC(M)T、IAM、energy efficiency rating in accordance with IEC61853

◆  Performance and safety testing of modules and systems

◆  Electrical (inverter)

Dry heat, large temperature 
variance, windy and dusty, 

intense UV
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Table 1 Global shipments of smart PV product [granted by the permission of GTM]
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SMA
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48

42 12SolarBridge

35

20

DC optimizer

Microinverter

Microinverter

1. Current status of a smart PV module

A smart PV module is a PV module with an integrated IC 

chip that can perform power optimization, intelligent system 

monitoring and other system related functions. In recent years, 

manufacturers in power electronics and PV industry have 

cooperatively developed a series of smart PV junction box 

systems. There are 2 main types of smart PV modules that have 

been developed ‒ a DC smart module and an AC smart module 

which is better known in the market as a DC power optimizer 

and a micro-inverter respectively. The smart PV module has an 

integrated MPPT tracking circuit and wireless 

transmitter-receiver chip in its junction box which enables the 

module to self-monitor and transmit data such as voltage and 

current, and autonomously optimize its output for safe 

operation and maintenance.

 Despite its advantages, its global market share growth has 

been relatively slow since its introduction to the market. There 

are 3 key reasons that we believe are obstructing the fast 

deployment. Firstly, the cost of a smart PV module is higher than 

that of a conventional PV module. Reducing cost through 

innovation while retaining its functions is still the main objective 

for future smart module R&D. Secondly, getting the IC (which is 

embedded into a junction box of a module) and the rest of the 

PV system components to work congruently is a complex 

matter. Currently, a smart PV module needs to work with an 

auxiliary communication unit whose function is 

distance-dependent. The AC PV modules currently in the market 

use the boost-invert, two-stage inverter technology which 

results in a heavy and large electronic mass with a complicated 

circuit design requiring its own mechanical bracket to attach to 

the main system body structure. Consequently, there is need for 

a fully module-embedded smart solution that does not interfere 

Problems of power mismatches and hot spots caused by shading and power degradation exist prevalently in conventional PV systems. 

According to the research by NREL (National Renewable Energy Laboratory of US), more than 70% of PV projects located in California, 

USA operate under 5% shading. USA and EU have introduced compulsory safety requirements for all PV systems in recent years. For 

example, the NEC code in North America now calls for the switch-off voltage in PV system to be below 80 V. These changes in regulation 

have prompted many to upgrade to a PV system with“smart”devices ⸺ smart PV modules with an intelligent control circuit which can 

autonomously monitor and optimize the output and safely switch off if the system is deemed to be unsafe to operate. There are mainly 

2 types of smart PV modules ⸺ a DC smart module and an AC smart module which are better known as a DC power optimizer and a 

micro-inverter respectively. Here, the current status, performance, reliability, LCOE and the key technologies of the smart PV module 

are discussed. 

Smart PV Module Technologies and Applications
Peng Quan, Shengcheng Zhang, Mingdong Wu, Yongshuai Wang, Jun Yu, Zhen Zhang

2. Smart PV products in the market

      Trinasolar's smart PV product portfolio has grown over the 

years. A series of smart PV products that have been released so 

far include a smart AC optimizer, a smart DC optimizer, and a 

Trinapeak cell-string level power optimizer. The latest Trinapeak 

smart PV module has been developed with an aim to lower the 

LCOE. Our estimation shows that at $0.5-0.7/Wp, the LCOE for a 

commercial rooftop project in EU&US can be reduced by 

2%-5%. The Gen 2 Trinasmart that is currently being developed 

utilizes the modular design composed of 5 parts which are 

diode, monitoring, switch-off, optimization and long-string. 

These parts can be configured flexibly according to the needs of 

2.1 Gen 2 Trinasmart Power Optimizer 

The TS4 is a unique hardware-software platform 

combination in the industry, replacing the traditional PV 

module junction box with two key components. The first 

component is a universal TS4 base which connects to the 

module and incorporates the power cables (like a regular 

junction box) and the second component is a matching 

detachable cover that houses the application electronics ‒ 

together, they form a new generation junction box for a smart 

PV application. There are five part covers for the TS4 platform - 

diodes, safety, monitoring, optimization, and long strings. The 

architecture of the Trinasmart system is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1

Global Shipments of module level power electronics 2013-2020 (MWac) 

[granted by the permission of GTM]

Figure 2 

Market share of Smart PV product in 2014 [granted by the permission of GTM]

Figure 3 

Trinasmart system configuration

with the conventional system design methodology. Lastly, the 

IC chip needs to be highly reliable to last at least 25 years of 

operation on field as the PV module is currently sold with 25 

years of warranty. The market share of the smart PV module will 

rise rapidly as these issues get addressed. 

The global shipment of the power optimizer and the 

micro-inverter was at 819 MW in 2013 and rose up to 1.3 GW in 

2014. It is estimated that the shipment will increase at an annual 

rate of 39% on average by 2020, faster than any other PV power 

conversion products.

In 2012, Trinasolar launched its first smart PV module, 

Trinasmart with Tigo. This year, Trinasolar worked with Maxim, 

a chip supplier, and launched another smart PV product, 

Trinapeak cell-string level power optimizer. SunPower has 

merged with Solarbridge, a micro-inverter supplier, to develop a 

smart AC PV module. LG has launched a first-generation fully 

embedded smart AC PV module. Some Chinese companies such 

as Convertergy and APS are releasing low-cost products.

The new Gen 2 Trinasmart has six key features:

(1) Power optimization: based on the impedance matching 

principle, power electronics can solve the issue of energy 

production loss that is caused by shading, power mismatch and 

long-term power degradation;

(2) Switch-off: rapidly shut down every single module when 

AC grid is disconnected to ensure no high-voltage is present in 

the system wiring that could cause bodily harm. System can 

reboot automatically when AC grid is reconnected;

(3) Overload protection: optimizer is integrated with 

sensors that can detect current, voltage and temperature. If a 

module in the system has problems of overvoltage, overcurrent 

or overheating, the module can switch off automatically to 

avoid spread of risk and hazard;

(4) Arc detection and protection: when an arc is detected, 

the optimizer will be switched off and a warning message can be 

sent to a device maintenance staff by email, message or call;

(5) Maximum voltage control: open circuit voltage can be 

capped by a fixed value which will allow up to 30% longer string 

and reduce the cost of BOS;

(6) Module-level monitoring: wireless communication is 

used for remote data acquisition including voltage, current, 

temperature, supplier info, module type, manufacture date and 

SN etc. 

6160

each application. The team is also developing a 

series-connected micro-inverter which can realize an entirely 

embedded low-voltage system.

Currently, the DC power optimizer and the micro-inverter 

are the two dominant products in the smart PV market. Some 

power electronics manufacturers such as SolarEdge, Tigo, 

Enphase, SMA, SolarBridge and APS that account for more than 

95% of the smart PV products in the market are cooperating 

with PV module manufacturers and EPCs to introduce smart 

management of PV plants through the adoption of their chosen 

technology (Figure 2, Table 1). 

Research Updates



Figure 4

Performance of a conventional module (a) vs. Trinapeak module (b)

when a single cell is shaded

Figure 5 

Parallel-connected mirco inverter topology

Figure 6

Conventional series-connected mirco inverter topology

Figure 7

LCOE sensitivity analysis of a smart module in US market

2.2 Trinapeak cell string-level power optimizer

Trinasolar recently launched a cell string-level power 

optimizer, Trinapeak. In a Trinapeak module, every cell string 

within each module is optimized. Trinapeak solar cell 

optimizer works by boosting the current of the weak cells to 

match that of the stronger cells, eliminating the performance 

penalty of the conventional system. The solar cell optimizer's 

MPPT function works alongside the inverter MPPT to ensure 

that the system output is optimal under any environmental 

conditions. The Trinapeak module includes three solar cell 

optimizers which replace the three diodes found in a 

conventional module junction box. Trinapeak module 

integrated with optimizers can provide some benefits that are 

unavailable for a conventional module:

(1)   Increased energy harvest. In a conventional solar 

module, three bypass diodes serve as a protection 

mechanism, allowing the module to produce power even 

when one of its cell strings is shaded or damaged. When the 

bypass diode is active, the energy production of the entire cell 

string is lost, even when only a small portion is shaded. The 

active diode now carries current, which creates heat and stress 

that can lead to a premature failure. Such a failure results in a 

permanent loss of cell-string output, and potentially presents 

a safety issue as the underperforming cell- string is now forced 

to operate in a dangerous, reverse biased condition. In the new 

Trinapeak design, however, bypass diodes are replaced with 

smart integrated circuits (ICs). When one cell is shaded, the 

smart IC chip will increase the current output from the 

cell-string to match that of neighboring, unshaded cell-strings. 

The shaded cell-string will continue to contribute all available 

energy, without affecting the production of unshaded strings. 

(In the case of a conventional solar module or module-level 

optimizer, one shaded cell would likely cause the entire 

cell-string to go offline.)

(2)   Eliminated hot-spot. Hot-spot heating occurs in a 

module when its operating current exceeds the reduced 

shortcircuit current of a shadowed or faulty cell, or a group of 

cells within it. When such a condition occurs, the affected cell 

or group of cells is forced into reverse bias and must dissipate 

power, which can cause overheating. Trinapeak design can 

eliminate reverse bias and prevent hot-spot when the module 

is partially shaded.
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2.3 AC (mirco-inverter) module

AC module refers to a module with an integrated micro 

inverter which replaces the standard junction box and produces 

an AC power output. There are many micro inverter 

manufactures in the market currently, but Enphase accounts for 

90% of the market. At Trinasolar, after many years of testing 

both domestic and international micro inverters, our team is 

focusing on a series-connected micro inverter instead of the 

market dominant parallel-connected micro inverters. The two 

kinds of topologies are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 below.

(a)

(a)

 

Conventional PV modules: 85W + 85W -5W = 165W 
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Trinapeak: 85W + 85W +40W = 210W 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OPTIMIZER  

OPTIMIZER  

OPTIMIZER  

Compared to a parallel-connected micro inverter, a 

series-connected micro inverter has lots of advantages that 

would be very attractive to system owners - simpler structure, 

lower cost, higher efficiency and higher reliability.

The LCOE of 10MW PV system is calculated as an example 

using 2015 values in Table 2. System parameters assumed 

before the calculation are listed in Table 3. Energy production is 

degraded by 2.5% in the first year and by 0.7% thereafter. It is 

generally assumed that the adoption of smart PV modules can 

increase the energy harvest by 2% to 6% depending on the 

operating conditions. In severely shaded PV projects, the energy 

gain can be as high as over 10%. Taking into account of potential 

energy gain and increased cost of modules, a sensitivity analysis 

was carried out.

The analysis shows that for a commercial rooftop PV 

system in US, assuming the premium for a smart PV module 

price to be within a range of $0.1 ~ 0.12/Wp, the additional 

energy gain has to be at least 5%~6% to account for the 

premium on the smart PV module. For a utility scale PV plant, 

the energy gain has to be over 6%. But, if the premium was 

reduced to $0.05/Wp for a commercial system, the additional 

energy gain needs to be just over 2.5% which is highly 

achievable, considering the inherent system losses that are 

usually assumed in the system output calculation such as 2% 

mismatch loss caused by dust and birds droppings etc., 1% 

power degradation loss and 2~3% inter-shading loss of the 

front-rear rows. Applying the same logic to the utility scale 

project, $0.05/Wp premium would account for approximately 

3.3% additional energy gain. As Figure 7 shows, if the premium 

for a smart PV module was brought down to $0.05/Wp or lower, 

it would aid fast adaptation in both commercial and utility 

systems.

4. Summary 

There are several technology trends that are taking place in 

the smart PV module segment. First is the adoption of ICs. An 

increasing number of discrete components are being replaced 

by ICs to bring the cost down while enhancing the reliability. 

Second is the function modularization. The function of smart 

module is split into different functional modules to meet 

different applications. Third is the power optimization at a 

smaller component level. What started as a system level 

optimization is now being realized at a cell-string level. It is 

expected that a single cell optimization would be available in 

near future. Fourth is the increasing number of components 

being embedded into a PV module. The size and weight of a 

micro-inverter is getting smaller, and the micro-inverter is 

gradually replacing the conventional junction box.

In the long term, the market always needs a solution that is 

simple, smart, safe and low-cost. Smart PV modules meet all 

these requirements. A smart PV module with power 

optimization, smart shutdown, overload protection, arc 

detection, module-level monitoring and other system related 

functions will guarantee a safer, smarter PV plant to ensure an 

efficient and reliable operation, and extended system lifetime. 

Although the Smart Grid concept is still in its infancy, it is widely 

acknowledged that smart PV modules will become an 

important part of various smart devices and a reliable basis and 

guarantor for a long-term operation of PV systems.

3. LCOE analysis of a smart module

The following analysis was conducted based on the 

parameters obtained from the US market where more than 50% 

of smart PV modules in the world are installed. Current and 

future estimates are from GTM, listed below in Table 2. 

Utility ($/Wp)

Normal module
0.66

Year

2015
System

1.45
System

2.03
Normal module

0.592016 1.28 1.760.63
0.562017 1.19 1.590.59

0.69

0.492020 1.04 1.280.52

0.542018 1.13 1.460.57
0.512019 1.08 1.360.54

Commercial ($/Wp)

Table 2 Forecast of PV module and system cost in US market

 [granted by the permission of GTM]

Table 3 Assumed system parameters [granted by the permission of GTM]

1430 77.501892

Irradiation
(kWh/m2.year)

First year’s 
Generation
(kWh/kW)

System 
Efficiency

(%)

10

Capacity
(MWp)

25

Lifetime
(year)
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1. Equipment for  high  efficiency  solar cell  technologies  in  

     the pilot line

PV equipment research plays an important role in the 

continuous development of PV technologies. Our team 

innovates and optimizes PV equipment in alignment with the 

State Key Laboratory of Photovoltaics Science and Technology's 

(SKL PVST) high-efficiency solar cell R&D programs. In 2015, as a 

part of the National 863 project, "Integrated key techniques and 

demonstration production line for industrialization of IBC 

crystalline silicon solar cells with average cell efficiency of above 

21%", a production line for IBC solar cells, the first of its kind in 

China, has been completed.   

2. Developing equipment for IBC pilot line

Fabrication of IBC solar cells is quite different from that of 

the prevalent p-type c-Si solar cell and highly complicated. The 

first national IBC solar cell & module production line's challenge 

is to cost effectively integrate 33 solar cell fabrication processes 

into 12 sets of equipment that include 4 cleaning machines, 2 

diffusion furnaces, 2 deposition machines, 3 printers and a 

welding machine. In general, equipment used in the 

conventional p-type c-Si solar cell fabrication is retrofitted in 

order to be compatible with IBC solar cell fabrication steps. For 

example, RCA cleaning machine gets equipped with O3 cleaning 

function because IBC solar cell fabrication needs to be 

conducted with rigid cleanliness.

3. Printing equipment with high precision

The rear electrode printing of IBC solar cells consists of six 

processes in which the latter five printing processes need to be 

aligned with the former process. High precision of alignment is 

Until about five years ago, there were only few equipment manufacturers dedicated to PV and more than 80% of the manufacturing 

equipment was imported. Thanks to the rapid development of China's PV industry and the collaborative research among local PV 

manufacturers and equipment manufacturers, more than 85% of the manufacturing equipment can now be sourced locally. Market 

share of the local equipment is increasing continuously each year, not only for conventional crystalline silicon PV products but also for 

high efficiency c-Si wafers, solar cells and modules.

Manufacturing Equipment for High Efficiency c-Si PV
Zhiqiang Ding

2.5 Equipment Research Center

required with a margin error of less than 10 μm. Following steps 

were taken to ensure the high precision of the equipment and 

the IBC screen printing equipment for mass production was 

successfully developed in collaboration with an equipment 

developer.

(1) Kinematic accuracy. The moving parts that require a 

kinematic accuracy control include the rotating platform to load 

wafers, as well as the actuators that are responsible for the 

alignment of the screen. The rotating platform must have a 

certain level of rigidity to ensure there is no shaking or swaying 

of the wafers once secured into the place. The actuator used for 

the screen alignment will automatically modify the positioning 

according to the compensation value calculated by the vision 

positioning system. A high-accuracy linear servo motion 

platform of Aerotech is used to ensure that each moving axis on 

repetition can be controlled within 0.002 mm.

(2) Vision positioning accuracy. Machine vision positioning 

system can locate the position accurately and automatically 

compensate the location differentials of incoming wafers in 

production process. The operation mechanism and the working 

procedure are as follows: (a) pre-alignment to guarantee that 

the location of incoming wafers can be controlled within 5 mm; 

(b) positioning marked points printed in the former five 

processes, and four position-specific points for printing are 

selected on wafers. The screen deformation and the largest 

spacing among the four points as shown in Figure 1 are fedback 

as a reference for the following printing alignment; (c) in the last 

five printing processes, four 5M resolution cameras are 

equipped with a vision area of 10mm x 10mm to ensure the 

precision for each pixel is controlled within 5 μm 

(10mm/2200points = 4.5 μm), subsequently a sub-pixel 

Figure 1

The actual accuracy measurements for printing equipment of IBC solar cell fabrication

processing technology in the software is adopted to obtain a 

vision accuracy below 1 μm; (d) a lamphouse was selected 

based on the color of marked points and their reflective 

properties to guarantee a high enough resolution for pictures 

collected by cameras.

The printing accuracy for all printing machines can be 

controlled within 10 μm, and the validation data is shown in 

Figure 1.
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1. Development of an integrated acid & alkali texturing machine

It has been demonstrated that the tank-like alkali texturing 

machine and the chainlike acid texturing machine can be 

integrated into one. The integrated acid & alkali texturing  

machine mainly consists of 10 tanks, and the texturing process 

is automated. The equipment was reconfigured and tuned to 

realize the acid texturing for multi-crystalline solar cells 

currently in mass production. Comparable results to the RENA 

machine have been achieved (Figure 1). 

Wafer slicing and texturing

Steel wire cutting and diamond wire cutting are used to 

slice wafer at Trinasolar. Steel wire cutting in conjunction with 

the integrated acid & alkali texturing machine has been successfully 

transferred to mass production. Cell efficiency and production 

yield from the integrated texturing machine is comparable to 

those from a single alkali texturing machine(Table 1). On the 

other hand, the diamond wire cutting still needs to be further 

A series of research was undertaken to develop suitable equipment in support of the State Key Laboratory's (SKL) high-efficiency solar cells 

and modules teams' works. In particular, an integrated texturing machine, a tin pad, a half-cell cutting machine, an anti-LID machine, a 

conductive film (CF) stringer and an automated optical inspection (AOI) cell sorting machine have been developed and are presented here. 

Industrial Equipment for High Efficiency c-Si 
Solar Cells and Modules

Zhiqiang Ding, Yangxin Xiao, Jianjun Xiang, Haining Li, Lie Liu, Lihao Shi, Chunyan Zhang

Figure 1

Comparison of cell efficiency, yield and capacity for poly c-Si texturization. Integrated machine vs. RENA machine

Items

12line

13line

12line

13line

12line

13line

12line

13line

Input wafers
 (pcs)

23378

10700

Unqualified ratio 
in texturing (%)

Unqualified ratio
 in diffusion (%) 

3.62

2.57

0.61

1.63

Total（pcs）

1780

1600

8724

9749

13246

14268
/

Qualified
ratio(%)

99.78

99.81

/

/

99.82

99.78

Voc
(V)

0.6421 

0.6429 

0.6426 

0.6433 

0.6423 

0.6429 

0.0000 

0.0002 

Isc
(A)

5.9340 

5.9313 

5.9339 

5.9298 

5.9394 

5.9382 

-0.0054 

-0.0077 

FF
(%)

79.62

79.74 

79.58 

79.63 

79.73 

79.79 

-0.13

-0.10 

Eff
(%)

19.11

19.15

19.11

19.13

19.16

19.19

-0.05

-0.05

Table 1 Production yield and electrical parameters of acid textured wafers in the integrated acid & alkali texturing machine

optimized before it can be transferred to the mass production. It 

has a low yield rate and capacity that is not compatible with the 

production line's required yield rate of 2700 pcs/h. 

From the cost accounting perspective, the integrated 

machine has advantages on an operation cost. Assuming that all 

manufacturing lines produce multi-crystalline silicon solar cells 

in Workshop Cell #6, the incremental operating costs of the 

integrated machine would be $0.0001/Wp or approximately 

RMB19,000 for a whole year's operation compared to a 

conventional acid texturing machine. Since the integrated 

machine is approximately RMB810,000 cheaper than the 

combined price of purchasing each separately, it is more 

cost-effective. If only mono-crystalline products were produced 

in Workshop Cell #6, the operation cost would be reduced by 

$0.00065/Wp with the integrated machine compared to a single 

alkali texturing machine.

2. Development of a tin pad 

Tin is a more cost-effective alternative to replace silver for 

the rear electrodes. However, due to the poor adhesion 

between the tin and the Al-BSF, printing the tin paste directly 

onto the cell has proved to be challenging until a feasible 

technique using a tin-pad emerged. 

The tin-pad consists of a control system, an ultrasonic 

wave system, a detection system and tin paste. The ultrasonic 

welding head is used to break down the Al-BSF, and then inject 

the molten tin paste to form a tin electrode on the rear side of a 

solar cell. The key technical problem with the tin-pad process 

has been a high rate of cell breakage which leads to 3.5% lower 

yield than the conventional solar cell process which offsets the

cost advantage. Our team took several measures to solve the 

problem including a preheat treatment of cells before the rear 

tin-pad process, and an increased  level  of  vacuum  suction  to

Figure 2

Comparison of electrical parameters:  A cell with tin rear electrodes vs. a cell with silver rear electrodes

Figure 3

EL comparison: pre- and post- tin pasting

guarantee that the cell is held flat during tin pasting. 

The rear tin electrode brought about a significant 

improvement to the performance of PV modules. As shown in 

Figure 2, Isc increased by 40 mAabs and Voc by 0.16V, while Rs 

decreased by 0.006 Ω. EL images of before and after tin pasting 

are shown in Figure 3. It is conferred that the tin pasting does 

not introduce defects to the cell. The peeling strength from each 

of the three groups of rear tin electrodes were also measured 

(Figure 4). They were all above 3N/cm, sufficient for reliability 

requirement.

Our analysis based on the empirical data shows that an 

absolute power gain of 1Wp for a PV module and cost reduction 

of $0.0026/Wp can be expected from incorporating the tin-pad 

into the production line.
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6. Summary 

Many novel PV techniques are constantly emerging for 

solar cell structures, fabrication processes, and PV products. As  

high efficiency c-Si materials and associated products & 

technologies rapidly develop, appropriate equipment 

technology must also take place in parallel. The CF and 

multi-busbar stringers are still in the R&D stage and not yet 

ready for technology transfer.

The development of processing equipment for 

high-efficiency PV requires collaboration among the local PV 

manufacturers and advanced semiconductor manufacturers to 

break-through the technical barriers and to speed up the 

industrialization of high-efficiency PV products. Practical and 

cost-effective solutions are a must for any large scale 

deployment of a new technology.

Figure6

HSV color model of AOI sorting equipment

5. Development of an AOI (automated optical inspection) cell 

     sorting machine

Color variation and visual defects in solar cells affect the 

quality and the aesthetics of PV modules. At present, color and 

visual defects of cells are manually sorted, resulting in 

inconsistent sorting due to subjective and easily fatigued 

human eyes. Moreover, manual sorting also causes secondary 

contamination to solar cells. Thus, an automated sorting 

machine is required to replace the manual process.

AOI sorting machine mainly consists of a loading unit, a 

front-side color & defect inspection module, a rear-side defect 

inspection module, an overturning unit and a control system. 

The front-side color & defect inspection module is used to 

detect the color and visual defects on the front side of solar 

cells. The automated color sorting technique is based on the 

HSV color model for a human eye (Figure 6). H represents the 

tonal value, S represents the color saturation, and V represents 

the brightness value. The automated visual defect sorting 

technique uses the AOI system which captures images via 

high-resolution CCD (40 μm), performs analysis of images in 

gray scale. Cell defects are then selected and the AOI evaluates 

whether the selected area is indeed defective based on the set 

length and area as shown in Figure 7. The rear-side defect 

inspection module employs the CCD with 80 μm resolution.

Figure 7

Visual defect analysis based on AOI system

Figure 5

  The schematic of preloading and final pressing for CF stringer

3. Development of a high efficiency half-cell machine

The high-precision technology plays a pivotal role in 

enhancing the half-cell technology. The half-cell machine 

includes a laser scribing machine, a testing & sorting unit and a 

stringer. 

The key technical challenge in the half-cell stringer is 

maintaining uniform temperature and heat dispersion of the 

lamphouse. Prior to the modification, the lamp-house 

temperature in the stringer usually ranged from 0℃ to 40℃, not 

suitable for PERC half-cell welding. Post modification, the 

lamp-house temperature was maintained between 0℃ and 20℃ 

(Figure 4), suitable for PERC half-cell welding.

Figure 4 

Temperature uniformity curve for pre- and post- modification of the lamphouse

4. Development of a conductive  film stringer 

Conductive film (CF) stringer's popularity grew as Si solar 

cells got thinner and were required to be lead-free and 

processed with low-temperature soldering.   

CF is a type of conductive adhesive with excellent humidity 

and heat resistant properties, and conductive stability after 

curing and/or drying, which makes it ideal for soldering under a 

certain temperature and pressure. Compared with the 

conventional string process, the most significant feature is its 

low-temperature (<180℃) soldering and the lead-free process. 

The newly developed CF equipment is an ideal alternative for 

replacing lead/tin soldering with a comparable capacity to the 

conventional stringer .

Compared with the conventional stringer,  CF stringer has 

three additional processing steps - CF topping, CF preloading 

and CF final pressing (Figure 5). By adjusting preloading and 

final pressing pressures, and ensuring the stability and 

uniformity across the pressing steps, issues associated with 

peeling and bonding of CF and the solar cell were resolved. 

The main technical difficulty of the AOI sorting machine is 

establishing the criteria for color and visual defects. The criteria 

for color sorting require a systematic color classification. A 

carefully considered solution needs to be applied in order to 

reduce the frequency of incorrect cell sorting ‒ i.e. good cells 

being placed into a defect box and vice versa. The first 

automated sorting criterion at Trinasolar was developed 

empirically from the pilot run batches and mass production 

batches. The criterion includes five color classifications with an 

aim to reduce the number of defective cells positing into a 

"good-cell" box to below 0.2% and good cells into a defect box 

to between 5% and 8%. This standardization of sorting criterion 

increased the operation efficiency and significantly reduced the 

workload of the operators. When this sorting criterion was 

applied on the PV modules, no color variations and visual 

defects were found on the PV modules. 

The automated performance of the AOI sorting machine 

meets the requirement for mass production with a throughput 

up to 2500pcs/h, an uptime of 98% and a cell breakage ratio of 

0.12%.
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1. Metal finger printingof the cell 

The screen printing has been the dominant metal finger 

printing method for solar cell manufacturing and many screen 

printing processes have been developed over the years; double 

printing (DP), dual printing, and metal screen printing are some 

of the examples (Figure 1). The DP requires high precision 

printing equipment in a single printing line. Its main objective is 

to narrow the width but increase the height of  fingers to maintain

Because of the high silver paste price, many manufacturers 

have been looking for ways to reduce the consumption of the 

silver paste. The silver consumption in busbars and the silver 

consumption in fingers are about the same.  However the dual 

printing prints busbars and fingers separately and in doing so, 

can vary the type of silver paste used in both and the preferred 

option is to use a cheaper silver paste for busbars. 

2. Development of Pattern Transfer Printing，PTP

Laser is used in many areas of the solar cell manufacturing. 

Initially, it was used for edge isolation but due to its very low 

productivity and the damages done to the edges, it was deemed 

unsuitable for mass production. Although discontinued for the 

edge isolation, laser was introduced to other areas of the solar 

cell manufacturing such as making holes on the cell surface for 

MWT (Metallization Wrap Through) and EWT (Emitter Wrap 

Through) processes, and making a trench on the back surface of 

the cell for the PERC process.

To increase the cell efficiency,  many manufacturers develop a new technology and either upgrade or replace the existing production 

line. In doing so, trade-offs between a gain in cell efficiency and an incremental cost of technology innovation need to be carefully 

considered.  The laser transfer printing technology that has been developed by our team is compatible with the existing production line 

and can replace the screen printing that would result in a gain of 0.1-0.2%abs cell efficiency. It can also reduce silver paste consumption 

by over 30%. 

PTP Technology for the Finger Printing 
Zhiqiang Ding, Hongshan Qi, Xinmin Xiao

Figure 1

Single printing and DP printing (units are in μm)

Figure 3

Production line with PTP system

      Based on the prototype unit, the PTP unit with laser was 

designed and constructed in 2014 with appropriate technical 

specifications for Trinasolar's production line. The unit was 

assembled with many key modules such as Roll-to-Roll, Filling 

& Cleaning, Tape Stretcher, Laser Scanner, Pre-aligner, 

Alignment and Paste Applier. The unit is equipped with software 

that allows a test run with small amount of wafers. The 

production line with PTP unit is shown below in Figure 3.

Figure 2 

The trial unit of the PTP technology

or increase the volume of fingers. The DP of the Baccini which 

results in approximately 0.1-0.15%abs cell efficiency gain has 

become the chosen finger printing process by major cell 

manufacturers since 2010. The silver paste consumption is 

about the same as the standard screen printing, but the price of 

the screen is higher.

It has been difficult to control the end results with the 

currently used mesh screen. A new metal screen was developed 

by the screen supplier which is more suitable for pastes with 

good viscosity. However, compared with a conventional mesh 

screen, the cost is very high and its lifetime is shorter. 

Pattern Transfer Printing (PTP) with laser was proposed in 

2012 and a simple manual printing station (Figure 2) was set up 

for initial trial. On the trial printing station, a special tape carrier 

to "carry through" the paste was made out of a special plastic. 

On the tape carrier surface were the trenches of designed width 

and depth of the finger pattern used for Trina solar cells.
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Figure 5
SEM images of a finger

Figure 6
3D image of a finger

        In the first year of installment, the PTP unit was redesigned 

and some modules were optimized to enhance overall 

performance of the unit and the precision of printing. The PPT 

unit's width and height were increased by 40 mm and lowered 

by 170 mm respectively to ensure the stability of the machine. 

As a result, the tape stretcher module was redesigned and the 

uniformity of the tension in the tape was improved and made 

the maintenance easier.

3. Optimization of PTP technology

The PTP fingers are printed by the “laser transfer method” 

where the width of a finger can be as narrow as 30μm and the

height can be as high as 12 μm. The ratio of height to width is 

higher than that of conventional finger printing technology. 

The SEM pictures of printed fingers show good uniformity and 

desired morphology (Figure 5). However, when the 

conventional paste is used, few undesirable effects are 

observed - many particles are observed around the fingers, the 

height of fingers is not ideal, and there are many scratching 

lines across the finger line. The internally developed paste in 

conjunction with a local paste supplier removed the problems 

and the yield rate of the printing was enhanced to 80-90% 

(using conventional paste, the yield rate is 50-60%). 

Under the diffusion with a high square resistance, the 

width and the height of a finger can be as narrow as 30 μm and 

as high as 12 μm respectively, the number of fingers is more 

than 130 and the number of busbars is 4 with 3 sub busbars 

between busbars. Post process optimisaion, the width of 

fingers ranges from 25 μm to 35 μm depending on the paste 

used. Resulting Isc is 0.1 A higher than that of the conventional 

printing process, the Voc is enhanced by 2-3 mV, and the 

subsequent cell efficiency is improved by 0.1-0.2%abs. Silver 

paste with lower silver content is used for busbars to reduce the 

cost without compromising on the efficiency and the reliability. 

The latest busbar design that our team is currently working on 

will further reduce the silver paste consumption by more than 

30%. The non-contact laser printing also lowers the cell 

breakage rate and it can be as low as 0.05% on production line. 

4. Summary

The PTP technology development successfully met all the 

technical requirements ‒ i.e. be easily transferred to the mass 

production line, and increases the resulting cell efficiency at 

reduced processing cost. Compared with the most common 

single printing technology, the cell efficiency was improved by 

0.1-0.2%abs, and the silver paste consumption was reduced by 

more than 30%. The throughput of the unit is 1580 pcs/h and the 

wafer breakage rate is below 0.05% which are within acceptable 

ranges for the mass production.
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PTP process is compatible with other cell manufacturing 

technologies such as SE and with the printing precision of the 

PTP technology, finger lines on the SE mask would be printed  

more accurately, resulting in a potential efficiency gain of 0.1% - 

0.2%. Multi busbars and the PTP technology together can 

shorten the collection path of electrons and the electron 

recombination at the cell surface would be minimised which, in 

turn, would increase the collection of the electrons.
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One of the key objectives of the State Key Laboratory of Photovoltaic Science and Technology (SKL PVST) is to develop and 

commercialize PV technologies of novel high efficiency solar cells and modules at an economical cost. 

Our latest p-type PERC solar cell technology reached an average efficiency of 20.5% on the mass production line with its corresponding 

60-cell module attaining 290 Wp. Multi-crystallinesilicon (mc-Si) solar cell technology reached an average efficiency of 19% while the 

power output of the 60-cell module could be as high as 280 Wp. As a part of the national key project 863 Plan, a 30 MW pilot line for IBC 

solar cells has recently been completed. The pilot line produces IBC cells with an average conversion efficiency of 22.5% and the 

corresponding 60-cell module power output ranges from 310Wp to 315Wp.

Producing high efficiency products at low cost involves high-precision optimization of processes. At SKL PVST, the light trapping and the 

spectral response of a solar cell have been optimized through reactive ion etching (RIE) and encapsulating the cells in a glass with 

anti-reflective coating. The result was approximately 4 Wp gain for a 60-cell PV module. Dual printing (DP) technique was developed to 

improve the efficiency and to reduce the silver consumption. The newly developed metal printing screen without nodes can reduce the 

width of the front-side silver finger from 42 μm to 35 μm. This not only reduces the silver consumption by 10 mg but also increases the 

conversion efficiency by approximately 0.2%abs. Tin pad technology is another way to reduce the silver consumption by welding tin 

electrodes on the rear; it results in an absolute gain of 2 mV in Voc and 0.1% gain in efficiency. The preliminary evaluation of the tin pad 

technology implied a solar cell yield rate of above 99%.

 

Industrialization of Crystalline Silicon
 Solar Cell Technologies
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2.6 Golden Line & Pilot Line

Figure 1

Forecast of PV technology market shares

1. Industrialization of high efficiency mono- and multi-Si    

     p-type PERC solar cells

High efficiency PERC solar cell has been widely recognized 

as an important developmental step in the new generation of 

crystalline silicon solar cells. It is expected that within the next 

decade, the PERC technology will become dominant in the solar 

cell field and that it would capture 35% of the market share 

(Figure 1). Trinasolar's Honey Plus modules have been 

developed using the PERC technology - compared to the 

standard product, the rear side is passivated with localised 

contacts which greatly reduces the rear side recombination 

velocity, and the use of multi-busbar (MBB) further improves the 

cell efficiency and the module power.

PERC technology

PERC solar cell structure can improve the cell efficiency by 

0.6%-1%abs. Compared to a conventional solar cell, the PERC 

solar cell has a passivated rear surface with finger lines ablated 

by laser, allowing a formation of an ohmic contact between the 

rear metal electrode and silicon.  Other processing steps are the 

same as the conventional solar cell technology. Figure 2  shows 

the schematic diagram of a PERC solar cell structure.

PERC solar cell has a dielectric stack in conjunction with a 

local back surface field (BSF) on the rear which improves 

conversion of long wavelength light into current - the long 

wavelength light that would otherwise escape the bulk of wafer 

now gets reflected back into the active layer of the cell, and 

subsequently, improve the cell's quantum efficiency (Figure 3). 

The rear passivation film is capable of passivating the dangling 

bonds on the back of the silicon wafer and effectively reduces the 

efficiency loss of the rear recombination, thereby improving the 

open circuit voltage and the short circuit current of a solar cell.

When developing PERC, simulation is used to optimize the 

cell structure. Figure 4 shows the change in PERC solar cell 

efficiency as various types of rear graphic design (line contact, 

point contact and contact line segment) are adopted via 

simulation. The efficiency initially increased as the pitch increased 

but decreased gradually once past the optimal point. The 

highest theoretical efficiency was obtained with a point contact 

design.

At Trinasolar, PERC technology has been applied to mass 

production of mono- and multi-crystalline silicon solar cells. For 

mono-crystalline silicon, the average efficiency is 20.5% and the 

corresponding 60-cell module power is 290 W. For 

poly-crystalline silicon, the average efficiency and the 

corresponding 60-cell module power are 19% and 280W 

respectively (Figure 5. 6).

Figure 3

Spectral response of a PERC solar cell

Figure 2

Schematic diagram of a PERC solar cell

Figure 4

Relationship between a pitch on the rear and the cell efficiency

Figure 5  

Efficiency gain of mono and multi-crystalline silicon PERC solar cells

Research Updates
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2. Establishment of IBC solar cell & module pilot line

Under the National 863 Plan “Integrated Key Techniques 

and Demonstration Production Line for Industrialization of IBC 

Crystalline Silicon Solar Cells with Average Cell Efficiency of 

Above 21%”, SKL PVST began the industrialization of  IBC solar 

cells in 2012. The pilot line with an annual production capacity 

of 30 MW has been successfully implemented at the end of 2014.

The IBC solar cell is made of an n‒type mono-crystalline Si 

wafer as a substrate with SiOx on front and rear surfaces to 

reduce the surface recombination. On the rear, interdigitated 

p-type and n-type regions are formed; P+ and N+ regions are also 

formed by phosphorous and boron diffusion via etching or laser 

technique. This structure has many advantages (Figure 7).  

Firstly, since there is no electrode on the front, the usual shading 

The key issue of IBC solar cells is fabricating a high-quality 

interdigitated p-type and n-type regions on the rear, and 

maintain a stable and continuous production yield via etching 

and laser ablation. Figure 8 shows the cell efficiency of mass 

production batches with each running batch throughput of 500 

pcs/h. The average cell efficiency is 22.4%~22.5% and the 

average 60-cell module power is 310~315 Wp.

The objective of the National 863 Key Project, “Integrated 

Key Techniques and Demonstration Production  Line for 

Industrialization of IBC Crystalline Silicon Solar Cells with 

Average Cell Efficiency of Above 21%” has been obtained and 

completed on July 30, 2015.

3. Metallization Upgrade

The electrode metallization method for c-Si solar cells 

includes screen mask printing, laser printing, ink-jet printing, 

and plating. Laser printing, ink-jet printing, and plating are 

faced with a shortcoming of high cost and low yield and 

incompatible with mass production. Screen printing shows 

advantages of easy printing, good repeatability, good adhesion, 

and low reject cell ratio which have allowed it to enjoy a high 

adoption rate in mass production of c-Si solar cells [1].

3.1 Dual Printing Technology

There are two electrode printing technologies for c-Si solar 

cells currently used in the production line ‒ single printing and 

double printing. Single printing simultaneously  prints bus-bars 

and fingers. While it is a speedier process of the two, its 

disadvantages include a wide finger that leads to a low 

efficiency. Double printing employs a two-time screen printing 

technology with a narrower finger width. It produces a narrower 

finger width and a higher finger height compared to single 

printing method, leading to a lower series resistance and a 

higher cell efficiency. The disadvantage of this superior 

resulting technique is its high cost. Both technologies use the 

same high silver content silver paste. As technologies for 

contact resistance reduction and the aspect ratio of solar cell 

paste imrpove, the efficiency gap between the double printing 

and the single printing is becoming narrower. At SKL PVST, our 

team has developed the dual printing technology which prints 

fingers and bus-bars separately using less silver paste overall 

(Figure 9). Fingers are printed with paste that has good contact 

and aspect ratio, while bus-bars are printed with less amount of 

paste than conventionally required. The new dual printing 

technology incorporates the advantages of double printing and 

single printing technologies that produces high efficiency solar 

cells at low cost.

Figure 7

Schematic diagram of an IBC solar cell

Figure 8

Pilot production efficiency trend chart for IBC solar cells
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Figure 6

Power gain of mono- and multi-crystalline silicon PERC solar cells

Figure 9

Comparison of 3 key printing technologies

In the initial development stage of the dual printing 

technology, a combination of different pastes was applied to 

fingers and bus-bars. Electrical and mechanical parameters of 

this trial were compared with those of the single printing. It was 

found that the width to height ratio and the average peeling 

force were comparable while Rs resulting from the dual printing 

technology was 0.3 mOhm higher than that from the single 

printing technology, resulting in 0.1% reduction in the cell 

efficiency. Detached busbar pattern design of the dual printing 

was likely to be the cause for missing lines and increased Rs. A 

new printing schema was devised and it decreased the line 

resistance of bus-bar and released the stress between the 

bus-bar and the ribbon. 

loss from the electrodes can be fully recuperated. Secondly, as 

the PN junction is designed on the rear, a flexible tradeoff 

between metal contacts and non-mental contacts can be 

achieved to reduce the power loss caused by series resistance. 

Thirdly, the packaging density in PV modules improves because 

all the emitter and base metal fingers are both on the rear and 

thus, the spacing required between the cells during soldering is 

reduced by 1~2 mm.

Research Updates



Figure 11

Comparison of surface morphology between the acid

 texture process and RIE process

Figure 12

Reflectivity of an acid textured wafer and a RIE processed wafer
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Figure 10

Profile of the common screen mask (left) and shape of a no-spot screen mask (right)

While the RIE cell demonstrates superior optical 

performance, some surface damage was observed and the 

increased specific surface did not materialize in any 

performance improvement. These issues would need to be 

addressed before RIE can be adopted into the mass production.  

Surface damages and the increased recombination area lead to 

an aggravated recombination of minority carriers. The damages 

from the RIE process can be recuperated by optimizing the front 

emitter and enhancing the passivation on the front. Diffusion 

optimization recipe is employed to optimize the front emitter to 

reduce the front surface diffusion concentration in order to 

reduce the Auger recombination and SRH recombination. The 

SiNx deposited layer is optimized by varying parameters such as 

gas pressure, deposition temperature and layer thickness in 

order to improve the passivation on the front. The optimized 

SiNx deposit layer can significantly improve the passivation of 

solar cells. Figure 13 is a QE study of RIE wafers and acid 

textured wafers, with RIE wafers presenting a better spectral 

response, especially in the short wavelength range. 

4. Industrialization of RIE technology 

The reflectivity of 13% and 22% for texturized mono- and 

multi-crystalline Si wafers respectively are too high for 

commercial c-Si solar cells [3]. Especially, a significantly high 

reflectivity in the short wavelength range (100 nm to 320 nm) 

limits the further elevation of cell efficiency. In recent years, 

research into texturization on the front surface of wafers has 

been gaining momentum. Wafers with texturization are referred 

as “black silicon” due to its low reflectivity [4]. The common 

fabrication technique for black silicon includes femtosecond 

laser method, RIE, electrochemical corrosion method, and 

metal-assisted chemical etching method.

Femtosecond laser method and RIE can be classified as dry 

etching, while the latter two methods can be classified as wet 

etching. SF6(g) and O2(g) are employed as etching gases for 

mc-Si wafers in RIE process. Reflectivity ranging between 5% 

and 10% can be realized by optimizing the processing parameters. 

Its excellent light trapping performance significantly promotes 

the absorptivity of Si wafers. Jsc is increased by 0.66 mA•cm-2 and 

cell efficiency by 0.3%. Figure 11 shows the surface morphology 

of RIE processed wafers and conventionally texturized wafers.  

Figure 12 is the corresponding reflectivity. RIE processed wafers 

show higher specific surface area and lower reflectivity.

The dual printing can obtain the efficiency achievable from 

the single printing technology while the silver paste usage is 

reduced by 10 mg. A combination of new paste and new screen 

mask design allows a narrower and higher finger line, and 

higher cell efficiency comparable to that achievable with the 

double printing technology.

3.2 Knot-free screen mask technology

It is very common for printing occlusion to occur in the 

mass production of segmented busbar design, leading to an 

increased Rs. An optimized printing technique changed the 

printing sequence of the dual printing technology: from printing 

fingers first to printing busbars first. It effectively reduces the 

line resistance of busbars, improves the solderibility of busbars,

Research Updates

and curtails the silver paste consumption by 10mg per cell 

without compromising on the  cell efficiency. A larger height to 

width ratio

of fingers and a higher cell efficiency are attained due to the 

properties of a newly developed paste. When combined with 

screen printing, an efficiency comparable to that of double 

printing is obtainable.

A screen mesh is used to obtain a precise printing pattern 

on the front of c-Si wafers. The finger width on the front can be 

reduced from 42 μm to 35 μm  and an improved morphology 

and uniform distribution of fingers contributes towards ~ 0.2% 

efficiency gain.
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Table 1 Reliability comparison of PV module with different busbars

Figure 13

IQE & EQE of an acid texturized wafer and a RIE processed wafer

Figure 14

Number of fingers vs. the cell efficiency

(a) Conventional tin-free solar cell structure (b) Tin-pad solar cell structure 

Figure 15

Schematic of Tin pad solar cells

Parameters of the five-busbar solar cell are more promising 

than those of three-busbar solar cells. Rs is reduced by 0.4 

mOhm, FF is increased by 0.5, module power is up by 2 Wp, and 

there is a better contact between an electrode and a wafer. The 

higher the number of busbars, the lower the mechanical load 

distributed onto each busbar, thus, the reliability of PV module 

determined by mechanical loading and thermal cycling test is 

improved and the service life of PV module is extended 

proportionally.

6. Development of a tin pad

Tin pad technology refers to soldering tin electrodes on the 

rear in place of silver metal contacts. This method reduces the 

consumption of the silver paste on the rear and obsoletes the 

printing screen. An absolute gain of 0.1% cell efficiency can be 

achieved by optimizing the rear cell design that includes a full 

back surface field as shown in Figure 15 - the passivation at the

back is enhanced by 2 mV Voc gain. Cells and modules with tin 
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Chapter 3   Testing Laboratory

Main responsibilities of the testing 
laboratory at the State Key Laboratory 
(SKL) are to provide testing and 
characterization services to R&D groups 
and the manufacturing department. The 
laboratory divides into characterization, 
simulation, module and system testing. 

The characterization laboratory 
provides analysis and characterization of 
silicon wafers and solar cells including 
half-finished solar cells. The simulation 
laboratory optimizes each processing and 
characterization step involved with 
manufacturing a solar cell through both 
numerical simulation and analytical 
modelling. For analytical modelling, 
Sentaurus and Quokka are used.  The 
module testing laboratory evaluates 
module reliability and performance. There 
are 175 tests that are conducted in this 
laboratory that includes thermal and 
chemical analysis, and physical 
characterization. The system testing 
laboratory conducts system testing and 
performance analysis as well as providing 
technical support to Trinasolar system 
owners.

◆ 3.1 c-Si Solar Cell Characterization & Simulation

◆ 3.2 PV Module Testing Laboratory

◆ 3.3 PV System Testing Laboratory  
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Figure 2

 PL/EL imaging system

Figure 4

peeling strength test for metallized busbars

Figure 1 

Lambda 950 UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer

Figure3

 WCT120

3.1 c-Si Solar Cell Characterization & Simulation

     This laboratory develops cell testing methods suitable for 

high  efficiency  solar  cells,  formulates effective testing scenarios 

and provides technical reports and services to other 

departments of Trinasolar.

3.1.1 Characterization
Main equipment:  

◆ Electrochemical CV-profiling: for diffusion profile and emitter  

         depth for the wafer

◆ PL/EL imaging system: PL/EL image of wafer and cell and also   

       measures Rs and QSS lifetime

◆ Zeta 20 3D optical microscopy: for morphology  characterization

◆ Four-probe equipment: for sheet resistance, resistivity and

     silicon wafer type

◆ I-V tester: IV measurement

◆ Lambda 950 UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer: for reflectivity/ 

     transmissivity/absorbance

3.1.2 Simulation
Under the guidance of Professor Pietro Altermatt, simulation 

group develops and optimizes solar cell processes. Simulation 

group simulates optical, thermal and electrical characteristics 

of silicon and compound solar cells in multi-dimensions using 

Sentaurus and Quokka. Both empirical and theoretical 

approaches are employed when developing a model. The group 

provides theoretically optimal scenarios to other R&D groups, 

the pilot line and the manufacturing within Trinasolar.

Testing Laboratory

Figure 5 

3D models created by Sentaurus TCAD（left）and Quokka (right）

Figure 6

  Recombination current analysis of a solar cell at different working points

Figure 7

 Independently developed 3D optical simulation tool 

Optical simulation

 Simulation group has independently developed a 3D 

simulation tool based on Sentaurus TCAD and Monte Carlo 

method. The tool can provide accurate modeling for surface 

texturing, allowing it to simulate and optimize light-trapping 

structures such as pyramids and anti-reflective coating in a 

solar cell. Enhanced light-trapping mechanism in a solar cell 

improves the short circuit current which improves the overall 

solar cell efficiency. When used with IQE measurement, the 

optical simulation can precisely predict the short circuit current 

of a solar cell device.

Device Simulation

The device simulation group employs Sentaurus TCAD and 

Quaokka. Sentaurus TCAD is a common silicon semiconductor 

device simulation tool and is used to simulate 2D and 3D 

modeling of solar cells (Figure 4). The provision of complete 

processes ranging from carrier generation, transportation and 

recombination makes it a pivotal tool for simulating, optimizing 

and analyzing power losses of high-efficiency solar  cells. Power  

loss   analysis   under  various  scenarios  is  the  most  powerful

feature of device simulation. It helps determine the most 

optimal architecture and process for a solar cell. Figure 5 is an 

example of power loss model analysis for a PERC solar cell.

◆ Spectral response/QE measurement system: for IQE/EQE 

      spectral response

◆  Spectroscopic ellipsometry: to investigate the dielectric properties 

     (complex refractive index or dielectric function) of a thin film

◆  Scanning electron microscope: to observe sample's surface 

      morphology and analyse the chemical composition

◆ Non-contact metrology systems for photovoltaic applications  

      (PV2000): for surface photo-voltage, QSS-pcd, initial surface 

      charge, SPV, Dit, EOT, IV curve, sheet resistance

◆     Orientation mapping system for mc-Si: for orientation analysis
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Electrical Simulation

 Device simulation does not model electrical 

characteristics of a solar cell. Instead, electrical simulation is 

done using analytic models and SPICE software. Analytic model 

calculates the power loss of series resistance using current flow 

rules  on  busbars  and  fingers.  The  total  effects  are  obtained

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

TUV and UL 
qualification in 2010 

as a part of WTDP

CNAS 
Accreditation 
in 2010, with 
40 test items

Passed UL CTDP in 2012; 
the only Witness Free 

Laboratory in PV industry

TUV-PTL 
qualification 

in 2014; 
CNAS test 

items 
increased to 

64

Passed CGC and WMT 
recertification, and get 
annual authorization 

by UL-CTDP, get 
authorization on 

outdoor exposure test, 
hot spot endurance 

test, and bypass 
diode thermal 

performance test

CGC 
certification 

in 2011, 
becoming 
WTDP lab

Passed CNAS 
re-assessment 

in 2013, 
increasing to 49 

testing items

3.2 Module Testing Laboratory

 The main responsibilities of SKL PVST is to provide a total 

of 175 test items, including c-Si PV module reliability, chemical 

properties of c-Si solar cells, thermal analysis of PV materials.  

The  laboratory  has  collaborated  with  the  highly  reputable 

Figure 8 

Electrical simulation based on SPICE method

Testing Laboratory

certification & testing organizations, and has been accredited 

by TUV-TMP, CGC. It is the first in the world to have been 

accredited by UL-CTDP as well.

through a combination of analytic computation and device 

simulation. The output of the device simulation is the input to a 

micro-unit in the SPICE. Multiple micro-units are then 

connected together to form a solar cell structure. 
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3.2.1 Reliability Test Center
In addition to the standard crystalline silicon PV module 

reliability tests, non-standard tests are also conducted. The 

standard  tests  are  carried  out  in  accordance  to  IEC 61215, 

Figure 9

Pasan 3C I-V curve tester

Figure 11 

UL hotspot endurance test

Figure 12

Thermal Cycling test

Figure 10 

Mechanical loading test

3.2.2 PV Material Test Center
  All new and existing materials are continuously tested for 

reliability and safety to ensure the products developed at

Trinasolar are of the highest standard.

Figure 13 

FT-IR Spectrometer

Figure 14 

Universal materials tester

Figure 15 

Water vapor permeation measurement system

Figure 16 

Colorimeter

There are 18 tests in total including:

◆ oxygen & carbon content in silicon wafers

◆ surface resistivity of mono-crystalline silicon wafers

◆ stretch performance of materials

◆ 90°/180° pull-off performance

◆ anti-bending performance

Testing Laboratory

IEC61730-2 and UL 1703. Some of the non-standard test items 

include 1 kWh steady solar simulator light decay, IR testing, 

highly accelerated span test (HAST), PID test and black line test.

◆ water vapor permeation measurement

◆ surface roughness

◆ color index

◆ volume resistivity of insulating materials

◆ transmittance/reflectivity. 
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Figure 20 
Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence

3.2.3 Chemical Analysis Laboratory
This laboratory focuses on chemical analysis of raw PV 

materials such as raw silicon, silicon carbide and chemical 

solutions. Some of 22 test items include metal impurity content 

in raw silicon, metal impurity concentration in acid solution,

Figure 17 

Inductively Coupled Plasma - Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES）

Figure 18 

Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS)

Figure 19 

Ion Chromatograph

metal concentration on the surface of silicon wafer, and the 

components in silicon carbide, acid and alkaline content 

measurement.
Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC)

Glass transition temperature

Cold crystallization

Phase transition

Melting

Crystallization

Product stability

Thermo Gravimetric Analyzer（TGA）

Melting

Evaporation

Distillation absorption

Dehydration of substance

Dissociation

Oxidation

Reduction

3.2.4 Thermal Analysis Laboratory

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy（FTIR））

Qualitative spectrometric analysis

Differential Thermo-gravimetric analyzer (SDT) 

Melting point of silicon raw material 

Thermal Mechanical Analyzer (TMA)

Thermal expansion coefficient

EVA softening point

Rheometer

Viscosity of printing paste

Thixotropy 

Relationship simulation between hot melt glue delamination 

solidification, suspension viscosity and temperature.

This laboratory investigates variances in materials 

induced by thermal changes in the environment. 

Figure 21
 Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC)

Figure 22 
Thermo Gravimetric Analyzer (TGA)

Figure 23 
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)

Figure 24 
Thermal Mechanical Analyzer (TMA)

Testing Laboratory
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Inverter test system

Main items: Efficiency, power quality, protection function, high 

and low temperature performance.

High-precision power analyzer

Main items: Energy efficiency and power analysis test.

Smart J-box test system

Main items: Performance test of smart products.

       Electrical test laboratory carries out tests of key system 

components such as an inverter, junction box, and batteries. 

Test data are used for balance of system (BOS) selection and 

performance evaluation.

3.3.1 Electrical Test Laboratory

Battery charge and discharge test system

Main items: Battery charge and discharge time, charge and 

discharge control performance, etc.

Solar array simulator

Main items: The output simulation of PV array IV curves.

Compliance tester

Main items: Insulation, grounding, and leakage current test.

Figure 25

PV inverter testing system and the operating software

Figure 26  

PV inverter component inspection

Figure 27  

Power analyzer (WT3000)

3.3 PV System Test Laboratory

        PV system testing laboratory conducts electrical tests of PV 

systems in an outdoor laboratory. In addition to accurate 

testing and analysis, system design & optimization services are 

also provided. Approximately 80 key tests are conducted in 

accordance to the international and domestic standards such 

as IEC 61853 photovoltaic (PV) module performance testing and 

energy rating, and GB/T 30427 technical requirements and test 

methods for grid-connected PV inverters. These include inverter 

efficiency measurement, safety test, grid power quality test, 

NOCT, IAM test, energy test and system engineering test. The 

system testing laboratory operates according to ISO/IEC17025 

laboratory management system.

Testing Laboratory



Figure 28 

Outdoor IV energy test system

Figure 29  

Power performance comparison study of PV modules

3.3.2 Power Test Laboratory 
Power test laboratory carries out tests based on IEC 61853 

and CNCA/CTS0016-2015  including the following four parts:

◆ IEC 61853 -1 Irradiance and temperature performance 

measurements and power rating

◆ IEC 61853 -2 Spectral Response, Incidence Angle and Module 

Operating Temperature Measurements

◆ IEC 61853 -3 Energy Rating of PV Modules

◆ IEC 61853 -4 Standard reference climatic profiles

Power plant performance evaluation includes dust loss, 

temperature loss of PV arrays, power degradation of PV 

modules, mismatch loss, DC cable loss, AC cable loss, shading 

loss, inverter efficiency, transformer efficiency, PR analysis and 

PRstc analysis.

System engineering test laboratory provides   compliance   

services   for   project     construction,   system    performance

evaluation, grid power quality test, system maintenance and 

technical services.

3.3.3 System Engineering Test Laboratory

Figure 30  

PV system quality tests

Figure 31 

High voltage insulation resistance meter

Figure 32  

Grid power quality test

Figure 33

Portable IV tester
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Infrared thermal imager

Main items: Abnormal fault inspection, temperature 

and hot spot test for modules, cables, electrical 

equipment. 

High precision power quality analyzer

Main items: Grid power quality test and analysis.

Shadow analyzer

Main items: Shadow analysis for PV system array.

Portable IV tester

Main items: Real-time I-V performance of modules and PV 

array at outdoor, Convert the real-time I-V to STC.

High voltage insulation resistance meter

Main items: Dielectric strength safety test, Insulation 

resistor value test.

Spectrum tester

Main items: Outdoor spectral distribution test and analysis.



Figure 34

Outdoor test sites (with some under preparation)

Figure 36

IBC PV system and the linear relationship between the real-world power generation and the solar irradiation for 10 x 310 Wp IBC modules

Figure 35

 Data monitoring room

3.3.4 Outdoor Demonstration Test Laboratory
Performance of PV modules and BOS components under 

four typical climatic conditions (hot & dry, hot & humid, cold & 

cloudy, and cold & sunny) are examined. Test sites include 

Changzhou representing moderate climate, and Xinjiang 

representing dry desert climate. An island climate 

demonstration test site in Hainan is also under construction.

DC and AC data from modules, inverters, and electrical 

distribution board are collected  and  analyzed.  Environmental

data is collected from the weather station and the environment 

impact on the output and efficiency of the PV system is 

evaluated. All data are collected in database which is used for 

empirical analysis and the findings are fed into the PV system 

simulation and analysis software such as PVsyst and SAM to 

optimize PV systems for the real-world conditions. The findings 

are also used for fault diagnosis and failure predictions. 
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◆ 4.1 Achievements and Awards

◆ 4.2 Participation in National and International Projects

◆ 4.3 Co-Op Projects

◆ 4.4 Academic Exchanges

◆ 4.5 Patents

◆ 4.6 PV Standards
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List 
1. On February 11th, 2015, the SEMI international PV standard of 

ultra-thin PV glass (SEMI PV63-0215) has been published.

2.   On April 25th, 2015, an independently developed 60-cell 

high-efficiency multi-crystalline silicon PV module reached a 

world record conversion efficiency of 19.2%. The module 

efficiency was independently certified by the National Center 

of Supervision and Inspection on Solar Photovoltaic Products 

Quality and to our best of knowledge, is the highest module 

conversion efficiency for a P-type multi-crystalline silicon PV 

module. The module's brand name at Trina Solar is Honey 

Plus and is based on 156x156mm2 solar cells.
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4.1 Achievements and Awards

On April 25th, 2015, an independently 

developed  60-cell high-efficiency 

multi-crystalline silicon PV 

module reached a world record 

conversion efficiency of 19.2%.

On August 1st, 2015,＂OSU-Model-S＂, 

equipped with Trina's advanced 

IBC solar cells and modules won 

the 2015 FIA ALTERNATIVE 

ENERGIES CUP Solar Car Race.

On November 9th, 2015, an 

independently developed P-type 

multi-crystalline silicon solar cell on 

a 156 substrate obtained a world 

record conversion efficiency of 21.25%.

On April 30th, 2015, Dr Pierre 

Verlinden, was honored with the 

2015 APVIA Technology 

Achievement.

On December 16th, 2015, an 

independently developed P-type 

mono-crystalline silicon solar cell on a 

156 substrate obtained a world record 

conversion efficiency of 22.13%.

4.2 Participation in National and International Projects 

Serial No

National High Technology Research and Development Program of China (863 Plan)

Project

Collaborated with China General Certification Center, Yingli Solar and Product Supervision & Inspection Center 
on the project - Research and development of test equipment for accelerated aging testing of PV modules.

Certification Center research project - Key techniques for industrialization & product testing of high efficiency 
anti-PID P-type crystalline silicon solar cells and modules

1

2

Collaborated with Changchun Institute of Applied Chemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Nanjing University, Nankai 
University and North China Electric Power University on the key techniques of novel perovskite structured solar cells

Collaborated with the National University of Singapore on an advanced combination of extended indoor and 
outdoor PV module & system testing across various climate zones
Collaborated with the Australian National University, the University of New South Wales, New South Wales 
Innovations Pty Limited on advanced surface and contact technologies for industrial silicon photovoltaics

Integration of the Pattern Transfer Printing (PTP) system into the metallization line in the PV cell production

Developing equipment and process for tightly aligned finger printing on the next generation selective emitter 
lines for silicon solar cells.

Research on LID Mechanism of crystalline silicon solar cells

Mechanical loading test failure analysis and countermeasures of c-Si PERC photovoltaic devices

R&D on N-type mono-crystalline high-efficiency solar cells and its industrilizaiton

Provincial Science and Technology Support Plan of Jiangsu Province

International Collaboration Projects

Jiangsu International Collaborative Project

Jiangsu Natural Science Fund

Changzhou Technical Achievements transfer and industrialization plans 

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Research on optical two-dimensional crystal orientation detecting techniques for multi-crystalline silicon

Device physics and loss analysis for industry-level crystalline silicon solar cell

Research on enhanced spectral absorption of micro-nano resonant structure and its application on solar cells

p-type mono c-Si 

p-type poly c-Si 

3. On April 30th, 2015, Pierre Verlinden was honored with the 

2015 APVIA (Asian PV industry Award) ‒Technology 

Achievement Award (Enterprise) at 2015 SNEC.

4.   On July 30th, 2015, the National 863 Plan project of 

"Integrated Key Techniques and Demonstration Production 

Line for Industrialization of IBC Crystalline Silicon Solar Cells 

with Average Cell Efficiency of Above 21%" has passed the 

acceptance by Ministry of Science and Technology. 

5.         On August 1st, 2015, the Osaka Sangyo Univeristy's Solar Car, 

“OSU-Model-S”, equipped with Trina's advanced Interdigitated 

Back Contact (IBC) solar cells and modules won the 2015 FIA 

ALTERNATIVE ENERGIES CUP Solar Car Race.

6. On September  24th, 2015, the National PV standard of  vinyl 

acetate (VA) content test method for ethylene-vinyl acetate 

(EVA) applied in photovoltaic modules ‒TGA  (GB/T 

31984-2015) has been published.

7. On October 15th, 2015, Dr Zhiqiang Feng was honored with 

China Solar Energy PV Achievement Award at the 15th China 

Photovoltaic Conference.

8. On November 9th, 2015, an independently developed P-type 

multi-crystalline silicon solar cell on a 156 x 156 mm2 substrate 

obtained  a  world record conversion  efficiency  of　21.25%. 

The result was certified by Fraunhofer ISE testing 

laboratories.

  9. On December 1st, 2015, the invention patent  (Patent No of 

201210141633.5) has been awarded with 9th Jiangsu Patent 

Gold Award for the fabrication method for IBC solar cells.

10. On December 16th, 2015, an independently developed P-type 

mono-crystalline silicon solar cell on a 156 x 156 mm2 

substrate obtained a world record conversion efficiency of 

22.13%. The result was certified by Fraunhofer ISE testing 

laboratories.
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4.3 Co-Op Projects 

The Laboratory initiated research projects on various PV 

topics such as fundamental physics of PV science, and 

mechanisms & promotion of PV industry. In addition, the 

Laboratory carried out studies on high-tech independent R&D 

and transferred achievements, and provide services for the 

development of China and enterprises as well as talent cultivation, 

On March 27th, 2015, Dr Zhiqiang Feng attended 

“High-efficiency crystalline silicon solar cells workshop” and 

delivered a presentation on “R&D and industrialization of 

development of IBC solar cells”.

On March 30th, 2015, Dr Zhiqiang Feng attended a 

workshop on “Significant improvement of solar PV generated 

power station and its economics” which was co-hosted by 

International Collaboration Center and PV industry Association 

of Chinese Renewable Energy Society to deliver a presentation 

on “Incorporation of high efficiency PV modules to fast-forward 

the development of PV power generation”.

On March 31st, 2015, Dr Zhiqiang Feng attended InterSolar 

China and delivered a presentation on “The status of 

technology development of high efficiency crystalline silicon 

solar cells and modules”.

On April 24th, 2015, Professor Martin Green delivered a 

presentation on "Silicon-based tandem cells".

4.4 Academic Exchanges

Serial No Project

Structures and degradation mechanisms of a biomimetic anti-reflective (ARC) self-cleaning glass from 
Changzhou University

The actual power generation of PV systems from the Solar Energy Research Institute of Shunde, Sun Yat-sen University

Power generation of dual glass PV modules from Hohai University

Plug-and-play household PV systems from HeFei University of Technology

2

3

The impact of rooftop PV arrays on the energy consumption of a building in South Jiangsu from Hohai University1

4

5

building a world-class innovation platform.

To promote academic collaborations and exchanges, our 

SKL has set up funds for co-op projects to attract PV talents and 

to accelerate the technical development. The five co-op 

projects currently running are as follows.

On April 13th, 2015, Dr Pierre J. Verlinden delivered a 

presentation on “Mass production of high-efficiency crystalline 

silicon solar cells and modules” at Univerity of Leeds.

On May 6th, 2015, Dr Daming Chen and Dr Zhen Xiong 

attended Crystalline Silicon for Solar Cells-CSSC8 at 

Birmingham to deliver a presentation on “Status of research & 

development for high-efficiency crystalline silicon IBC & HJ 

solar cells at Trina Solar, and the development & 

characterization of high-performance cast-method crystalline 

silicon wafers for high efficiency solar cells”.

From May 1st to 7th, 2015, Dr Pierre J. Verlinden attended 

Power & Electricity World Asia 2015 in Singapore and delivered 

a presentation on “High-efficiency and smart PV modules for 

low-cost electricity”.

On May 17th, 2015, Dr Pierre J. Verlinden attended 

Technical Seminar of Swissolar Organization in Zurich.

On May 20th, 2015, Dr Zhen Zhang attended the PV 

modules & dual glass modules workshop hosted by China 

Power Group and delivered a presentation on “Trends and 

status of technical development of PV modules”.

On May 21st, 2015, Dr Pierre J. Verlinden attended PV 

Technologies Seminar at Aix of France.

 From June 11st to 18th, 2015, Dr Pierre J. Verlinden and Dr 

Zhen Xiong attended IEEE Conference, and delivered a 

presentation on “Challenges and opportunities for 

high-performance solar cells and PV modules in a large volume 

production” and “High-performance multi-crystalline wafers 

with a lifetime of 400 on an industrial scale”.

On June 19th, 2015, Dr Zhen Zhang visited highly regarded 

PV science and technology companies and delivered a 

presentation on “Development and innovation of crystalline 

silicon solar technologies”.

 On June 23rd, 2015, Dr Zhen Zhang attended a PERC Solar 

cell technologies seminar and delivered a presentation on 

“Strategy, development and mass production of 

high-efficiency crystalline silicon PV R&D at Trina Solar”.

On July 27st, 2015, Weiwei Deng attended a NREL 

workshop on crystalline silicon solar cells and modules and 

delivered a presentation on “Multi-crystalline silicon wafer with 

a lifetime of up to 578 and 20.76% cell efficiency”.

On September 1st, 2015, Dr Zhiqiang Feng attended the 

5th Sino-Germany bilateral silicon materials seminar and 

delivered a presentation on “High-performance crystalline 

silicon casting, its industrial application and characterization”.

From September 14th to 18th, 2015, Dr Pierre J. Verlinden 

attended 2015 EU PVSEC symposium on invitation.

From October 11st to 15th, 2015, Dr Zhiqiang Feng 

attended 2015 China Photovoltaic Conference and delivered a 

presentation on “Development status and prospect of 

high-efficiency crystailline silicon solar cells”.

From October 13rd to 14th, 2015, Dr Pietro Altermatt 

attended New materials & innovative solar cell strucutres 

workshop, and delivered a presentation on “Modeling solar 

cells: the continuous transition from ordinary metal contacts, 

to passivated contacts, to hetero-emitter contacts”.

From November 8th to 10th, 2015, Dr Pierre J. Verlinden 

attended the annual meeting for Australian Center of Advanced 

PV held at the University of New South Wales.

From November 24th to 25th, 2015, Dr Zhiqiang Feng 

attended the 3rd Solar & Off-grid Renewables Southeast Asia 

2015 held in Bangkok and delivered a presentation on 

“Photovoltaics: changing the landscape of energy generation”.

On December 7st, 2015, Dr Pierre Verlinden attended Solar 

Oration and delivered a presentation on “High-performance 

solar cells and modules for future PV market”.

On December 9th, 2015, Dr Pierre Verlinden attended the 

Asia-Pacific Solar Research Conference and delivered a 

presentation on “Advances and cost-drivers in silicon module 

manufacturing”.
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4.5 Patents

In 2015, 76 patents were filed. One was Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), and 52 patents were invention patents. 81 patents 

have been authorized and of these, 38 were invention patents.

Cumulatively, as of December 2015, 1191 patents have been filed by Trina Solar and of those, 530 were invention patents and 29 

PCT. 668 were valid invention patents and of these 179 were invention patents. 

No.

Invention Title Invention No. Authorized date

Automatically centering process piece box for solar cell piece

Manual splitting device of solar battery sheet

Oppositely-stacked assembly frame

Method for estimating serial resistance of metallized patterns
 on surface of solar battery

Production method of all back-contact solar cell

Apparatus for continuously growing quasi-monocrystalline crystals

P-type silicon substrate heterojunction cell

Evaluation method for polycrystal battery technical level
 and slice source

Standard component storage device and photovoltaic module
 testing system with same

Production method of ingot single crystal

Quartz crucible for ingot casting

Silk screen printing device

Solar battery component and system installing press plate thereof

Method for manufacturing gradient crucible for 
polycrystalline silicon ingot casting

Method and device for detecting crystalline orientation 
of polycrystalline silicon wafer

Method for testing sheet resistance in preparation process
 of selective transmission electrode battery

Electrode structure of solar cell piece

ZL201210292500.8

ZL201210292199.0

ZL201210559928.4

ZL201210274488.8

ZL201210141633.5

ZL201210205227.0

ZL201310134091.3

ZL201310273090.7

ZL201210292256.5

ZL201210141373.1

ZL201210205975.9

ZL201310358425.5

ZL201210137185.1

ZL201210190127.5

ZL201310059668.9

ZL201310136894.2

ZL201210525026.9

2015.1.7

2015.1.21

2015.1.21

2015.3.4

2015.3.11

2015.4.15

2015.4.15

2015.4.15

2015.4.29

2015.5.6

2015.5.6

2015.5.20

2015.6.3

2015.6.3

2015.6.3

2015.6.3

2015.6.10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Etching process for selective transmission electrode

Etching size applicable to solar cells, and preparation 
method and application method of etching size

New-structure crystalline silicon solar battery and
 preparation method there　of 

Silicon chip for testing bulk service life, silicon chip 
manufacturing method, and bulk service life test method
N type MWT (Metal Wrap Through) solar battery structure

 and manufacturing process thereof

Device and method for selective etching of solar cells

Method for preparing high-efficiency heterojunction cells

Multi-hole pyramid antireflection structure preparation
 method and HIT solar cell preparation technology

Novel heterojunction solar cell

Automatic box packaging equipment for subfissure
 preventing assembly

Processing method for photovoltaic solder strips as well as
 wire-drawing  die and photovoltaic solder strip processing

 device used in method

Cleaning treatment method of N-type crystalline silicon
 substrate of solar cell

Photovoltaic module mounting system and photovoltaic
 module mounting method

Novel solar battery interconnection structure and
 manufacturing method thereof

Method for predicting open-circuit voltages of 
polycrystalline silicon chips

PID (potential induced degradation) resistible solar 
cell passivated antireflective film

Probe testing device for battery piece and battery piece 
current measuring method using probe testing device

Method for isolating films on two sides of substrate layer
 and preparing process for heterogenous junction solar cell

Photovoltaic module mounting structure and
 mounting method thereof

Back bridge type contact electrode of crystalline silicon 
solar cell and preparation method thereof

Indoor temperature coefficient testing method 
for solar cell module

ZL201210141800.6

ZL201410082025.0

ZL201210141808.2

ZL201110457747.6

ZL201310008854.X

ZL201210253217.4

ZL201210288450.6

ZL201310467811.8

ZL201310310101.4

ZL201310340050.X

ZL201310500915.4

ZL201410019509.0

ZL201210270341.1

ZL201210268470.7

ZL201310263287.2

ZL201310008588.0

ZL201310610867.4

ZL201310398369.8

ZL201210369274.9

ZL201310440907.5

ZL201410008186.5

2015.6.17

2015.6.24

2015.7.15

2015.7.22

2015.7.29

2015.8.19

2015.8.19

2015.9.9

2015.9.9

2015.9.23

2015.9.30

2015.10.21

2015.10.28

2015.10.28

2015.10.28

2015.11.18

2015.12.2

2015.12.9

2015.12.9

2015.12.23

2015.12.30

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38
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SEMI standard

SEMI standard

Test method for determination of total 
carbon content in silicon powder by 
infrared absorption after combustion in 

an induction furnace

SEMI   PV59- 0215 Published in Jan, 2015

Published in Jan, 2015Specification for framing tape for PV modules SEMI PV61- 0215

32

33

Sealant Material in Terrestrial Photovoltaic 
(PV) Modules -- Silicone Sealant

National standard GB/T 9595-2013 Published on Jul. 19th, 
2013

Vinyl Acetate (VA) content test method 
for Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate (EVA) applied 

in photovoltaic modules-TGA
GT 030-2014 Published in 2014

Polyvinyl butyral (PVB) interlayer for 
building mounted photovoltaic module Industrial standard

Industrial standard

Industrial standard

JG/T449-2014
Published on Oct. 20th, 2014, 
implemented on Apr. 1st, 2015

Ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) interlayer for 
building mounted photovoltaic module JG/T450-2014

Published on Sep. 29th, 2014, 
implemented on Apr. 1st, 2014

Edge protection materials for solar 
photovoltaic laminated glass for building JG/T465-2014

SEMI  PV50-0114

Published on Dec. 29th, 2014, 
implemented on May 1st, 2014

Crystalline silicon PV cells manufacturing 
worker

Occupational skills 
standard

Published in 2014

Published in 2014Crystalline silicon PV cells manufacturing 
worker

Occupational skills 
standard

Test method for in-line monitoring of flat 
temperature zone in horizontal diffusion 

furnace
SEMI standard 

SEMI standard

SEMI  PV53-0514 Published in Jan, 2014

Insulating Back Sheet for Crystalline Silicon 
Terrestrial Photovoltaic (PV) Modules National standard GB/T  31034-2014 Published in Jul, 2014

Specification for Ultra-thin glasses used 
for photovoltaic modules

SEMI  PV63- 0215 Published in Feb, 2015

Regional standard/cross-strait 
common standard

Specification for impurities in 
polyethylene packaging materials for 

polysilicon feedstock
SEMI standard Published in Jan, 2014

No. Standard Name Classification Number Stage

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

18

19

20

Terrestrial crystalline silicon photovoltaic 
(PV) modules performance requirements in 
multiple climates Part 1: Hot-Dry climate condition

Technical specification CQC3303-2013
Publish and implement on 
May 20th, 2013

Terrestrial crystalline silicon photovoltaic 
(PV) modules performance requirements in 
multiple climates Part 1: Hot-Dry climate condition

Technical specification CQC3304-2013
Publish and implement on 
May 20th, 2013

Terrestrial crystalline silicon photovoltaic (PV) 
modules performance requirements in multiple 
climates Part 2: Damp-Heat climate condition

Technical specification CQC3305-2013 Publish and implement on 
May 20th, 2013

Photovoltaic (PV) module safety qualification- 
Part 1: Requirements for construction

PV industry union standard CPIA 003-1-2013
Published on May 10th, 2013, 
implemented on Aug. 1st, 2013

Photovoltaic (PV) module safety qualification - 
Part 2: Requirements for testing PV industry union standard CPIA 003-2-2013

Published on May 10th, 2013, 
implemented on Aug. 1st, 2013

16

17

The Technology Code in Integration of 
Building and Photovoltaic

Engineering construction 
department/provincial standard

Engineering construction 
department/provincial standard

DGJ32/J87-2009
Published on Nov. 10th,2009, 
implemented on Jan. 1st, 2010

Icon atlas of <building integrated solar 
energy PV system design and installation>

National construction standard 10J908-5 Published on Jan. 6th,2010, 
implemented on Mar. 1st, 2010

Technical code for application of solar 
photovoltaic system of civil buildings

Engineering construction 
department/Industrial standard

Engineering construction 
department/Industrial standard

JGJ203-2010 Published on Mar. 18th, 2010, 
implemented on Aug., 1st, 2010

Code for operation and maintenance of 
building mounted photovoltaic system

JGJ/T264-2012
Published on Dec. 26th, 2011, 
implemented on May 1st, 2012

Measurement of PV module efficiency for 
terrestrial application

Local standard DB32/T 1831-2011
Published on Jun. 15th, 2011, 
implemented on Aug. 15th, 2011

Guide for testing of building integrated 
photovoltaic systems DGJ32/TJ126-2011

Published on Nov. 1st, 2011, 
implemented on Dec. 1st, 2011

Cross-linking degree test method for 
Ethylene- Vinyl Acetate  applied in 
photovoltaic modules — Differential 

Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

Regional standard/cross-strait 
common standard GT 007-2012 Published in 2012

Building Integrated Photovoltaic（BIPV） 
modules nominal operating cell 

temperature test methods

Regional standard/cross-strait 
common standard

GT 008-2012 Published in 2012

Tinned ribbon for solar cel Local standards DB 32/T2176-2012
Published on Dec. 28th, 2012, 
implemented on Feb. 28th, 2013

Specification for package protect for PV 
module SEMI standard PV44-0513 Published on Jul. 19th, 2013, 

implemented on May 1st, 2014

Laminated solar PV glazing materials in 
building National standard GB 29551-2013 Published on Jul. 19th, 2013,

Sealed insulating solar PV glass unit in 
building National standard GB/T 29759-2013

Published on Sep. 18th, 2013, 
implemented on Jun. 1st, 2014

Ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymer (EVA) 
film for encapsulant solar module

National standard GB/T 29848-2013 Published on Nov. 12th, 2013, 
implemented on Apr. 15th, 2014

Crystalline silicon photovoltaic (PV) modules 
‒ Design qualification and type approval

PV industry union 
standard

CPIA 001-2013
Published on May 10th, 2013, 
implemented on Aug. 1st, 2013

VA content measurement in EVA of PV 
modules -TGA/Vinyl Acetate (VA) content 
test method for Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate 
(EVA) applied in photovoltaic modules-TGA

SEMI standard PV44-0513 Published in May, 2013

41published standards (8 guided standards)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

No. Standard Name Classification Number Stage

4.6 PV Standards

As of December 2015, SKL PVST has participated in 53 standards. 41 standards have been published. 8 guided standards include 

2 national standards. 10 standards under research include 1 IEC standard, 2 SEMI standards, 5 national standards and 2 industry 

standards.

PV standards list
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4.7 Published Papers

In 2015, 32 papers were published. 21 were conference papers presented at global conferences such as China Photovoltaic 

Conference (CPVC 2015), 2015 IEEE 42th Photovoltaic Specialists Conference, and 30th European Photovoltaic Solar Energy 

Conference & Exhibition (29th EU PVSEC). 

Cumulatively, 125 papers have been published by the SKL PVST as of December 2015 and of these 12 SCI papers and 8 EI papers 

are included. 

01.　　　Wanwu Guo, Liping Zhang, Jian Bao, Fanying Meng, Jinning Liu, Dongliang Wang, Jieyu Bian, Wenzhu Liu, Zhiqiang Feng, Pierre J. 

Verlinden, and Zhengxin Liu; Defining a parameter of plasma-enhanced CVD to characterize the effect of silicon-surface passivation 

in heterojunction solar cells; Japanese Journal of Applied Physics (JJAP).

02.　　　　Feng Ye, Ningyi Yuan, Jianning Ding  and Zhiqiang Feng; The performance of thin industrial passivated emitter and rear contacts 

solar cells with homogeneous emitters; AIP|Journal of Renewable and Sustainable Energy.

03.　　　Wanwu guo, Liping Zhang, Fanying Meng, Jian Bao, Dongliang Wang, Jinning Liu, Zhiqiang Feng, Pierre J. Verlinden and Zhengxin 

Liu; Study of the correlation between hydrogenated amorphous silicon microstructure and crystalline silicon surface passivation in 

heterojunction solar cells; Phys. Status Solidi A - Applications and Materials Science.

04.　　　Yingbin Zhang, Zhen Xiong, Yifeng Chen, Zhiqiang Feng, Pingxiong Yang, Junhao Chu; Correlation between polycrystalline based 

solar cell conversion efficiency and crystalline defects; J. Infrared Millim. Waves, Vol. 34, No. 5, 21-27.                              

05.　　　Yingbin Zhang, Jianmei Xu, Jing Mao, Jiahua Tao, Hui Shen, Yifeng Chen, Zhiqiang Feng, Pierre J. Verlinden, Ping Xiong Yang and 

Junhao Chu; Long-term reliability of silicon wafer-based traditional backsheet modules and double glass modules; Royal Society of 

Chemistry.

06.　　　Wanwu Guo, Liping Zhang, Jian Bao, Fanying Meng, Yifeng Chen, Zhiqiang Feng, Zhengxin Liu;  Analysis of Amorphous Silicon 

Passivation Layer in Heterojunction Solar Cells by Spectroscopic Ellipsometry; Acta Optica Sinica, Volumn 35, No. 6, June 2015, 

0631002.

Scientific Paper List

SEMI standardTerminology for back contact PV cell and 
module

Vinyl Acetate (VA) content test method 
for Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate (EVA) applied 

in photovoltaic modules-TGA

Specification for package protect for PV 
module

SEMI   PV62- 0215 Published in Feb, 2015

National standard GB/T  31984-2015 Published in Sep, 2015

Standard/ Cross-strait 
common standard GT034-2015 Published in Sep, 2015

Building Integrated Photovoltaic（BIPV） 
modules nominal operating cell 

temperature test methods
National standard 20110053-T-469 Submit for approval

Cross-linking degree test method for 
Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate  applied in 
photovoltaic modules —Differential 

Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

20110738-T-469 Complete consultationNational standard

10 Standards under research (one IEC standards,  two SEMI standards, 5 National standards, 2 Industrial standards)

Participated in standards still under research

Cross-linking degree test method for 
Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate  applied in 
photovoltaic modules —Differential 

Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

IEC standard

SEMI standard

SEMI standard

IEC  62788-1-6
（62775)

CD draft

Specification for Dual-glass Module with 
Crystalline Silicon Terrestrial Solar Cell

DOC  5925 Approved to be set up

Test method for cell defects in crystalline 
silicon PV modules by using 

electroluminescence
DOC  5773 Approved to be set up

Test Method for Determining the Aspect 
Ratio of Solar Cell Metal Fingers by 

Comfocal Laser Scanning Microscope
SEMI  PV66-0715 Published in Jul, 2015

SEMI standard

SEMI standard

SEMI standard

Test Method for Determining B, P, Fe, Al, 
Ca Contents in Silicon Powder for PV 
Applications by Inductively Coupled 

Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry

SEMI  PV64-0715 Published in Jul, 2015

Test Method Based on RGB for Crystalline 
Silicon (C - Si) Solar Cell Color SEMI  PV65-0715 Published in Jul, 2015

SEMI standard
Test Method for the Wire Tension of 

Multi-wire Saws SEMI  PV68-0815

SEMI standard
Test Method for the Etch Rate of a 
Crystalline Silicon Wafer by Determining 

the Weight Loss
SEMI  PV67-0815 Published in Aug, 2015

Published in Aug, 2015

General specifications for light-induced 
degradation of crystalline silicon solar PV 

module
National standard

National standard

20121247-T-339 Submit for examination 

Specification for small independent PV 
power generation system

20141858-T-339 Approved to be set up

34

35

36

45

46

42

43

44

39

37

38

41

40

47

48

No. Standard Name Classification Number Stage

National standardSpecification for package protect for PV 
module

Specification for ultra-thin glasses used 
for photovoltaic modules

Graphical symbols for solar photovoltaic 
energy systems

20141886-T-469 Approved to be set up

Industrial standard 2012-2187T-SJ Submit for approval

Industrial standard 2010-3151T-SJ Submit for approval

20100582-T-424 Submit for approval

National standard

National standard

Acceptance specification of independent 
PV system

Terrestrial PV modules - technical 
requirements of junction box

20100584-T-424 Submit for approval

49

50

51

52

53

No. Standard Name Classification Number Stage
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07.　　　Yizhan Chen, Yang Yang, Xueling Zhang, Guanchao Xu, Jason K. Marmon, Zhonglan Li, Zhiqiang Feng, Pierre Verlinden, Hui Shen; 

Forming aluminum electrodes by screen printing and electron-beam evaporation for high performance interdigitated back contact  

solar cells; Solar Energy Materials and Solar Cells.

08.　　　Yulong Li, Pengfei Qiu, Zhen Xiong, Jikun Chen, Raghavendra Nunna, Xun Shi and Lidong Chen; Electrical and thermal transport 

properties of YbxCo4Sb12 filled skutterudites with ultrahigh carrier concentrations; AIPADVANCES 5, 117239 (2015). 

09.　　　Zhen Xiong; Manufacture and characterization techniques of crystalline silicon; Photovoltaic Energy Industry Observer, 41-44.

10.　　　Zhonglan Li, Yang Yang, Xueling Zhang, Yifeng Chen, Pierre Verlinden, Zhiqiang Feng; IBC solar cell and its industrialization; 

Photovoltaic Energy Industry Observer, 33-35.
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